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Abstract

This thesis presents millimetre continuum and molecular line ob-

servations exploring the properties of molecular outflows towards

massive star forming regions. Massive stars produce some of the

most energetic phenomena in the Galaxy, yet we still do not have a

comprehensive understanding of how they actually form. Outflows

are known to play a key role in this formation process and their

properties, particularly how they change depending on the mass, lu-

minosity and evolution of the driving source can shed light on how

massive stars actually form. This thesis presents observations at

both high (SMA 3′′) and low (JCMT 15′′) spatial resolution of the

known jet/outflow tracers, SiO and 12CO, towards a sample mas-

sive star forming region drawn from the RMS survey. Furthermore,

the presence of infall signatures is explored through observations of

HCO+ and H13CO+, and the hot core nature of the regions is probed

using tracers such as CH3CN, HC3N and CH3OH.

SiO is detected towards ∼50% of the massive young stellar objects

and HII regions in the JCMT sample. The detection of SiO appears

to be linked to the age of the RMS source, with the younger sources

showing a stronger dependence with SiO. The presence of SiO also



appears to be linked to the CO velocity, with SiO more efficiently

tracing sources with higher velocity dispersions. In the MOPRA ob-

servations towards a sample of 33 RMS sources, CH3CN is detected

towards 66% of the sources, with the redder likely younger sources

having the largest rotational temperatures.

This thesis presents the first interferometric SiO (5-4) and 12CO (2-1)

observations, taken with the SMA, towards the massive star forming

region G203.3166/NGC 2264-C. In this intermediate/massive star

forming cluster, SiO is again tracing the youngest sources. Both

the SiO and 12CO emission trace two bipolar, high velocity outflows

towards the mm brightest, IR-dark, likely youngest sources in this

region. In contrast the IR-bright RMS source, AFGL 989-IRS1,

in NGC 2264-C displays no associated molecular outflow emission.

Furthermore, the high resolution follow-up SMA observations to-

wards G192.6005/S255IR and the first interferometric 12CO and SiO

observations towards G194.9349 show a high velocity outflow traced

by 12CO in each region. In both regions the outflow appears to be

driven by the IR-bright RMS source. However, no high velocity SiO

counterpart is observed in either region. Thus, the lack of associated

SiO emission may be a sign of age in these regions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Stars are the building blocks of galaxies. In particular, massive stars (stars with

a mass M∗ > 8 M⊙) are responsible for many of the most energetic phenomena,

injecting considerable amounts of energy and radiation into their surround-

ing environment through their winds, outflows, and ultimately their energetic

deaths. These energetic phenomena completely characterise and regulate the

evolution of galaxies, both initiating and inhibiting new generations of star

birth. Furthermore, massive stars are the nuclear powerhouses that drive the

chemical evolution within galaxies, without which the complex molecules and

elements we need to live would not exist. In spite of this, we still do not have a

comprehensive understanding of how these progenitors of our existence actually

form.

Massive stars are rarer and so on average more distant than their low mass

counterparts. They evolve more rapidly with most of their early formation oc-

curring in dense, deeply embedded, complex environments making it difficult to

dissect the emission from a single massive protostellar object. Our understand-
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ing of the early stages in the formation of massive stars is thus limited by the

lack of an observationally based evolutionary sequence.

The aim of this thesis is to contribute to our knowledge of the jets/outflows

driven by massive stars, and how we can use their properties to further under-

stand how massive stars form. This thesis presents both low and high spatial

resolution observations, combining a number of probes to explore and compare

the environments of young high mass stars. The remainder of this chapter will

review the current status of our understanding of the star formation processes

relevant to the focus of this thesis.

1.1 Overview of Star Formation

1.1.1 Large Scales - Molecular Clouds

Stars form in dense, cold molecular cloud complexes within the interstellar

medium (ISM). The largest of which, giant molecular clouds (GMCs), repre-

sent some of the largest structures in the Galaxy with sizes of the the order

50-200 pc, and masses in the range 104-106M⊙, and are home to the majority of

the star formation in the Galaxy (Blitz 1993). GMCs are composed primarily of

molecular hydrogen (H2), however, the symmetric nature of this molecule ren-

ders it observationally elusive at the temperatures typical of GMCs (10-20 K).

Instead, the low J transitions of CO (e.g. J=1-0, and J=2-1), which are read-

ily excited at the temperatures of these clouds, have been used to characterise

them. The first observations of these large structures were carried out in the

1970’s (e.g. Scoville et al. 1975), but they were limited to small sections of
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the Galaxy. It was not until composites of several larger scale Galactic surveys

were combined by Dame et al. (1987, 2001) that the full extent of the large

scale molecular gas distribution in the Galaxy was revealed. The inspection of

the Galactic longitude-velocity plots from the CO observations further revealed

the clumpy and inhomogeneous nature of GMCs (Bronfman et al. 1989). High

resolution follow-up observations of several opaque regions in nearby clouds, us-

ing molecular species with higher critical densities than CO, such as NH3 (e.g.

Myers & Benson 1983), again revealed the inhomogeneity of molecular clouds,

showing denser substructures associated with sites of active star formation. In

comparison to the mean molecular hydrogen densities of GMCs, found to be

around 100 cm−3 (Blitz 1993), these denser substructures were identified to have

densities of the order 103-104cm−3. This observed inhomogeneity in molecular

clouds was categorised by Williams et al. (2000) into a hierarchical structured

system using the nomenclature of clouds, clumps and cores. The term “clump”

is used to describe coherent structures within the cloud, where clusters of stars

will form. Finally, “cores” describe dense regions where a single star or binary

will form. A summary of the physical properties over the range of size scales

within molecular clouds is given in Table 1.1. However, there is still debate

regarding the physical properties and assigned nomenclature, particularly in

the high mass regime where higher resolution observations of massive “cores”

have revealed further fragmentation at scales of a few 1000 AU. An example of

this fragmentation towards the massive star forming region IRAS 19410+2336

is presented in Figure 1.1. The image, taken from Beuther & Schilke (2004),

displays the mm dust continuum emission at increasing spatial resolution of 11′′,

∼5′′, and ∼1′′ from left to right. At the lowest resolution (single dish IRAM
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Table 1.1: Typical Physical Properties for Structures within Molecular Clouds.

Size Mass Density Temperature

(pc) (M⊙) (cm−3) (K)

GMC 50-200 104-106 100-300 10-15

Cloud 3-20 103-104 103-104 15-30

Clump 0.5-3 103-104 104-106 15-40

Cold core 0.1-0.5 102-103 105-107 30-100

Hot core ≤0.1 102 106-108 100-200

Assembled from values from Cesaroni et al. (1992); Blitz (1993); Kurtz et al.

(2000); Williams et al. (2000); Pillai et al. (2006); and Beuther et al. (2007)

30m observations at ∼11′′) the emission is observed as two clumps on scales of

∼0.3-0.5 pc. However, the increased resolution of the interferometric observa-

tions (PdBI ∼5′′) reveals further fragmentation within both clumps at scales of

a few 1000 AU.

More recently, the advent of the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al.

2010) has led to the large scale structure of the Galaxy being probed in the

far-IR regimes. The Herschel observations have improved our understanding of

the filamentary nature of GMCs (e.g. Molinari et al. 2010). These filaments

are intricately linked on a variety of scales, and at the densest points harbour

young proto/prestellar cores (e.g. André et al. 2010; André 2013). An example

of the ubiquitous filamentary nature of GMCs is shown in Figure 1.2. This

Figure shows a 3-colour composite mosaic of the W3 GMC, where red=250µm,

green=160µm, and blue=70µm emission taken with the Photodetector Array

Camera and Spectrometer (PACS), and the Spectral and Photometric Imaging

Receiver (SPIRE) instruments of Herschel. The corresponding column density

map is also shown in the right hand panel of that Figure. The blue emission
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Figure 1.1: Dust continuum images taken from Beuther & Schilke (2004),
showing increasing levels of fragmentation within molecular clouds. The left
panel displays the 1.2 mm single dish continuum emission observed with the
IRAM 30 m telescope at ∼11′′ resolution. The middle and right hand panel
show interferometric data at 1.3 mm taken with the PdBI at resolutions of ∼5′′

and ∼1′′ respectively. The image highlights the propensity of fragmentation in
molecular clouds down to size scales of a few 1000 AU.

shows the warmer components, likely sites of active star formation, whereas the

colder gas (seen in red) traces multiple filaments which are threaded throughout

the region. At several positions along these dense filaments, increased column

densities are observed, which likely harbour young proto/prestellar cores.

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/EPS/beuther_fragmentation.eps
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Figure 1.2: The left panel shows a 3-colour composite mosaic of the W3 GMC complex, where the red, green and
blue emission are at 250µm, 160µm, and 70µm respectively. The warmer gas is seen in blue, whereas the red emission
shows the cooler gas, which show filamentary structures threaded throughout the cloud. The right hand panel shows
the derived column density. The data is part of the Herschel HOBYS key program (see text) and the images are
directly taken from Figures 1 and 2 of Rivera-Ingraham et al. (2013), highlighting the ubiquitous filamentary and
inhomogeneous nature of molecular clouds.

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/EPS/THESIS_RIVERAINGRAM_2013_W3MAIN.eps
Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/EPS/THESIS_RIVERAINGRAM_2013_W3MAIN_COLUMNDENSITY.eps
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1.1.2 Small Scales - Star Forming Cores

Cores represent the smallest scales in the hierarchical fragmentation of molec-

ular clouds, and are the birth sites of a single star or binary system. In the

“standard model” of star formation presented by Shu et al. (1987), a star forms

through the gravitational collapse of a dense isothermal sphere. It is widely

accepted that low mass stars M∗ = 0.8-2M⊙ can form in this manner (Shu et al.

1987). In the simplest case, considering only thermal support of an isothermal

sphere, the mass at which a system will undergo gravitational collapse is given

by the Jeans mass,

MJ =

(

5kbT

µmHG

)3/2 (

3

4πρ

)1/2

(1.1)

where ρ and T are the local density and temperature of the system, mH is

the mass of a hydrogen atom, µ is the mean molecular weight and G is the

gravitational constant. Once gravity dominates the internal support, spherical

collapse occurs on a timescale given by the free-fall timescale (Shu et al. 1987),

tff =

(

3π

32Gρ

)1/2

= 3.4 × 107 n−1/2 years (1.2)

where ρ is the average mass density in kg cm−3 and n is the number density in

cm−3. For molecular clouds the mean density is ∼100 cm−3, giving a free-fall

timescale of the order of a few Myrs.

In the standard model of star formation, the result of angular momentum

conservation during the collapse of a rotating core under gravity leads to the

formation of a flattened disc structure. As material infalls during collapse and
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moves closer to the central core (decreasing radius) the velocity of the matter

will increase to conserve momentum. Given the centrifugal force is strongest

perpendicular to the axis of rotation and weakest along the rotation axis the net

result is the formation of a disc. The central core increases in mass as material

is transported through the accretion disc onto the central protostar (Shu et al.

1987). Another fundamental feature of the low mass star formation process is

the ubiquity of jets and outflows during the early evolution (e.g. Arce & Sargent

2006 and references therein). However, there are at least two fundamental

differences in the formation of high mass stars with respect to low mass stars;

the timescales over which they form and the larger size scales involved in their

formation. These two main differences have led to several competing theories

to explain the formation of massive stars. If the formation of massive stars can

be described as a scaled-up version of the low mass paradigm is still debated.

1.2 High Mass Star Formation

As previously mentioned, one of the fundamental differences between the forma-

tion of low and high mass stars is their respective formation timescales. For mas-

sive stars the Kelvin Helmholtz (KH) timescale is of the order tKH =104−5 yrs,

which is considerably shorter than the free-fall timescale. Whereas in the low

mass regime, the KH timescale is considerably longer (∼1×107 yrs for a 1 M⊙

star) than the free fall timescale. The KH timescale is given by,

tKH ≈ GM2
∗

R∗L∗

(1.3)
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(where M∗, R∗, and L∗ are the mass, radius, and luminosity of a given star

respectively), which describes the approximate timescale a protostar of a given

mass could sustain a given luminosity without requiring the onset of H2 burning

in the core. In the low mass case, where tKH > tff , accretion has ended before

the onset of hydrogen burning. Whereas for high mass stars, tKH < tff , and

the resulting effect is that a massive star will reach the main sequence whilst

still heavily embedded and accreting (Kahn 1974). A massive star therefore has

no optically visable pre-main sequence evolution. A further consequence of the

short formation of a massive star is the generation of feedback produced after

the onset of hydrogen burning, which can suppress further accretion, dissipating

the infalling envelope, and potentially limiting the mass of the final star (e.g.

Larson & Starrfield (1971) suggest a mass limit <60M⊙).

A second major difference between the formation of low and high mass

stars is the larger size scales involved in the formation of a massive star. As

gravitational collapse will tend to produce objects with masses comparable to

the Jeans mass (given by Equation 1.1), additional support is required in the

high mass regime to prevent further fragmentation of the single massive core

into multiple components.

The two main competing theories of massive star formation are; Core Ac-

cretion (McKee & Tan 2003), and Competitive Accretion (Bonnell et al. 1997),

and are discussed in more detail below. A third possible formation mechanism,

involving the coalescence of smaller mass protostars to form a larger star, was

initially suggested by Bonnell et al. (1998). However, the high densities re-

quired for this mechanism to prevail (> 108 pc−3) are not typically observed

in star forming clusters. Furthermore, simulations by Baumgardt & Klessen
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(2011) have shown that collisions would play only a minor role (if any) in the

formation of a massive star. Thus, this mechanism cannot be a viable scenario

for the majority of the massive star formation occurring in the Galaxy.

1.2.1 Core Accretion

Core Accretion favours a scenario in which massive star formation can be seen

as a “scaled-up” version of the standard model of low mass star formation (e.g.

Shu et al. (1987) see Section 1.1.2). Towards cores associated with massive

stars, the internal motions are found to be primarily nonthermal, increasing

with radius (e.g. Myers & Fuller 1992; Caselli & Myers 1995). Through the

inclusion of nonthermal motions, Myers & Fuller (1992) found the formation of

star of 10M⊙ occurs more quickly compared with only a thermally supported

isothermal core. Further development of this work by McKee & Tan (2003) led

to the formation of the “Turbulent Core” model. The turbulent core model is

seen as an extension of the low mass case and is supported by nonthermal pres-

sure in the form of turbulence and/or magnetic fields during collapse. In this

model, the material that ends up on the star is accreted almost exclusively from

the single massive core that collapses to form a protostar. The higher accretion

rates predicted in this model, 10−3 M⊙yr−1, are suggested to be sufficient to

overcome the radiation pressure, producing a 100M⊙ star in ∼105yrs. More-

over, recent work by Krumholz et al. (2009), indicate that radiation pressure

does not halt accretion in their simulations. Material is accreted via a rotating

disc which can self shield against the radiation pressure from the central star.

However, simulations of core collapse performed by Dobbs et al. (2005), sug-
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gest fragmentation is prevalent in turbulent cores and will dominate over the

formation of a singular massive core, producing further substructure. There-

fore, additional support is required to prevent further fragmentation. Magnetic

fields of the order of ∼mG (Tan et al. 2013) have been suggested to provide

such support against fragmentation.

1.2.2 Competitive Accretion

Competitive Accretion has been suggested as an alternative formation scenario

for massive stars. The model favours a high degree of fragmentation, resulting

in the initial formation of several low mass protostars. The fragments then

grow in a highly non-uniform manner dependent upon their location within the

cluster (e.g. Bonnell et al. 1998). Stars preferentially located at the centre of

the gravitational potential well (i.e. at the centre of the cluster), will have more

material available for accretion. Thus, these stars will grow more massive com-

pared with those stars less favourably positioned in the gravitational potential

well. As the low mass protostars accrete from material bound to the shared

cluster potential and not from an individual massive starless core, this model

does not predict any gravitationally bound, massive starless cores forming in

isolation.

1.2.3 Exploring the Formation Process through Obser-

vations

To confront the predicted models for massive star formation on a global scale,

observations of a large sample of massive stars are required. The RMS survey
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(Lumsden et al. 2013) currently provides one of the largest samples, ∼700 YSOs

and HII regions complete out to a distance of 7 kpc, with confirmed luminosities

down to typical B1 stars. The RMS survey provides an excellent base from

which to explore the properties of massive stars.

The presence of both outflows and discs around high mass stars is a possible

indication that the massive star formation process may be an extension of the

standard low mass formation scenario. Outflows are also found to be a prevalent

feature during the early formation of high mass stars (e.g. Zhang et al. 2005;

Beuther et al. 2002). Maud et al. (2015b) have drawn on a sample of 99 massive

young stellar objects (MYSOs) and compact HII regions from the RMS survey,

providing one of the largest surveys to date of outflow properties in the high

mass regime, finding a scaling of the outflow parameters in the high mass regime

consistent with the observed properties in the low mass regime. Ilee et al. (2013)

observed CO bandhead emission towards a sample of 20 MYSOs from the RMS

survey, finding the spectra to be well fit by a model of a keplerian rotation

disc. Yet, only a few examples of imaged discs around high mass stars are

currently known, and only around B-type stars (e.g. IRAS 13481-6124: Kraus

et al. 2010; IRAS 20126+4104: Cesaroni et al. 2014). This is likely to change

in the coming years with the advent of high sensitivity and high resolution

observations provided by Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA).

1.3 Jets and Outflows

Outflows affect their natal cloud on a variety of size scales from 10’s of AU to

several pc (e.g. Frank et al. 2014). In the early stages they are likely responsible
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Figure 1.3: Outflow force vs bolometric luminosity (which I compiled from
several previous single dish outflow surveys). The bolometric luminosity range
extends over 6 orders of magnitude, showing a tight correlation with outflow
force. The black triangles are outflow sources from Beuther et al. (2002), the
black stars are values taken from Cabrit & Bertout (1992), the black crosses
(x) represent sources from López-Sepulcre et al. (2009), the upside down open
triangles are values from van der Marel et al. (2013), and the black pluses (+)
are values taken from Maud et al. (2015b) from a sample of RMS sources.
The open and filled squares are Class 0 and Class I low mass outflow sources
from Bontemps et al. (1996), and the open circles are intermediate-mass class 0
analogues from Duarte-Cabral et al. (2013). The black dashed line is the result
of a linear regression fit including all of the previous literature values presented.

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/EPS/THESIS_co_literature_lbol_FINAL_NEW_luke_2.7_inccorr.eps
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for setting the final mass of the star. While on larger scales their interaction

with the surrounding ambient medium may disrupt or initiate star formation.

They are also a prevalent feature in the star formation process over the whole

mass range, from brown dwarfs (e.g. Whelan et al. 2014), to low mass (e.g.

Arce & Sargent 2006) and high mass (e.g. Zhang et al. 2013), as shown in

Figure 1.3.

1.3.1 Jet and Outflow Properties

An observed tight correlation, was initially observed over five orders of magni-

tude, between the bolometric luminosity and outflow force, power and mass flow

rate by Cabrit & Bertout (1992). Since then, many subsequent, independent,

observational studies have expanded this relationship to over six orders of mag-

nitude (e.g. Shepherd & Churchwell 1996; Bontemps et al. 1996; Beuther et al.

2002; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2013; Maud et al. 2015b) of which Figure 1.3 shows

the resultant correlation between bolometric luminosity (Lbol =0.1-106 L⊙) and

outflow force. Outflows observed towards MYSOs can contain momentum, mass

and energy up to a few orders of magnitude larger (e.g. Beuther et al. 2002;

Wu et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2005) than outflows observed toward lower mass

YSOs (e.g. Kim & Kurtz 2006a). This is indicative that massive stars are driven

in a similar manner to low mass stars, and a single outflow mechanism would

imply that all stars acquire mass by a similar disc-accretion process that scales

with source luminosity. However, there are large uncertainties associated when

estimating the outflow properties; these include the difficulties in identifying

the inclination angle of the outflow, the optical depth correction and the dif-
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ficulty in separating outflow emission from the envelope material, particularly

in the typically more complex regions home to massive stars. Furthermore, the

results are derived from single dish observations, which probe different physical

scales in the low and high mass regimes. In the high mass regime the increased

mass and luminosities involved would also undoubtedly lead to increased flow

properties, likely independent of the mechanism involved (Richer et al. 2000).

It is therefore not clear if the observed correlations are truly representative of

a common driving mechanism between the two regimes, or are the result of

potential observational biases.

Outflows observed towards MYSOs were initially found to be less collimated

than those observed towards low mass YSOs (e.g. Wu et al. 2004). In contrast,

both Beuther et al. (2004) and Zhang et al. (2005) identified similar degrees

of collimation towards the jets/outflows driven by young MYSOs as found in

jets/outflows from low mass YSOs. To account for both low and high degrees

of collimation observed in massive outflows, Beuther & Shepherd (2005a) pro-

posed a scenario in which an initially well collimated jet/outflow driven by a

high mass protostellar object (HMPO), would gradually de-collimate with time,

eventually forming a wide angle wind (see Figure 1.4). In the early stages, out-

flows driven by HMPOs/MYSOs are potentially magnetically dominated and

therefore highly collimated (e.g. HH80/81, Carrasco-González et al. 2010). For

more evolved MYSOs, a radiatively driven stellar wind naturally gives rise to a

less collimated outflow (e.g. Vaidya et al. 2011). However, collimated outflows

have also been identified towards more evolved MYSOs, thus using outflow/jet

collimation as an indication of the evolutionary stage of the central driving star

may not be a viable approach.
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Figure 1.4: A schematic representation of the proposed outflow evolutionary
sequence for massive stars. The image is taken from Figure 4 of Beuther &
Shepherd (2005b). The star is seen to evolve from an initial early B-type star
(e.g. a HMPO) on the left, to a late B-type star finally entering the UHCHII

region phase and emerging as an early O-type star on the right. As the central
star evolves, the emerging wind from the central star is suggested to produce
an additional less collimated outflow component (Beuther & Shepherd 2005b).

1.3.2 Observable Tracers of Outflows

Jets and outflows are observed across a number of wavelengths regimes, from

radio, sub(mm), IR, through to optical and X-ray. In the early stages, the

outflow will still be heavily embedded in the natal core. Thus, the molecular

transitions of H2v=1-0 S(1) in the near-IR, and the rotational transitions of

molecular species, such as CO, in the mm regimes, provide the best means to

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/EPS/beuthercollimation.eps
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observe the young jets and outflows. H2 emission is a powerful tracer of shock

excited gas at temperatures of few 1000 K (Scoville et al. 1986).

In the mm regime, CO was the first molecule observed to trace bipolar

molecular outflows (Snell et al. 1980), and still remains the primarily used

species to trace them. This molecule, owing to its easy excitation, is an effective

tracer of the cool, massive reservoir of swept up ambient material. However,

its easy excitation may also lead to CO emission tracing a cavity which is no

longer being “actively” driven. These “fossil” or “coasting” flows may represent

an older stage that is no longer being accelerated by a jet or wind. This can

obscure the underlying effects, since it is possible for weak outflows to effectively

be “fossil” momentum driven remnants even after the central driving engine

declines (e.g. Klaassen et al. 2006). Moreover, CO can also readily trace the

envelope and cloud. This can lead to problems distinguishing CO emission that

is directly tracing outflow emission from emission tracing the ambient envelope,

particularly at lower spatial resolution. Alternatively, silicon monoxide (SiO)

has revealed itself as an effective tracer of jets/outflows from both low mass

YSOs (e.g. Codella et al. 2014; Tafalla et al. 2010; López-Sepulcre et al. 2011;

Gibb et al. 2004; Sakai et al. 2010) and MYSOs (e.g. Gibb et al. 2007; Codella

et al. 2013; Sanchez-Monge et al. 2013; Leurini et al. 2013).

Figure 1.5 shows the different components traced by H2v=1-0 S(1), 12CO

(2-1), and SiO (5-4) towards the young jet HH 211 (Hirano et al. 2006; Gueth

& Guilloteau 1999; McCaughrean et al. 1994). The H2 emission can be seen

tracing the shocked emission. The low velocity CO emission is tracing a wider

area compared with the higher velocity CO component, which displays more

collimated emission. Whereas the SiO emission traces the jet-like narrow cavity
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more obviously than the high velocity CO emission.

1.3.3 SiO as a Tracer of Outflows

Silicon (Si) is typically locked into the dust grains in the ISM, and as such the

fractional abundance of SiO (relative to H2) is low (∼10−12 in dark clouds Ziurys

et al. 1989). The passage of fast shocks (e.g. C-type shocks νs ∼20−50 kms−1)

are required to release Si into the gas phase through sputtering (Gusdorf et al.

2008a) and/or grain destruction resulting from grain-grain collisions inside J-

shocks (Guillet et al. 2009). Once in the gas phase, Si undergoes oxidation with

O2 or OH resulting in the production of SiO (Schilke et al. 1997). Thus, the

abundance of SiO is significantly enhanced along the outflow/jet axis, increasing

by several orders of magnitude (e.g. López-Sepulcre et al. 2011; Sanchez-Monge

et al. 2013) compared with ISM abundances. SiO emission, unlike CO, does

not suffer from confusion with easily excited ambient material. Furthermore,

SiO has a relatively short gas phase lifetime of <104 years under typical cloud

conditions, after which it will be potentially depleted back onto dust grains (e.g.

Bergin et al. 1998) or go on to form SiO2 (Martin-Pintado et al. 1992; Mikami

et al. 1992; Pineau des Forêts & Flower 1997). SiO is an excellent tracer of

the fast shocks associated with outflows (e.g. Schilke et al. 1997, i.e. of an

active flow near the stellar driving source), since only shocks passing through

the dense surrounding gas and dust can destroy the dust grains in which the Si is

otherwise locked. The presence of SiO is therefore a good indication of relatively

recent or current jet activity. Previous single dish observations towards massive

star forming regions have indicated a decrease in SiO luminosity and abundance
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Figure 1.5: The HH 211 jet as traced by H2, CO, and SiO emission. The
first image shows both the low (<10 kms−1 with respect to the vLSR), and high
velocity (>10 kms−1 with respect to the vLSR) 12CO (2-1) emission as thin solid
contours superimposed on the H2 v=1-0 S(1) emission in greyscale. The thick
black solid contours are the 1.3 mm continuum emission. The image is directly
taken from Gueth & Guilloteau (1999), whilst the H2 emission was originally
presented in McCaughrean et al. (1994). The second image, in the lower panel,
shows the red and blueshifted SiO (5-4) emission taken with the SMA (∼1′′

resolution, Hirano et al. 2006), overlaid again on the H2 emission (greyscale).

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/EPS/h211_co.eps
Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/EPS/Hirano_HH211_SIO_54.eps
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with the age of the central driving source (e.g. López-Sepulcre et al. 2011; Sakai

et al. 2010; Sanchez-Monge et al. 2013; Gibb et al. 2007). This suggests that

the abundance of SiO, initially enhanced by the early protostellar jet, decreases

as the central core evolves and the jet weakens. Unlike the lower energy SiO

transitions (e.g. J=1-0, 2-1), which have also been observed to trace lower

velocity shocks (10-20 kms−1) (Schilke et al. 2001) and colliding flows in IRDCs

(Jiménez-Serra et al. 2010), the higher energy SiO transitions from J=8-7, and

J=5-4 are thought to be directly associated with jet/outflows in star forming

regions. Recent high resolution ALMA observations of HH 212 (Codella et al.

2014) have shown that the SiO (8-7) traces a narrow bipolar jet launched from

the protostar on scales <1000 AU.

1.3.4 Jet Formation Process

In the low mass regime jets are thought to be launched and accelerated through

the interplay of the magnetic field and the accretion flow, through either disc

or X-winds. While the exact formation and launching mechanisms are still de-

bated, the magnetic field is believed to be a key component. The collimated

jet is then responsible for entraining and accelerating the molecular material in

the surrounding envelope, producing a molecular outflow. However, in the high

mass regime, owing to their radiative outer layers and high surface tempera-

tures, they are not expected to have strong magnetic fields. The current obser-

vations of magnetic fields towards massive stars, while still few, find strengths

of a few mG (e.g. DR 21(OH): Girart et al. 2013). These are weak com-

pared with the typical magnetic fields observed towards low mass young stars
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(∼KG, e.g. Johns-Krull 2007). Thus, the production of collimated jets through

magnetospheric accretion becomes problematic in the high mass regime. Sev-

eral alternative mechanisms have been invoked to explain the production of

outflows in the high mass regime, including radiation pressure (Kuiper et al.

2015), ionisation feedback and the possibility that in these highly clustered en-

vironments the contribution from several members could collectively power a

perceived larger scale outflow (Peters et al. 2014). However, theoretical work by

Hosokawa & Omukai (2009), suggest that in massive stars with a high accretion

rate of 10−3M⊙yr−1, the protostellar radius would swell to 100 R⊙ or larger.

The increase in radius and decrease in temperature of the system, may result

in the presence of stronger magnetic fields in high mass stars, and the ability

to power jets in a similar manner to the low mass case. However, as of yet it is

not clear what mechanism drives outflows in the high mass regime, though it

has been suggested that magnetic fields are responsible in at least one example

(e.g. HH80/81, Carrasco-González et al. 2010).

Massive stars formed via Competitive Accretion or Core Accretion are ex-

pected to form through an accretion disc. Therefore, in both models jets and

outflows will be produced during the formation process. However, if the process

is a continuation of the low mass case, then the outflow properties should scale

with those found in the low mass case. In comparison, if the formation occurs

through a different mechanism (i.e. Competitive Accretion), then a break in

the outflow properties between the two regimes is more likely.
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1.4 Evolutionary Sequence in Massive Stars

In the low mass regime, the evolutionary progression from protostellar (class

0) to class I, and class II is based on differences in their respective spectral en-

ergy distributions (SEDs). However, as discussed previously, massive stars are

formed in embedded, dense cores located in large, complex, clustered molecu-

lar clouds. The evolutionary stages are therefore considerably more difficult to

distinguish for a massive star than in the low mass regime. The key observable

features associated with each of these stages is discussed below. However, it is

noted that the distinction of one evolutionary stage from another is tenuous,

and the process is likely continuous with an overlap between stages. Further-

more, observations reveal cores at different evolutionary stages are present in

the same parent structure, making the separation of observable features even

more difficult than in the low mass regime, especially when observed at low

spatial resolution.

The general evolutionary progression of a massive star is believed to follow

the path from infrared dark clouds (IRDCs) to hot molecular core (HMC)/MYSO,

followed by hyper-compact HII regions (HCHII region), which then grows into a

ultra-compact HII region (UCHII region). Figure 1.6 provides a schematic rep-

resentation of these expected evolutionary stages, with the proposed evolution

progressing from left to right in the image. In the initial stages, the cold, dense

core undergoes gravitational collapse, during which the gravitational energy is

transferred into radiation and can heat up the envelope releasing molecules into

the gas phase, and initiating the HMC/MYSO phase. Additionally, the forma-

tion of an accretion disc and a jet/outflow during gravitational collapse further
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Figure 1.6: A schematic view of the early evolutionary stages in the formation
of high mass star(s). It shows the proposed evolutionary sequence evolving from
left to right (see text for a discussion). This image was provided courtesy of C.
Purcell.

aid in heating of the surrounding environment through winds and shocks, pro-

ducing further chemistry. Eventually, as the central star accretes, hydrogen

burning will be initiated in the core producing surplus Lyman continuum ra-

diation that can ionise the surrounding envelope. This will initially produce

a HCHII region, which then gradually expands into the surrounding envelope

forming an UCHII region, and finally an HII region.

1.4.1 Cold Clumps, Cores and IRDCs

IRDCs are believed to be the natal sites of all massive stars and stellar clusters

(e.g. Rathborne et al. 2006; Rathborne et al. 2010). They are cold (10-20 K)

(Pillai et al. 2006), dense (>105 cm−3) and likely host the earliest stages of high

mass star formation; the prestellar and starless core phases (e.g. Chambers

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/EPS/sequence_new.eps
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et al. 2009, Pillai et al. 2011, Rygl et al. 2010, Rathborne et al. 2010). As

CO is more prone to depletion, they are typically traced by dense gas tracers

such as N2H
+, and NH3 (e.g. Henshaw et al. 2013; Pillai et al. 2006). They

are observed as dark structures in the mid-IR, appearing bright in the far IR

and mm regimes. As seen in Figure 1.2 their filamentary nature is ubiquitous

at wavelengths of 250µm. Within these clouds the presence of 70µm emission

has been used to distinguish between the protostellar and starless cores (e.g.

Dunham et al. 2008; Dunham et al. 2014). Ragan et al. (2012) suggest from

their population of massive star forming region in IRDCs that cores lacking a

70µm detection are potentially less evolved than those with a 70µm counterpart.

1.4.2 Hot Molecular Cores

Characterised by their rich molecular chemistry, HMCs are home to a multitude

of complex organic molecules (COMs) (Herbst & van Dishoeck 2009). They are

dense (>107 cm−3), compact (diameters typically <0.1 pc) and warm (Kurtz

et al. 2000) (temperatures in excess of 100 K), with average kinetic temperatures

of the gas ranging from 100−250 K (Cesaroni et al. 1992). HMCs represent an

intermediate stage in the early evolution of a massive star (Churchwell 2002).

However, it is suggested that many classified HMCs may have already reached

the UCHII phase. There is possibly an overlap period between the HMCs and

UCHII’s heated by the same star. As radiation from the central star begins to

sufficiently heat up the surrounding envelope, molecules that were frozen out

onto dust grains in the cold dense environment during collapse are released from

the ice mantles on grain surfaces back into the gas phase.
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HMCs are observationally very interesting as they produce a plethora of

thermal and non thermal molecular line emission in the mm/submm regimes

(e.g. Beuther et al. 2007; Beltrán et al. 2014). This rich chemistry is produced

by the evaporation of ices from dust grains. At temperatures >90 K, species

such as CH3OH and H2CO are evaporated from grain mantles and are present

in the gas phase. Gas phase reactions of these molecules can produce more com-

plex molecular species such as HC3N and CH3CN. The symmetric top nature

of CH3CN renders it a particularly useful probe of the physical conditions of

the gas, providing estimates of both the temperature and the density of the gas

(e.g. Araya et al. 2005). Furthermore, emission from CH3CN has been associ-

ated with velocity gradients purporting to possible disc rotation in massive star

forming regions (e.g. Beltrán et al. 2014; Cesaroni et al. 2014 and references

therein). Detections of these complex organic species, which are rare in the

cold interstellar medium, are a signpost of a HMC. However, the production of

COMs in the HMC phase is likely not an instantaneous process, and is prob-

ably proceeded by a warm up phase (e.g.Viti et al. 2004). In addition, HMCs

likely possess a time-dependent chemical differentiation, dependent on both the

temperature and mass of the star (e.g. Calcutt et al. 2014 Choudhury et al.

2015 and references therein). Furthermore, HMCs are typically observed to be

bright in both the IR and the mm/submm regime.

1.4.3 HCHII/UCHII/HII Regions

An UCHII region forms as the Lyman continuum from the central MYSO be-

comes sufficient to ionise the surrounding natal envelope. In these highly em-
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bedded regions, this first manifests itself as an HCHII region (sizes <0.01 pc),

expanding to form an UCHII region (sizes <0.1 pc) (e.g. Churchwell 2002) and

eventually forming an HII region. These objects are extremely bright in the mid-

IR, as well as being strong radio continuum emitters. Furthermore, given their

hot temperatures (of the order 104 K) they will dissociate molecular species, be-

coming less chemically rich close to the central stars. Whether accretion (and

therefore jets) is still occurring in UCHII regions is still debated (e.g. Cesaroni

et al. 2015; Keto 2007).

1.5 Motivation

It is still not clear if the formation of high-mass stars can be described as a

scaled-up version of low-mass star formation or if they form in some other way

(e.g. Competitive Accretion). As protostellar jets and outflows are a prevalent

feature of the star formation process, their study provides an important means

of addressing this fundamental question. Moreover, a comprehensive under-

standing of how the properties of jets/outflows change with the evolution of the

central massive driving source is still lacking.

As SiO emission is an effective tracer of young active outflows, its presence

is an indication of current or recent jet activity. In comparison, emission from

CO, while tracing an active jet, may also trace a “fossil” cavity no longer being

accelerated by a jet or wind component. Therefore, a comparison of SiO and

CO emission towards outflows may provide a means of distinguishing between

active and fossil outflows, and could provide an indication of the age of the

central driving source. Furthermore, as CH3CN emission is associated with
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HMCs, the detection or non-detection of this species towards a massive star

forming region may provide a further indication of its evolutionary nature.

Through a combination of single dish and interferometric observations to-

wards a sample of regions selected from the RMS survey, this thesis aims to

explore how the properties of jets/outflows, along with the molecular environ-

ment, change depending on the age and mass of the central driving source.

1.6 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) single dish

molecular line data of the established outflow tracer, SiO (8-7), and infall

tracers H13CO+ (4-3), and HCO+ (4-3) towards a sample of 33 high mass

star forming drawn from the RMS survey. The sample is selected to probe

regions in various stages of evolution, with all sources having previous

single dish 12CO (3-2) observations.

• Chapter 3 presents 1.3 mm Submillimeter Array (SMA) observations at

∼3′′ resolution towards the intermediate/massive star forming cluster NGC

2264-C. The primary molecules targeted in this study are the known

molecular jet/outflows tracer SiO (5-4) and 12CO (2-1), and provide the

first high resolution observations of these tracers towards this region.

• Chapter 4 presents interferometric follow-up observations performed with

the SMA towards two massive star forming regions observed as part of
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the JCMT SiO survey. The two regions; G192.6005 and G194.9349, were

selected to probe potentially “active” and “fossil” outflows.

• Chapter 5 presents CH3CN (J=5-4) emission observed towards a sample

of 33 high mass star forming regions drawn from the RMS survey.

• Chapter 6 provides a summary of the main conclusions found in this thesis.

A section on future work, following on from the work presented in this

thesis is also given.



Chapter 2

Outflow and Infall Properties

Towards a Sample of Massive

Star Forming Regions

2.1 Introduction

There is still considerable debate regarding the formation process of massive

stars. In the low mass scenario, the star is fed through an accretion disk, which

is initiated from an inside out collapse. Jets, molecular outflows and infall play

a key role in this formation process. Their properties are found to observably

change through the early evolution, with the jet force and energy decreasing

with evolution (e.g. Bontemps et al. 1996). Thus, observing similar outflow

and infall properties towards high mass stars would indirectly imply that they

acquire mass by a similar disc-accretion process that scales with source lumi-

nosity. The key evidence in favour of this was an observed correlation, over five
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orders of magnitude, between the force, power and mass flow rate and bolomet-

ric luminosity of the source (e.g. Cabrit & Bertout (1992), see Section 1.3). In

comparison to observations targeting low mass star forming regions, the obser-

vational evidence of the presence of infall towards massive star forming regions

is still scarce. Long standing difficulties remain in the observational interpre-

tation of the presence of infall. This is mainly due to the complexity of star

forming regions. Infall occurs simultaneously with turbulence, jets/outflows and

rotation, making it difficult to separate the infall signature from the additional

turbulent components. Understanding how the properties and characteristics

of infall, along with jets and outflows driven by high mass stars change with

evolution is a major goal to understanding high mass star formation in com-

parison to low mass star formation. This chapter presents molecular line data,

taken with the JCMT, of the established outflow tracer, SiO (8-7), and infall

tracers; H13CO+ (4-3) and HCO+ (4-3), towards a sample of 33 high mass star

forming regions. Further details of the line parameters for each molecule are

given in Table 2.1, and a brief discussion is presented below.

2.1.1 SiO Emission

The primary outflow tracer in this survey is the SiO J=8-7 transition. As

previously discussed (see Section 1.3.3), the higher J transitions of SiO are

effective tracers of jets/outflows towards both low and high mass star forming

regions. A particularly useful aspect of using SiO to observe outflows, is that

unlike the more commonly used outflow tracer CO, it does not suffer from

confusion with easily excited ambient material. In particular, the higher energy
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SiO (8-7) line is likely tracing emission closely related to the jet (e.g. Codella

et al. 2014). Furthermore, given the fast shocks required to release SiO into the

gas-phase, in addition to the expected lifetime of SiO in the gas-phase <104 yrs,

this molecule is likely tracing recent shock activity associated with “active”

jets/outflows. The detection or non-detection of SiO (8-7) emission, towards

previously observed CO outflows may highlight “active” outflows compared

with potentially “fossil” momentum driven remnants traced by CO only (e.g.

Klaassen et al. 2006). In the low mass regime Gibb et al. (2004) found SiO,

when detected, to be preferentially associated with the youngest, class 0 sources.

However, observations of SiO towards high mass regions (e.g. Klaassen et al.

2012, Gibb et al. 2007, López-Sepulcre et al. 2011, Leurini et al. 2014, Sanchez-

Monge et al. 2013) find differences in the SiO emission with source evolution.

Gibb et al. (2007), López-Sepulcre et al. (2011), and Sanchez-Monge et al.

(2013) found the properties of SiO to decrease with time consistent with the

low mass scenario, whereas Klaassen et al. (2012) and found an opposite trend,

they observed an increase of the SiO (8-7) luminosity with evolution. Thus, it is

still unclear in the high mass regimes how the SiO emission in outflows evolves

with time.

2.1.2 HCO+ and H13CO+ Emission

Both HCO+ and its isotopologue H13CO+ are good tracers of dense gas in star

forming clouds due to their relatively high critical densities (see Table 2.1).

The emission from the optically thick HCO+ transition, in comparison to the

optically thin isotopologue H13CO+ , can provide information on the bulk gas
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Table 2.1: Molecules observed in this survey, the transition is given in (Col-
umn 2). The rest frequencies (Column 3), energies of the upper level above the
ground state (Column 4), and the Einstein-A coefficients (Column 6) are all
taken from LAMBDA (http://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/moldata/). The critical
densities given in Column 5 are calculated using the Einstein-A coefficients in
Column 6 and the collision rate coefficients, again obtained from LAMBDA,
for a temperature of 20 K.

Species Transition Frequency Eupper/k Ncrit Aul

(GHz) (K) (cm−3) (s−1)

SiO (8 - 7) 347.330 75.02 2.0×107 2.2×10−3

H13CO+ (4 - 3) 346.998 41.63 8.2×106 3.3×10−3

HCO+ (4 - 3) 356.735 42.80 9.0×106 3.6×10−3

motions in star forming clouds such as large scale infall. In the low mass case

infall signatures have been well established using this molecule (e.g. Gregersen

et al. 1997). However, in the high mass regime the presence of infall signatures

is less established in these transitions (e.g. Fuller et al. 2005; Rygl et al. 2013).

Additionally, previous studies (e.g. Rawlings et al. 2000; Rawlings et al. 2004)

have suggested HCO+ is also enhanced by outflows.

2.1.3 Sample Selection

The sample consists of 33 massive star forming regions drawn from the RMS

survey (Lumsden et al. 2013). The sources were selected to represent a rea-

sonable range of evolutionary stages and luminosities and includes; 20 YSOs,

11 HII and 2 HII/YSO RMS classified regions. Furthermore, the sources were

selected to have a distance within 4.5 kpc. In addition, all sources were part

of a previous 12CO (3-2) outflow survey by Maud et al. (2015b). The sample

was chosen to explore differences between the outflow driving sources with and
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without SiO emission (i.e. active and potentially fossil driven outflows). The

majority of the sources, 27, have a confirmed 12CO (3-2) outflow detection in

Maud et al. (2015b). Table 2.2 presents the properties of each source taken

from the RMS survey, the sources are labelled by their Galactic name (Column

1), and properties such as RMS survey classification (e.g. YSO and HII), source

vLSR, distance and bolometric luminosity are given. Where possible the IRAS

name and/or more commonly used name(s) for each source are provided.

2.2 Observations and Data Reduction

2.2.1 JCMT Observations

SiO, H13CO+ and HCO+ were observed using the Heterodyne Array Receiver

program (HARP) (Buckle et al. 2009) at the 15 m James Clerk Maxwell Tele-

scope (JCMT) as part of the projects M09AU18 (SiO (8-7), and H13CO+ (4-3))

and M10AU04 (HCO+ (4-3)). Due to time limitations, only 25 sources were

observed as part of the project M10AU04 (HCO+ (4-3)). Project M09AU18

was observed between 12/04/2009 - 05/04/2010, and project M10AU04 be-

tween 16/04/2010 and 01/09/2010. The HARP array consists of 16 receiver

elements, during both projects receiver H14 was not operational and is subse-

quently missing from the data. The observations were taken in position switched

jiggle chop mode, creating ∼ 2 arcminute by 2 arcminute maps. The observa-

tions were taken with between 30-60 minutes on source, and the pointing was

checked every hour on a known bright molecular source and is accurate to

within ∼5′′ . H13CO+ and SiO were observed simultaneously in the same fre-
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quency set-up, where the Auto-Correlation Spectral Imaging System (ACSIS)

was configured with an operational bandwidth of 1000 MHz×2048 channels,

providing a velocity resolution of 0.42 kms−1 . For HCO+ the bandwidth was

set-up at 250 MHz×4096 channels giving a velocity resolution of 0.05 kms−1 . At

the wavelength range observed ∼345 GHz the JCMT has a beam size of ∼15′′ .

The average value of τ(225GHz) given by CSO during both sets of observations

was 0.07.

2.2.2 Reduction Process

Data reduction was undertaken using the packages SMURF, KAPPA, and

GAIA which form part of the Starlink software1. The data were initially

converted to spectral (RA-DEC-velocity) cubes using the SMURF command

MAKECUBE. The data were gridded on to cubes with a pixel size of 7.5 ′′ by

7.5 ′′ using the function sincsinc. The channels at the edges of the bandwidth

were also removed, and a linear baseline was subtracted. The data were con-

verted from the antenna temperature scale T∗
A (Kutner & Ulich 1981) to main-

beam brightness temperatures Tmb using Tmb = T ∗
A/ηmb, where the main beam

efficiency ηmb has a value of 0.61 (Buckle et al. 2009). To increase the signal to

noise of the SiO (8-7) line the velocity resolution of this line was re-sampled to

1.68 kms−1 using the KAPPA command SQORST. The 1σ rms Tmb(rms) per

channel was determined excluding any noisy pixels towards the edges of the map

and from line free channels; the typical values are 0.08 K, 0.04 K, and 0.6 K for

H13CO+ (0.42 kms−1 ), SiO (1.68 kms−1 ) and HCO+ (0.05 kms−1 ) respectively.

Table A.1 in Appendix A gives the rms values for individual sources. As men-

1http://starlink.eao.hawaii.edu/starlink
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tioned in the previous section, towards 8 sources HCO+ was not observed, these

sources are noted in Table 2.3.

2.2.3 Herschel PACS 70µm data

Far-IR 70µm observations performed with the ESA Herschel space observatory

(Pilbratt et al. 2010) using the PACS instrument (Poglitsch et al. 2010) were

obtained from the Herschel archive. The standard product generation data was

downloaded from the archive1 with the majority of the data taken from the

HOBYS (Motte et al. 2010) and HiGal (Molinari et al. 2010) surveys. Only

two regions, G018.3412 and G078.1224, were not observed as part of these two

surveys, and were observed under the PIs; Krauss (observation ID:1342191813)

and Cesaroni (observation ID:1342211514) respectively. In total 28 of the 33

sources observed are covered by the Herschel maps.

1http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/science-archive
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Table 2.2: Properties of the sources observed in this JCMT survey. The sources are labelled by their Galactic name
(Column 1), with the given RMS survey classification (Column 2). The RA and DEC are given in (Column 3 and
Column 4) respectively. The source vLSR, distance, and bolometric luminosity are presented in Column 5, Column 6,
and Column 7 respectively. All properties are taken from the RMS survey. In Column 8, the IRAS name and/or more
commonly used names for each source are provided where possible.

Source Type RA Dec vLSR D Bol Lum IRAS/Common

Name (J2000) (J2000) (kms−1) (kpc) (L⊙) Name

CO Outflow b

G010.8411-02.5919 YSO 18:19:12.09 - 20:47:30.9 12.3 1.9 2.4e+04 18162-2048

G012.9090-00.2607 YSO 18:14:39.56 - 17:52:02.3 36.7 2.4 3.2e+04 18117-1753/ W33A

G013.6562-00.5997 YSO 18:17:24.38 - 17:22:14.8 47.4 4.1 1.4e+04 18144-1723

G017.6380+00.1566 YSO 18:22:26.37 - 13:30:12.0 22.1 2.2 1.0e+05 18196-1331

G018.3412+01.7681 YSO 18:17:58.11 - 12:07:24.8 33.1 2.8 2.2e+04 18151-1208

G020.7617-00.0638 HII/YSO 18:29:12.36 - 10:50:38.4 56.9 11.8a 1.3/3.6e+04

G043.3061-00.2106 HII 19:11:16.97 + 09:07:28.9 59.6 4.4 1.1e+04 19088+0902

G045.0711+00.1325 HII 19:13:22.10 + 10:50:53.4 59.2 4.4a 2.0e+05 19110+1045

G050.2213-00.6063 YSO 19:25:57.77 + 15:02:59.6 40.6 3.3 1.3e+04 19236+1456

G078.1224+03.6320 YSO 20:14:25.86 + 41:13:36.3 -3.9 1.4 4.0e+03 20126+4104

G079.1272+02.2782 YSO 20:23:23.83 + 41:17:39.3 -2.0 1.4 1.6e+03 20216+4107

G079.8749+01.1821 HII 20:30:27.45 + 41:15:58.5 -4.3 1.4 1.1e+03 20286+4105

G081.7133+00.5589 HII 20:39:02.36 + 42:21:58.7 -3.8 1.4 1.9e+03

G081.7220+00.5699 HII 20:39:01.01 + 42:22:50.2 -4.7 1.4 1.2e+04 DR21 OH

G081.7522+00.5906 YSO 20:39:01.98 + 42:24:59.1 -4.0 1.4 9.0e+03

Continued on next page
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Table 2.2 – continued from previous page

Source Type RA Dec vLSR D Bol Lum IRAS

Name (J2000) (J2000) (kms−1) (Kpc) (L⊙) Name

G081.7624+00.5916 YSO 20:39:03.72 + 42:25:29.6 -4.4 1.4 2.6e+03

G081.8652+00.7800 YSO 20:38:35.36 + 42:37:13.7 9.4 1.4 3.6e+03

G081.8789+00.7822 HII 20:38:37.71 + 42:37:58.6 8.1 1.4 1.1e+04

G083.0936+03.2724 HII 20:31:35.44 + 45:05:45.8 -3.1 1.4 1.2e+04

G083.7071+03.2817 YSO 20:33:36.51 + 45:35:44.0 -3.6 1.4 3.9e+03

G083.7962+03.3058 HII 20:33:48.02 + 45:40:54.5 -4.3 1.4 4.8e+03

G103.8744+01.8558 YSO 22:15:09.08 + 58:49:07.8 -18.3 1.6 6.8e+03 22134+5834

G109.8715+02.1156 YSO 22:56:17.98 + 62:01:49.7 -11.1 0.7 1.5e+04 22543+6145/Cep A

G192.6005-00.0479 YSO 06:12:54.01 + 17:59:23.1 7.4 2.0 4.5e+04 06099+1800/ S255 IR

G194.9349-01.2224 YSO 06:13:16.14 + 15:22:43.3 15.9 2.0 3.0e+03 06103+1523

G203.3166+02.0564 YSO 06:41:10.15 + 09:29:33.6 7.4 0.7 1.8e+03 06384+0932/NGC2264-C

G207.2654-01.8080 HII/YSO 06:34:37.74 + 04:12:44.2 12.6 1.0 1.3/9.1e+03 06319+0415

No CO Outflow b

G080.8645+00.4197 HII 20:36:52.16 + 41:36:24.0 -3.1 1.4 9.1e+03

G080.9383-00.1268 HII 20:39:25.91 + 41:20:01.6 -2.0 1.4 3.2e+04

G081.7131+00.5792 YSO 20:38:57.19 + 42:22:40.9 -3.6 1.4 4.9e+03

G196.4542-01.6777 YSO 06:14:37.06 + 13:49:36.4 18.0 5.3 9.4e+04 06117+1350

G217.3771-00.0828 HII 06:59:15.73 - 03:59:37.1 25.1 1.3 8.0e+03 06567-0355

G233.8306-00.1803 YSO 07:30:16.72 - 18:35:49.1 44.6 3.3 1.3e+04 07280-1829

(a) The distance to G020.7617 has been updated to the far distance after observations were undertaken. A distance of 7.75±0.4 kpc

to G045.0711 has recently been identified through measurements of parallax and proper motions by Wu et al. (2014). The corrected

distances for both of these sources are used in the remainder of the analysis. (b) The CO outflow sources all have a confirmed 12CO(3-2)

outflow in Maud et al. (2015b), whereas the No CO outflow sources had no observed emission consistent with an outflow in Maud et al.

(2015b).
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Defining and Extracting the H13CO+ and HCO+

Emission

H13CO+ zero moment or integrated intensity maps were created using the KAPPA

command COLLAPSE. The H13CO+ emission is integrated over the full ve-

locity range, determined from the velocities of the lowest and highest channels

in the cube containing at least 3σ emission (the individual 1σ rms noise values

per channel for each source are presented in Table A.1 of Appendix A).

To define the limits of the integrated H13CO+ emission, and identify any po-

tential multiple components in the emission, the integrated intensity maps were

fitted using a combination of the clump finding algorithms FELLWALKER

(part of the CUPID package within Starlink), and the python based structure

tree finding algorithm ASTRODENDRO (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013).

An H13CO+ detection is determined, for both clump finding algorithms, from a

minimum 5σ detection per pixel over a minimum of 4 contiguous pixels (equiv-

alent to the beam area of 4.45 pixels). The rms noise per pixel in the integrated

intensity maps was determined using ∆ I = Tmb(rms) ∆ v
√

Nchan, where Tmb(rms)

is the rms noise level in K per channel (see Table A.1 in Appendix A for individ-

ual sources), ∆ v is the velocity resolution in kms−1 (0.42 kms−1 for H13CO+ )

and Nchan is the number of channels used to integrate the emission over. For

the majority of sources, the H13CO+ emission identified using FELLWALKER

and ASTRODENDRO was in agreement. However, for several sources, where

multiple RMS sources were observed in the same field of view (e.g. G081.7131,
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G081.7133, and G081.7220 were observed in a single map) and/or multiple

components were present towards a single RMS source (e.g. G203.3166 dis-

plays two separated H13CO+ components) FELLWALKER could not sepa-

rate the multiple components. In these sources, both the FELLWALKER

and ASTRODENDRO fits were used to determine the H13CO+ masks with

which to extract the spectra. Towards two regions, G081.7522 and G203.3166,

two H13CO+ components were identified in the DENDROGRAM fit. In both

sources one component is associated with the RMS source position, and the

second component is found to be in an offset position (>14.5′′ from the RMS co-

ordinates). The offset components are discussed in more detail below. Towards

three sources, G233.8306, G081.7131, and G083.9383, no H13CO+ emission is

detected in a single pixel above 5σ. Further inspection of these three sources re-

vealed no H13CO+ emission detected at the 3σ limit. For the remaining sources,

a single H13CO+ component is detected. However for four sources, G079.8749,

G081.8789, G081.8652, and G083.7071 the single H13CO+ component is not co-

incident with the RMS source position and is located in an offset position.

2.3.1.1 H13CO+ Offset Components

An offset component is identified if the pixel containing the peak of the H13CO+ integrated

intensity emission -within the masked limits of the DENDROGRAM fit- is

found to be offset by more than a beam size (14.5′′ ) from the RMS source po-

sition. In total six H13CO+ offset components are identified and are discussed

below.

1. Towards G079.8749, only one H13CO+ component is identified in either

of the fits, and the peak emission is offset (∼24′′ ) from the RMS source,
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however, there is a clear enhancement in the H13CO+ emission towards the

RMS source position. Interferometric ammonia observations by Lu et al.

(2014) clearly show two separate molecular components in this region; one

component peaking at the RMS position, and a second component peaking

at the H13CO+ integrated intensity peak at the offset position. Thus, the

single identified component in the DENDROGRAM fit is split into two

components, a smaller component peaking at the RMS position, and the

main component in the offset position now labelled G079.8749-OFFSET

(see Figure 2.1).

2. Towards G081.7522, an additional H13CO+ component is identified ∼30′′ to

the south of this source and is labelled G081.7522-OFFSET.

3. Towards G081.7624, one H13CO+ component is identified and is offset

from the RMS position by ∼22′′ to the north of the RMS source position.

This source is now labelled G081.7624-OFFSET.

4. The RMS sources; G081.8789, and G081.8652 were observed in the same

map, and the offset H13CO+ component is located between the two posi-

tions, ∼40′′ from G081.8789, and ∼20′′ from G081.8652. As H13CO+ emission

does extend over the whole region, but there appears to be no obvious ex-

tension or enhancement towards either RMS source, this H13CO+ component

is listed as an OFFSET source from the closest RMS source G081.8652

and labelled as G081.8652-OFFSET.

5. Towards G083.7071, only one H13CO+ component is identified in the field

and it is offset from the RMS position by ∼16′′ . This offset source is
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labelled G083.7071-OFFSET.

6. Towards G203.3166, two H13CO+ components are identified in the DEN-

DROGRAM fit. One component which coincides with the RMS source

and a second component offset by ∼37′′ to the south-east of the RMS

source position. The position of this offset H13CO+ component, G203.3166-

OFFSET, is coincident with the position of C-MM3 (see Peretto et al.

2007, and Chapter 3).

The H13CO+ spectra, for all identified H13CO+ components (i.e. RMS source

positions and OFFSET sources), were then extracted from the summation

of the pixels defined within the respective DENDROGRAM and FELL-

WALKER fits. The HCO+ spectra were extracted using only pixels within the

H13CO+ defined masks. The results of Gaussian fits to the extracted H13CO+ spectra

can be found in Table A.2 of Appendix A. Figure 2.1 presents an example

of the H13CO+ and HCO+ integrated intensity maps towards a region with

two H13CO+ components (G079.8749, and G079.8749-OFFSET), along with the

H13CO+ and HCO+ spectra extracted from the masked region. The H13CO+ and

HCO+ integrated intensity maps and spectra for the whole sample are presented

in Figure A.1. As mentioned previously, towards 8 sources HCO+ observations

were not performed, thus the HCO+ emission and respective spectra are there-

fore missing for these sources in this Figure.
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Figure 2.1: The left panels show the HCO+ (greyscale), and H13CO+ (solid
green contours) integrated intensity maps. The HCO+ and H13CO+ integrated
intensity maps are the same for both plots, and the green contours levels are
given by σ = 0.11 K.kms−1 ×5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50. The yellow diamond
and blue cross mark the positions of the RMS source and the peak of the
H13CO+ emission in the offset component respectively. The red dashed contours
define the boundary of the H13CO+ mask used for each source. The scale bar
gives the offset in arcseconds, and the equivalent distance in AU between the
peak of the H13CO+ emission in the offset position and the RMS source position
(∼24′′ ), assuming a distance to the region of 1.4 kpc. The right panels, show the
H13CO+ (green contours) and HCO+ (black contours) spectra extracted from
the pixels within the respective masked region. The H13CO+ emission has been
multiplied by a factor of 4. The red solid line displays the Gaussian fit increased
by a factor of 4 (see Table A.2 for the Gaussian fit parameters).

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/G079_8749_MAP_SPECTRA_correct_DOUBLE_THESIS_NEW_27_06_15_CONTOUR.eps
Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/G079_8749_MAP_SPECTRA_correct_DOUBLE_OFFSET_THESIS_NEW_27_06_15_contour.eps
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Table 2.3: Summary of the molecular line detections towards the sources
surveyed, along with correspondence of asymmetry profiles in the H13CO+ and
HCO+ emission, and Herschel detections towards the observed sources. Column
1, gives the Galactic name, sources where a H13CO+ component was detected
more than 14.5′′ offset from the RMS source position are labelled Galactic name-
OFFSET. Column 2 gives the RMS classification of the source. Columns 3, 4,
and 5 give the corresponding detection (Y), non-detection (N) or were not ob-
served (–) of SiO, H13CO+ and HCO+ respectively. Column 6 is the asymmetry
between the H13CO+ and HCO+ emission, as described in Section 2.3.7, where
N represents no asymmetry, and R, B is red and blue identified asymmetry
respectively. Column 7 is the detection (Y), and non-detection (N) of Herschel
70µm emission, for sources not covered by Herschel they are noted by (–).

Source RMS SiO H13CO+ HCO+ Asymmetry Herschel 70µm

Name Type (8-7) (4-3) (4-3) data

CO Outflow

G010.8411 YSO N Y Y N –

G012.9090 YSO Y Y Y N Y

G013.6562 YSO Y Y Y R Y

G017.6380 YSO N Y Y N Y

G018.3412 YSO Y Y Y N Y

G020.7617 HII/YSO N Y Y N Y

G043.3061 HII Y Y Y B Y

G045.0711 HII Y Y Y N Y

G050.2213 YSO Y Y Y N Y

G078.1224 YSO Y Y Y N Y

G079.1272 YSO Y Y Y N Y

G079.8749 HII N Y Y R Y

G079.8749-OFFSET HII N Y Y N Y

G081.7133 HII Y Y – – Y

G081.7220 HII Y Y Y B Y

G081.7522 YSO Y Y – – Y

G081.7522-OFFSET YSO N Y – – Y

G081.7624 YSO N N – – Y

G081.7624-OFFSET YSO Y Y – – Y

G081.8652∗ YSO N N Y – N

G081.8652-OFFSET∗ YSO Y Y Y R Y

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3 – continued from previous page

Source RMS SiO (8-7) H13CO+ HCO+ Asymmetry Herschel 70µm

Name Type data

G081.8789∗ HII N N Y – N†

G083.0936 HII N Y Y N –

G083.7071 YSO N N Y N –

G083.7071-OFFSET YSO N Y Y N –

G083.7962 HII N Y Y R –

G103.8744 YSO N Y Y N Y

G109.8715 YSO Y Y Y N Y

G192.6005 YSO Y Y Y N Y

G194.9349 YSO N Y Y N Y

G203.3166 YSO Y Y Y R Y

G203.3166-OFFSET YSO Y Y Y B N

G207.2654 HII/YSO Y Y Y N Y

No CO Outflow

G080.8645 HII N Y – – Y

G080.9383 HII N N – – Y

G081.7131 YSO N N – – Y

G196.4542 YSO N Y Y N –

G217.3771 HII N Y – – Y

G233.8306 YSO N N – – Y

(*) These three sources are all spatially located within ∼1 arcminute. The H13CO+ emission

peaks between the two RMS sources, ∼ 40′′ from G081.8789, and ∼20′′ from G081.8652. While

H13CO+ emission does extend over the whole region, there appears to be no obvious extension

or enhancement towards either RMS source, therefore this H13CO+ component is listed as

an OFFSET source from the closest RMS source G081.8652 (i.e. as G081.8652-OFFSET).(†)
There is a slight enhancement in the Herschel emission towards this source, however the

DENDROGRAM fit cannot separate the emission from the dominant 70µm component in

the field.
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2.3.2 SiO Detection

SiO integrated intensity maps were created for each source using three velocity

ranges; the CO velocity intervals determined in Maud et al. (2015b), along

with velocity ranges of 10 kms−1 , and 20 kms−1 . An SiO detection, in any

of the three velocity ranges, is based on a minimum 3σ detection in at least

one pixel within the respective H13CO+ integrated intensity mask. In total

SiO is detected towards 15 of the 33 RMS sources observed (i.e. ∼45% see

Table 2.3 for reference to individual sources). Only one SiO detected source,

G081.7522, was not detected above 3σ in all three velocity ranges, as it is

not detected in the CO velocity range. However, the CO velocity range for

this source is the largest of the sample at ∼72 kms−1 , therefore the estimated

1σ limits are higher in this velocity range and the emission falls under the

threshold. SiO was detected towards three of the six defined OFFSET sources,

G203.3166-OFFSET, G081.7624-OFFSET, and G081.8652-OFFSET. For those

sources with an SiO detection, the channel maps were further inspected and an

additional integrated intensity map was created using the velocity of the upper

and lower channels with emission above 3σ. However, for a number of the

weaker SiO sources it is difficult to estimate a velocity range from the channel

maps. Where the SiO velocity range could be estimated, the total integrated

intensity was within 8% of the total integrated intensity estimated using the

CO velocity limits. When possible the SiO velocity limits are used to estimate

the integrated intensity, otherwise the SiO integrated intensity is estimated

using the CO velocity limits. In addition, the total integrated SiO intensity

is extracted using only pixels that have at least a 3σ detection and are within
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Table 2.4: Outflow and Infall Detections

Source Type Total SiO Total HCO+ Blue Of those with HCO+

Observed 3σ Observed Asymmetry Infall and Outflow

Detection Profile

YSO 20 10 16 0 –

HII 11 4 7 2 2

HII/YSO 2 1 2 0 –

Offset 6 3 4 1 1

the respective H13CO+ mask. The SiO luminosity (in units of K. kms−1 kpc2)

is then calculated using, LSiO =
∫

Tmb(SiO)dv×4πd2, where Tmb(SiO)dv is the

SiO integrated intensity, and d is the distance to the respective source. The

3σ upper limits are estimated for sources without an SiO detected, from the

rms in a single pixel of the integrated intensity maps (using a velocity range of

20 kms−1 centred on the vLSR estimated from the H13CO+ Gaussian fit).

Approximately half of the observed RMS sources (15) have an SiO detection.

Of these, none are part of the sample of six sources without an associated CO

outflow in Maud et al. (2015b) (see Table 2.3). If only sources with a previously

confirmed CO outflow are considered, then SiO is detected towards ∼56% of the

RMS sources. Table 2.4, presents a summary of the detection of SiO towards the

four classifications; YSO, HII, HII/YSO and OFFSET. SiO is detected towards

50%, 36%, 50% and 50% of the YSO, HII, and HII/YSO samples respectively.

When considering only previously confirmed CO outflow sources, SiO is now

detected towards 59% (10 of 17), 50% (4 of 8), 50% (1 of 2), and 50% (3 of 6)

YSO, HII, HII/YSO and OFFSET sources respectively.
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2.3.3 Distance or Sensitivity Limited Sample

It is possible that the lack of detected SiO emission towards ∼50% of the sample

may be due to either sensitivity and/or distance limitations. In Figure 2.2, the

average H13CO+ (4-3) main beam brightness temperatures are compared to the

average C18O (3-2) main beam temperatures from Maud et al. (2015a). The five

weakest C18O (3-2) sources are also SiO non-detections. Furthermore, of these

five weakest C18O (3-2) sources, two are also H13CO+ non-detections (shown

as upper limits in Figure 2.2). Moreover, of the eight weakest H13CO+ sources

(those with brightness temperatures ≤0.4 K) only one source has an SiO detec-

tion. Therefore, for the weakest H13CO+ sources, a corresponding non-detection

of SiO may be due to sensitivity. However, approximately half of the SiO non-

detections show no obvious reason for sensitivity limits to be a factor in the

lack of an SiO detection. Thus, for at least half of the SiO non-detected sources

there appears to be no link to the sensitivity for their resulting non-detection.

In addition to the sensitivity limitations, the distance to sources without an

SiO detection may be responsible for a non-detection. As the SiO emission is

likely tracing the jet close to the central source, it is possible that more distant

sources may be more affected by beam dilution within the 14.5′′ JCMT beam. In

Figure 2.3 the average SiO integrated intensity per pixel is plotted as a function

of distance. For sources without an SiO detection the 3σ upper limits are pre-

sented. For sources within the original distance limits of the survey (≤4.5 kpc)

there appears to be no tendency for those sources without an SiO detection to be

further away. Since the observations were undertaken, two sources; G020.7617,

and G045.0711, have had their distances corrected. G020.7621 to the far dis-
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Figure 2.2: The main beam brightness temperature of H13CO+ (4-3) plotted
against the main beam brightness temperature of C18O (3-2) from Maud et al.

(2015a). The black, and red circles represent the SiO detected and non-detected
sources respectively. The red arrows represent 3σ upper limits for sources with
no detected H13CO+ or SiO emission. The typical errors are shown in the
bottom right, and represent the average 1σ rms noise per channel, 0.09 K for the
H13CO+ (4-3) for a velocity resolution of 0.42 kms−1 , and 0.8 K for a velocity
resolution of 0.4 kms−1 taken from Maud et al. (2015a). The black dashed line
displays the result of a linear regression fit to the data.

tance of 11.8 kpc, and G045.0711 to a distance of 7.75±0.4 kpc obtained from

parallax and proper motion measurements (Wu et al. 2014). G045.0711 has

an SiO detection, whereas G020.7617 does not. G020.7617 is also one of the

five weakest C18O (3-2) sources, and one of the weakest H13CO+ sources shown

in Figure 2.2. Thus, the distance of this object may be the cause of its non-

detection. For the remainder of the analysis G020.7617 will be omitted from

the analysis. The average distance, excluding G020.7617 and G045.0511, is

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/THESIS_c18ovsh13co_sincsinc_LUKE_CO1_NEW.eps
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Figure 2.3: Distance vs the average SiO integrated intensity. The SiO de-
tections are given by a black circles, the 3σ upper limits of the non-detected
sources are shown in red.

1.9±1.1 kpc for sources with and without an SiO detection. Moreover, a KS

test gives a likelihood of 0.7 that the distances of the SiO detected and non-

detected sources are drawn from the same population. While a small number

of SiO non-detections may be due to sensitivity limits, there appears to be

no obvious distance effects in the non-detection of SiO, with the exception of

G020.7617. Thus, the source distance or sensitivity of the observations does

not appear to be responsible for the lack of an SiO detection in at least half of

the SiO non-detections.

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/THESIS_siovsdistance_sincsinc_LUKE_CO1_errors_NEW.eps
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2.3.4 Column Density, Abundance and Mass Estimates

If the detection or non-detection of SiO is not limited by the observations for

the majority of sources, then are there measurable differences between the two

samples. As discussed previously, the H13CO+ and HCO+ emission can provide

information on the large scale kinematics, and physical properties of the regions.

The excitation temperature is calculated assuming the HCO+ (4-3) line emission

is optically thick following,

Tex =
hνu

k
[ln(1 +

(hν + u/k)

THCO+ + Jν(Tbg)
)]−1 (2.1)

where THCO+ is the peak beam corrected brightness temperature, and Tbg is

the background temperature assumed to be 2.73 K. Using this excitation tem-

perature, the optical depth of the H13CO+ line can be estimated from,

τH13CO+ = −ln[1 − TH13CO+

Tex − Jν(Tbg)
] (2.2)

where TH13CO+ is the beam corrected brightness temperature of the H13CO+ line

emission taken from the respective Gaussian fits (see Table A.2 of Appendix A).

For H13CO+ the line emission is generally well represented by a single Gaus-

sian fit and the emission is found to be optically thin τ <0.08. However, the

HCO+ emission displays a double peaked profile (in many cases) or contains

a line wing and is not represented well by a single Gaussian fit. The aver-

age excitation temperature using the peak of the HCO+ emission is found to

be ∼12 K. Given the upper energy of the HCO+ (4-3) transition is 44 K, the

derived excitation temperatures are likely underestimated. To obtain a more
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accurate estimate of the excitation temperature, the method presented in Pur-

cell et al. (2006) was employed. This involves masking the self absorption dip

and the line wings in the HCO+ line profile, and fitting a Gaussian consid-

ering only the sides of the emission profile. The absorption dip was masked

considering the FWHM of the H13CO+ line profiles. The excitation tempera-

tures were then re-calculated using the corrected brightness temperatures from

the updated HCO+ Gaussian fits, and an average value of ∼19 K is now found

(see Table 2.5 for the excitation temperatures of individual sources). For the 8

sources without HCO+ observations, the average excitation temperature of 19 K

is used. Assuming these excitation temperatures and that the H13CO+ emission

is optically thin the column density is estimated using,

NH13CO+ =
8πκν2

hc3

1

guAul

Q(Tex)e
Eu

k,Tex

∫

Tmbdv (2.3)

where
∫

Tmbdv is the beam averaged integrated intensity of the H13CO+ emission,

and NH13CO+ is then the beam averaged column density. Q(Tex) is the partition

function, and is estimated for linear rotator using Q(Tex)=(kTex)/(hB), where

B is the rotational constant. HCO+ column densities are also estimated assum-

ing an abundance ratio between H13CO+ and HCO+ to be 65 (Rygl et al. 2013).

The gas mass can then be estimated from the derived HCO+ column densities

following,

MHCO+ = (D)2µAMHNHCO+X−1
HCO+ (2.4)

where A is the total area of the emitting region, D is the distance to a given

source, XHCO+ is the abundance of HCO+ with respect to H2, and MH is the

mass of hydrogen and µ is taken to be 2.35. The abundance of HCO+ is typically
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assumed to be in the range 1×10−9-1×10−10. However, the HCO+ abundance

can be estimated for individual sources from the HCO+ column density if the

NH2
column density is known, where,

XHCO+ =
NHCO+

NH2

. (2.5)

Using SCUBA 850µm flux densities extracted from Di Francesco et al. (2008),

the NH2
column densities are calculated following,

NH2
=

RgdSν

Bν(Tdust)κνmH2
Ω

(2.6)

where Bν is the Plank function for a given dust temperature (Tdust), Sν is the

peak flux at 850µm taken from the SCUBA data (Di Francesco et al. 2008),

and κν is the dust mass absorption coefficient taken to be 1.4 cm2g−1 at 850µm

and Rgd is the gas to dust ratio and is assumed to be 100. The solid an-

gle, Ω, is estimated from the area subtended by a single SCUBA beam. The

dust temperature is taken from the excitation temperatures estimated from the

HCO+ emission. For sources that were not observed in the HCO+ observations,

an average excitation temperature of 19 K is used. The position of the SCUBA

sources was checked to ensure that the peak fluxes were attributed to the given

source. Given the SCUBA beam size at 850µm is equivalent to the beam size

obtained in these observations, the values were extracted with no re-sampling.

The HCO+ abundances were then estimated using Equation 2.6. The derived

abundances are in the range 1.8×10−9 to 4.8×10−10 with average and median

values of 1.3±2×10−9, 7.2×10−10, respectively for the whole sample. This is

in agreement with previous HCO+ abundance in massive star forming regions.
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The average HCO+ abundance is 1.7×10−9 for sources with an SiO detection and

9.8×10−10 for sources without an SiO detection. The HCO+ column densities

and HCO+ abundance estimates are presented in Table 2.5. The HCO+ mass is

estimated using the derived abundances where possible, for sources not covered

in Di Francesco et al. (2008) the median HCO+ abundance of 7.2×10−10 is used

for the mass estimate. The mass estimates are presented in Table 2.5. The de-

convolved radius for each source is also given in this table, it is estimated using

the total number of pixels in the H13CO+ masks assuming a circular aperture.

From the radius and mass estimates, the density is calculated (see Column 10 of

Table 2.5), with the average density in the sample estimated to be ∼2×106 cm−3.
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Table 2.5: Physical properties estimated for the sources. Where (-) is given an estimate of this parameter was not
possible. The 3σ upper limts are given by <.

Source Tex NH13CO+ NHCO+ NSiO NH2
AHCO+ ASiO Mass nH2

DRadius

Name (K) (cm−2) (cm−2) (cm−2) (cm−2) M⊙ (cm−3) (pc)

(×1012) (×1014) (×1013) (×1024) (×10−10) (×10−9) (×106)

CO Outflow

G010.8411 17.7 4.9±0.5 3.2±0.3 <0.6 1.5 2.2±0.2 <10.3 501±46 0.66 0.15

G012.9090 11.9 13.1±1.2 8.6±0.8 1.5±0.3 4.0 2.1±0.2 5.2±1.0 4878±457 0.81 0.29

G013.6562 19.5 4.5±0.5 2.9±0.4 0.9±0.2 0.5 6.1±0.7 2.0±0.5 176±20 1.12 0.09

G017.6380 14.2 8.8±0.5 5.7±0.4 <0.6 1.4 4.2±0.3 <5.0 1209±35 0.33 0.25

G018.3412 14.9 6.4±0.5 4.2±0.3 0.7±0.2 1.2 3.4±0.2 4.5±1.1 1137±81 0.32 0.24

G043.3061 7.5 41.8±14.5 27.2±9.4 0.8±0.2 4.5 6.1±2.0 – 2626±911 3.16 0.16

G045.0711 9.8 43.4±6.7 28.2±4.4 3.0±0.3 1.9 14.9±2.3 6.1±0.5 8291±1284 0.26 0.51

G050.2213 11.0 6.2±1.8 4.0±1.2 0.9±0.2 1.1 3.8±1.0 11.3±3.0 259±74 3.14 0.07

G078.1224 15.0 8.9±0.6 5.8±0.4 1.9±0.3 1.5 3.9±0.3 30.0±5.1 354±23 0.74 0.13

G079.1272 21.5 2.7±0.4 1.7±0.3 0.8±0.1 0.2 7.7±1.1 24.4±4.6 12.3±1.8 0.73 0.04

G079.8749 17.5 2.3±0.5 1.5±0.3 <0.5 – – <8.4 23±5 1.36 0.04

G079.8749-OFF 14.0 9.5±0.8 6.2±0.5 <0.5 – – – 363±30 0.99 0.12

G081.7133 – 27.2±7.2 17.7±4.7 1.5±0.3 2.8 2.0±0.2 8.4±1.3 237±24 3.64 0.06

G081.7220 – 11.9±0.5 7.7±0.3 4.4±0.6 3.4 2.3±0.1 80.0±13.3 1980±74 0.97 0.20

G081.7522 – 5.1±0.3 3.3±0.2 0.9±0.3 1.5 3.3±0.2 4.9±1.2 256±18 0.49 0.13

G081.7522-OFF – 5.6±0.3 3.6±0.2 <0.6 1.0 3.7±0.4 – 223±24 0.55 0.12

Continued on next page
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Table 2.5 – continued from previous page

Source Tex NH13CO+ NHCO+ NSiO NH2
AHCO+ ASiO Mass nH2

DRadius

Name (K) (cm−2) (cm−2) (cm−2) (cm−2) M⊙ (cm−3) pc

(×1012) (×1014) (×1013) (×1024) (×10−10) (×10−9) (×106)

G081.7624-OFF – 3.5±0.5 2.3±0.3 1.8±0.3 1.24 1.9±0.3 16.0±2.8 258±35 0.70 0.12

G081.8652-OFF 24.0 14.4±0.3 9.4±0.2 3.0±0.1 3.8 2.4±0.1 11.4±0.5 2329±40 1.05 0.21

G083.0936 11.8 3.8±1.2 2.5±0.9 <0.4 – – <5.3 31±12 4.89 0.03

G083.7071-OFF 23.6 1.7±0.4 1.1±0.3 <0.6 – – – 13.8±4 2.19 0.03

G083.7962 16.0 4.5±0.9 2.9±0.6 <0.6 – – <41 36.5±7.4 5.79 0.03

G103.8744 32.2 2.6±0.8 1.7±0.3 <0.7 0.2 8.3±1.8 <5.2 14.5±3 0.58 0.05

G109.8715 23.4 12.9±0.4 8.4±0.3 2.9±0.4 2.7 3.0±0.1 7.8±1.2 525±16 1.31 0.12

G192.6005 24.4 8.5±0.5 5.6±0.3 1.1±0.3 0.9 6.2±0.4 14.5±3.7 99±6 1.99 0.06

G194.9349 11.5 5.9±2 3.8±1.3 <0.6 – – <13.1 96±33 5.27 0.04

G203.3166 21.1 4.32±0.2 2.8±0.2 0.8±0.2 1.0 2.8±0.1 88±19 136±7 0.59 0.10

G203.3166-OFF 15.1 6.2±0.5 4.0±0.3 1.0±0.2 1.7 2.4±0.2 – 126±10 1.41 0.07

G207.2654 12.0 9.1±1.3 5.9±0.9 1.0±0.3 1.4 4.1±0.6 23.7±6.0 96±14 1.68 0.06

No CO Outflow

G080.8645 – 3.6±0.3 2.3±0.2 2.4 1.0±0.1 327±28 14.75 0.03

G080.9383 – <1.1 <0.7 – – – – <4 – –

G081.7131 – <1.2 <0.8 – – – – <3 – –

G196.4542 19.8 2.1±0.5 1.4±0.3 1.1 1.2±0.3 – 794±190 2.33 0.11

G217.3771 – 1.3±0.4 0.8±0.3 – 1.0 0.9±0.3 – 42±15 2.11 0.03

G233.8306 – <1.2 <0.9 – – – – <18 – 0.07
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2.3.4.1 HCO+ (4-3) and C18O (3-2) Mass Comparison

The mass estimates derived from the HCO+ emission are compared to the C18O

(3-2) estimated masses presented in Maud et al. (2015a) and are shown in Figure

2.4. More than half of the masses estimated from the HCO+ emission appear

underestimated compared with the C18O (3-2) mass estimates. Only sources

with an SiO detection are found to have mass estimates higher than the C18O

(3-2) masses. However, given the higher critical density of HCO+ compared with

CO, it is likely that the HCO+ emission arises from denser material than the

CO emission. Moreover, comparison of the areas used to estimate the masses,

reveals that for the SiO detected and non-detected samples the areas of the

C18O (3-2) emission are ∼4, and 16 times larger respectively than those used

in the HCO+ mass estimate.

2.3.5 Far-IR Herschel 70µm Emission

Far-IR 70µm emission has been suggested as an indicator of possible evolution

(e.g. Dunham et al. 2014). With this in mind, 70µm emission from PACS

was extracted from the Herschel archive. The maps were cropped to the same

size as the JCMT maps and the number of components and corresponding flux

is determined from dendrogram fits again using the python package ASTRO-

DENDRO. Herschel maps covering 27 of the 33 RMS sources were obtained

from the archive. To determine the dendrogram fits, the minimum amount of

contiguous pixels was set to the beam size of the map. In parallel scanning

mode, which makes up the majority of the observations, the 70µm Herschel

HPBW is 5.86′′×12.16′′ . The minimum detection was set at 5σ. The identified
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the HCO+ mass estimates with the C18O (3-2)
mass estimates from Maud et al. (2015a). The HCO+ masses are estimated
considering the Tex temperatures derived from the corrected HCO+ Gaussian
fits with the abundances derived from the HCO+ and 850µm column densities.
The black, red and blue circles represent SiO detected, SiO non-detected, and
sources with neither SiO or CO detections respectively. The black dashed line
is for a 1:1 ratio.

Herschel 70µm components were assigned with an H13CO+ component if the

peak of the 70µm emission was within 10′′ of the peak H13CO+ emission. The

association of a Herschel 70µm component with a H13CO+ component is given

in Table 2.3. Of the 27 RMS sources with available Herschel 70µm data, 25

have an associated Herschel peak within 10′′ of the peak H13CO+ emission. Fur-

thermore, all of the OFFSET sources have an associated 70µm component. The

sum of the 70µm flux within the dendrogram limits is then converted to a lu-

minosity through L70µ m
=4πd2.F70µ m

, using a 10µm bandwidth in the Herschel

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/THESIS_NEW_27_06_15_hcomass_corrected_temp_abundance_vs_Lukemass_RADIUS_CORR_sincsinc.eps
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70µm PACS filter.

2.3.6 Properties of the SiO Detected and Non-Detected

Sources

SiO is detected towards just under half of the sources. In more than half

of the non-detected sources, the lack of an SiO detection does not appear to

be due to sensitivity limitations or distance. Thus, are there differences in the

properties of the sources with and without an SiO detection? Table 2.6 presents

the average and median properties estimated for sources with and without an

SiO detection, along with the results of KS-tests performed between the two

samples to determine the likelihood that the values are from the same underlying

population. As mentioned previously, there is no significant difference in the

distances to the SiO detected and non-detected samples. Furthermore, the

detection or non-detection of SiO does not appear dependent on the bolometric

luminosity of the source.

The H13CO+ FWHM values for the SiO detected sources are ∼1 kms−1 greater

on average than towards the SiO non-detected sample (see Figure 2.5). Fur-

thermore, a KS-test between the two samples indicates a strong probability

(∼0.9) that the H13CO+ FWHMs are drawn from a different underlying popu-

lation. The KS test of the FWHMs of the C18O (3-2) emission (p-value=0.35),

similarly suggests that they are drawn from different populations, however, the

dependence is less so when compared with the H13CO+ FWHM values.

The 12CO total linewidths taken from Maud et al. (2015b) are notably differ-

ent between the two populations, average values of ∼50 kms−1 , and ∼26 kms−1
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are found for the SiO detected and non-detected sources respectively. Further-

more, a KS test between the two populations returns a probability of 0.006,

strongly suggesting the 12CO (3-2) linewidths for the SiO detected and non-

detected values are drawn from different distributions. Which may indicate the

need for higher velocity shocks to excite SiO.

The estimated HCO+ masses and column densities for the SiO detected and

non-detected samples both give p-values<0.1 from the KS tests, suggesting

that both the masses and column densities for the SiO detected and non-

detected are from different underlying populations. Moreover, the mass and

HCO+ column density estimates both have higher average and median values in

the SiO detected sources compared with the non-detected sources. The masses

of the SiO detected sources are on average ∼5 times greater than the SiO non-

detected sources. The average and median 70µm luminosities are ∼7500 L⊙ and

∼1500 L⊙ for the SiO detected sources respectively, compared with ∼1500 L⊙

and ∼500 L⊙ for the SiO non-detected sources. A KS test also gives a likelihood

of <0.3 that the 70µm luminosities are from the same population. Whereas,

considering only those sources within the original distance limits of the survey

(i.e. ≤ 4.5 kpc) the average and median luminosity of the SiO detected sample

are now ∼2000 L⊙ and ∼1300 L⊙ respectively. However, the KS test still gives

p-values of ∼0.24 for the two distributions.

The HCO+ abundance and NH2
column densities show only a factor of two

difference in their average values and approximately equivalent median values

between the two samples. However, the KS tests show two noticeably different

values depending on whether the sources without an SiO detection and a CO

outflow detection are included or not. As only 3 of the 10 SiO non-detected
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Figure 2.5: Histograms of the physical parameters with returned p-values
of ≤0.2 for the SiO detected and non-detected samples. The black solid line
represents the SiO detected sources, and the red-dotted and yellow dashed lines
represent the SiO non detected with a CO outflow, and sources with no SiO or
CO outflow emission respectively.

sources have available SCUBA data, the sample size for the HCO+ abundances

and NH2
column densities is therefore lower. Figure 2.5 presents histograms of

the SiO detected and SiO non-detected parameters that returned a p-value of

≤0.2 in the KS tests (i.e mass, NHCO+ , H13CO+ FWHM, and total 12CO (3-2)

linewidths).

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_histogram_h13cofwhm_sio_nosio.eps
Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_histogram_CO_velwidth_sio_nosio.eps
Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_histogram_MHCO_sio_nosio.eps
Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_histogram_NHCO_sio_nosio.eps
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Table 2.6: Summary of properties between SiO detected and non-detected sources.

Source SiO Detected SiO Not Detected No SiO or CO Detected KS-test

Properties Average Median Average Median Average Median No SiO No SiO

or CO

Distance 2.2±1.7 1.4 1.6±0.3 1.4 2.5±1.6 1.4 0.57 0.70

L⊙ 20960±44850 9050 16500±28600 5800 31300±32600 13000 0.9 0.86

H13CO+ FWHM 3.1±1.1 2.8 2.0±0.5 1.9 2.7±0.5 2.5 0.04 0.08

C18O FWHM 3.1±0.9 2.8 2.6±0.7 2.7 2.4±0.7 2.3 0.35 0.36
12CO linewidth 49±19 53 26±6 25 – – 0.006 –

L70µm 7400±22300 1530 1470±2690 270 1020±620 700 0.25 0.17

Mass 1321±2100 259 251±357 67 338±310 327 0.06 0.09

NHCO+(×1014) 8.3±7.7 5.7 3.2±1.6 3.0 1.5±0.6 1.4 0.03 0.008

AHCO+(×10−10) 4.4±3.0 3.3 4.6±2.2 3.9 1.0±1.5 1.0 0.85 0.23

NH2
(×1024) 1.9±1.2 1.5 0.8±0.5 0.8 1.5±0.6 1.1 0.17 0.27

Radius (pc) 0.15±0.11 0.12 0.08±0.07 0.05 0.07±0.03 0.08 0.03 0.06
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2.3.7 Infall Properties Estimated from the H13CO+ and

HCO+ Spectra

As discussed previously, the H13CO+ and HCO+ emission can provide informa-

tion on the large scale kinematics of the region. Both HCO+ and H13CO+ trace

dense molecular gas with relatively high critical densities (see Table 2.1). Fur-

thermore, the spectra from the optically thick HCO+ transition can be compared

with the spectra from the optically thin isotopologue H13CO+ to determine bulk

gas motions, and provide an indication of infall depending on the asymmetry

of the emission. Infall is interpreted when a double peaked line profile with a

brighter blue asymmetry, offset from the rest velocity, is observed in HCO+,

and H13CO+ shows only a single peaked component at rest velocity. A single

peak in the optically thin H13CO+ (4-3) line allows us to distinguish between self

absorption and multiple line of sight components in the optically thick HCO+

profile. An infall profile towards an individual object is not a confirmation of

infall, as a combination of rotation and/or outflows could produce a similar

profile. However, only infall will consistently produce a blue asymmetry (in-

fall) profile over the whole sample of objects. The predominance of either a

blue or red asymmetry is quantified by the skewness parameter. Following the

procedure outlined in Mardones et al. (1997) the skewness parameter can be

estimated from,

δν =
vthick − vthin

∆ vthin

, (2.7)

where vthick and vthin are the LSR velocities at line peak for the optically thick

HCO+ (4-3) and optically thin H13CO+ (4-3) transitions respectively. The ve-
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Figure 2.6: Histogram of the skewness parameter ∆ν estimated from the
H13CO+ and HCO+ line profiles for sources with (solid yellow line) and with-
out (blue dashed line) SiO detections. The black dashed lines represent the
asymmetry limits for blue ∆ν ≤0.25 and red ∆ν ≥0.25 asymmetries.

locity difference is then normalized by the FWHM (∆ v) of the optically thin

H13CO+ line. The FWHM and the LSR velocity for H13CO+ are taken from

the Gaussian fits presented in Table A.2 of Appendix A. Whereas, for the

HCO+ emission, the velocity is taken at the position of the brightest emission

peak in the spectrum. The result is then the dimensionless parameter δν. A

significant excess in either the blue or red asymmetry is defined as δν ≤-0.25 or

δν ≥0.25 respectively. In Figure 2.6, histograms showing δν, for both the SiO

detected and non-detected sources, are presented. In total, 3 objects show a

blue excess and 5 show a red excess. All 3 sources with a blue excess have a

corresponding SiO detection and 3 of the 5 sources with a red excess have an

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/THESIS_deltav_sincsinc_FINAL_NEW.eps
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SiO detection (see Table 2.3 for individual sources). The significance of either

the blue or red excess over the other was further quantified by Mardones et al.

(1997) through the excess parameter,

E =
Nblue − Nred

Ntotal

. (2.8)

For this sample the excess parameter is -0.25. Of the three sources with an

identified blue excess, self absorption with a stronger blue peak is observed to-

wards two sources, G203.3166-OFFSET and G081.7220. Following the method

from Myers et al. (1996) the infall can be determined from the H13CO+ and

HCO+ line profiles. Using equation 9 of Myers et al. (1996) the infall velocity

is estimated from,

Vin ≈ σ2

vred − vblue

ln
( 1 + e(TBD/TD)

1 + e(TRD/TD)

)

(2.9)

where σ is the velocity dispersion of the optically thin H13CO+ line, TD is the

brightness temperature of the dip and TBD and TRD are brightness temperature

difference between height of the respective peak and the brightness of the dip,

TD, and vred and vblue are the velocities of the red and blue emission peaks

respectively. The calculated infall velocity Vin can then be used to estimate

the mass infall rate. Following the procedure outlined in Myers et al. (1996),

the mass infall rates for the two sources with a double peaked blue asymmetric

profile are estimated using

Ṁ = 4π nH2
µmHr2Vin, (2.10)
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where µ is the mean molecular weight taken to be 2.35, mH is the mass of

hydrogen, and r is the radius of the emitting region, which is defined using the

H13CO+ masks (assuming the mask to be circular), Vin is the infall velocity

estimated from the HCO+ and H13CO+ line profiles in Equation 2.9 and nH2

is the ambient density, which is calculated for each source and given in Table

2.5. Infall velocities of 0.67 kms−1 and 1 kms−1 are found for G203.3166 and

G081.7220 respectively along with mass infall rates of a few 10−3 Ṁ yr−1 for

both sources. The estimated infall velocities and mass infall rates are consistent

with previous values found for high mass star forming regions (e.g. Klaassen

et al. 2012; Fuller et al. 2005) on size scales similar to these observations ∼0.1 pc.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 SiO Emission with Source Properties

The correlation statistics and linear regression fits to the estimated source prop-

erties (e.g. Mass, H13CO+ FWHM) as a function of the SiO luminosity are

presented in Table 2.7. The STSDAS package part of the IRAF software was

used to derive the P-values, and were calculated considering the 3σ upper lim-

its for the SiO luminosities. A sources property is determined to be correlated

if the P-value≤0.01 and the linear correlation coefficient >0.5 (see Table 2.7).

The H13CO+ and C18O FWHMs, 12CO (3-2) total linewidth, 70µm luminosity,

mass and HCO+ column density are found to show a correlation with the SiO

luminosity, whereas the HCO+ abundance and NH2
column density show no cor-

relation with the SiO luminosity. Those properties showing a correlation with
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the SiO luminosity are presented in Figure 2.7.

The H13CO+ FWHM displays the strongest correlation (R=0.75) with the

SiO luminosity. As the CO linewidth was used in several sources to integrate

the SiO emission, a correlation of the linewidth with the SiO luminosity may

not be surprising. What is more noticeable is that only sources with an SiO

detection have a respective total 12CO (3-2) linewidth >35 kms−1 , which points

towards SiO emission being a more efficient tracer of high velocity shocks. Gibb

et al. (2007) also found a preference for SiO being detected towards the higher

velocity outflows in their sample, suggesting that the presence of SiO is there-

fore an indication of a high velocity outflow. Of the mass, column density and

70µm luminosity, the mass and column densities are similarly linearly corre-

lated with correlation coefficients of R=0.69, and R=0.67 respectively. The

70µm luminosity is also found to show a slight correlation with the SiO lumi-

nosity of ∼0.6. For the HCO+ masses, over half of the non-detected SiO sources

have a mass less than ∼40M⊙, compared with only ∼10% of the SiO detected

sample. Removing those sources with mass estimates lower than ∼40M⊙ from

both samples now gives a p-value in the KS test of 0.8 that the remaining SiO

detected and non-detected sources are drawn from the same distribution. It is

therefore possible that there are two populations in the non-detected sources.

To test the possibility of an underlying causality in the correlation between SiO

detectability and mass and 12CO velocity dispersion and whether there is an

underlying relationship between the two parameters (i.e. could the brighter SiO

be due to faster shocks which happen to occur in the higher mass stars), Figure

2.8 displays the estimated source mass from the HCO+ emission as a function

of the total 12CO (3-2) velocity dispersion. The points are scaled to represent
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the SiO luminosities so the potential underlying relationship can be explored.

A linear regression fit of the mass with CO velocity gives a P-value of 0.01 and

a linear coefficient of 0.5, which both just make the cut-off limits to be classed

as a linear correlation. There is no obvious relationship between those sources

with the highest mass being related to sources with the highest 12CO (3-2) ve-

locity dispersions. While sources with the highest velocities do not have the

largest SiO luminosities, there is a preference for sources with higher velocity to

have associated SiO emission. More than half of the SiO detected sources have

a total 12CO velocity of >35 kms−1 , while sources without an SiO detection are

all below this value. Furthermore, while there appears to be a link between

the most massive sources having the largest SiO luminosities and similarly the

lowest mass sources having a preference for an SiO non-detection, towards over

half of the sample there is no obvious link with SiO luminosity and mass of the

region.

2.4.2 SiO Luminosity with Source Evolution

The sources were purposely selected to sample a range of evolutionary stages,

and are categorised into two main stages of evolution in the RMS survey;

MYSOs and HII regions (based on colours, and radio emission). Figure 2.9

displays a histogram of the SiO luminosity with source classification (sources

where the H13CO+ peak was offset from the RMS source position are presented

as OFFSET sources). The HII region, G045.0711 (which has an updated dis-

tance of 7.7 kpc since the observations were undertaken Wu et al. 2014) has the

highest SiO luminosity and is the only source where the SiO luminosity lies out-
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Figure 2.7: SiO Luminosity as a Function of the physical properties. The
plots include the H13CO+ (4-3) and C18O (3-2) FWHM, 12CO (3-2) linewidth,
70µm Luminosity, HCO+ mass, and HCO+ columns density. The black circles
represent those sources with an SiO detection above 3σ that have a confirmed
CO outflow detection in Maud et al. (2015b), and the red and yellow triangles
represent the 3σ upper limits for those sources with and without an observed CO
outflow in Maud et al. (2015b) respectively. The black dashed lines are linear
regression fits to the data, including the 3σ upper limits and are provided in
Table 2.7.

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_Lsio_vs_H13CO_FWHM_sincsinc_FINAL_NEW.eps
Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_Lsio_vs_co_velwidth_sincsinc_FINAL_NEW.eps
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Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_Lsio_vs_MHCO_FINAL_NEW.eps
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Table 2.7: Linear fit and correlation coefficients for SiO luminosity relation-
ships. The linear fits are from the log10 of the SiO luminosity and the log10 of
the source properties (apart from for the FWHM and linewdiths).

Correlation P-value R Linear fit

with LSiO Spearman Kendall Cox

H13CO+ FWHM 0.0011 0.0001 0.001 0.75 y=0.83±0.13.x -0.34

C18O FWHM 0.040 0.012 0.011 0.6 y=0.81±0.17.x -0.29
12CO linewidth 0.004 0.0095 0.0028 0.57 y=0.037±0.01.x+0.55

L70µm 0.0098 0.0069 0.019 0.61 y=0.81±0.15.x-0.30

Mass 0.0027 0.0016 0.0008 0.69 y=1.29±0.23.x-0.86

NHCO+ 0.0005 0.0003 0.0001 0.67 y=2.49±0.52.x-34.61

AHCO+ 0.46 0.63 0.15 0.29 –

NH2
0.0248 0.0221 0.0599 0.44 –

side of the YSO range for SiO luminosities. The remaining HII regions show no

obvious difference in their SiO luminosity compared with the YSO class. The

SiO luminosities of the OFFSET and HII/YSO sources also show no obvious

differences compared with the YSO sample. In the 12CO outflow sample by

Maud et al. (2015b) (considering only sources with distances ≤ 4.5 kpc) ∼80%

of the YSOs have confirmed 12CO outflows compared with ∼40% of the HII

regions. Of the sub-sample of those confirmed outflow sources 50% (4 of 8) of

HII regions are found to have an SiO detection, compared with a ∼59% (10 of

17) SiO detection rate in the YSO sources.

The average and median values for each of the source properties (e.g. L⊙,

Mass, LSiO) for each class are presented in Tables 2.8 and 2.9. The average

70µm luminosity for the YSO sources with an SiO detection is found to be

∼1800L⊙, compared with ∼26000L⊙ for the HII regions. However, this average

includes G045.0711. Exclusion of this source, now gives a 70µm luminosity
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Figure 2.8: The derived masses from the HCO+ emission as a function of the
total 12CO (3-2) velocity from Maud et al. (2015b). The black circles are SiO
detected sources, and the red circles are SiO non-detected sources. The size of
the circles relate to the SiO luminosities given in units of Kkms−1 kpc2 (see
Section 2.3.2) and the non-detected sizes relate to the 3σ upper limits. The
green circles in the bottom right represent the average and median SiO lumi-
nosities for the whole sample and are 2000 K kms−1 kpc2 and 120 K kms−1 kpc2

respectively. The black dashed line is the resulting linear regression fit to the
whole sample.

of ∼1750L⊙ for the remaining HII regions, comparable with the YSO 70µm

luminosities. Thus, there is little difference between 70µm luminosities towards

the majority of either the HII regions or the YSOs.

2.4.2.1 Evolutionary Indicators

It is still not clear if outflows driven by massive stars follow the same evolu-

tionary stages as outflows driven by low mass stars. In the low mass case the

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/THESIS_CORRECTION_CO_MASS_SCATTER_SIO.eps
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momentum, force and energy of the jet/outflow is found to decline with age

from class 0 to class I stages (e.g. Bontemps et al. 1996). As SiO emission

is known to trace high velocity “active” jets, then the presence of SiO should

decline with evolution in high mass stars if they have a similar driving mech-

anism to the low mass scenario. However, previous surveys have found both

increasing (e.g. Klaassen et al. 2012; Leurini et al. 2014) and decreasing (e.g.

Sanchez-Monge et al. 2013) SiO luminosities with proposed evolutionary stage.

One method suggested to estimate the age of a given source is through the

ratio of the bolometric luminosity to the mass (L⊙/M⊙). As a source evolves

its luminosity will increase while the mass is expected to decrease due to mass

loss from winds and jets. Thus, an increase in L⊙/M⊙ is a potential sign of

evolution (e.g. López-Sepulcre et al. 2011; Leurini et al. 2014). Figure 2.10

displays the SiO luminosity as a function of the L⊙/M⊙ ratio, where the bolo-

metric luminosity is taken from the RMS database, and the mass is taken from

the HCO+ mass estimates (see Tables 2.2, and 2.5). No correlation is found be-

tween the SiO luminosity and L⊙/M⊙ ratio. However, what stands out is that

all of the SiO non-detected sources are found towards higher values of L⊙/M⊙

(i.e. potentially more evolved sources), which is in agreement with the results of

Sanchez-Monge et al. (2013) and López-Sepulcre et al. (2011), but is contrary

to the results from Klaassen et al. (2012).

The ratio of the Herschel 70µm flux with the 22µm WISE flux1 is plotted

in Figure 2.11. As the source evolves and the emission moves to shorter wave-

lengths the F70/F22 colours should decrease. A correlation is found between the

SiO luminosity and the F70/F22 colours, with the probability of false correlation

1The WISE flux is extracted directly from the RMS survey database
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Figure 2.9: Histogram showing the SiO luminosity bins for a given class.
The black solid line is the YSOs, the red line represnts the HII regions, and the
yellow dashed and solid green lines are the OFFSET and HII/YSOs respectively.

given by <0.001 (see Table 2.7), and the corresponding linear correlation coeffi-

cient is 0.69 where the linear fit given by y=1.499(±0.37)x+0.76(±0.43). Thus,

the SiO luminosity is stronger in the likely younger more embedded sources.

The non-detected SiO sources all have lower colours, again suggesting that an

SiO detection is an indication of youth. Klaassen et al. (2012) found an oppo-

site trend in their survey of SiO (8-7), finding an increase of the SiO luminosity

with evolution, which was also weakly observed by Leurini et al. (2014) in their

sample. However, what is noticeable is that the HII sources with an SiO detec-

tion have redder colours, suggesting that the HII regions that have associated

SiO emission may actually be younger. Davies et al. (2011) predict the life-

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_histogram_Lsio.eps
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Figure 2.10: SiO luminosity as a function of L⊙/M⊙. The black, red, and
green squares represent YSOs, HII, and HII/YSO sources with an SiO detection
respectively. The triangles are the 3σ upper limits with the colours representing
the same as above. The yellow upper limits are for sources without an SiO or
CO detection. As no bolometric luminosities are available for the OFFSET
sources, this classification is subsequently missing from the figure.

time for YSOs to dramatically drop for sources with Lbol∼105.5L⊙. The average

bolometric luminosity of the sources in Klaassen et al. (2012) is of the order

104-105L⊙, with several objects at a few ×105L⊙. Thus, it is likely that some

of the compact HII regions in Klaassen et al. (2012) will be relatively young

and so the presence of SiO may decline with age in their sample, as seen by

Sanchez-Monge et al. (2013), and consitient with the results presented in in this

thesis.

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_CLASSES_Lsio_vs_MHCO_FINAL_NEW.eps
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Figure 2.11: SiO luminosity as a function of the F70/F22 colours. The
black, red, and green squares represent YSOs, HII, and HII/YSO sources with
an SiO detection respectively. The triangles are the 3σ upper limits with
the colours representing the same as above. The yellow upper limits are
for sources without an SiO or CO detection. The offset sources are not in-
cluded as their F22 flux is not available. The linear fit is shown by the black
dashed line and has a correlation coefficient of R=0.69 and a linear fit given
by log10(y)=1.499(±0.37)log10(x)+0.76(±0.43). Furthermore, the HII regions
with no SiO detection are not covered in the Herschel data, thus the sample
size is smaller.

2.4.3 SiO Abundance Estimates

The SiO abundance is likely to be initially enhanced by the early protostellar

jet. Previous observations (e.g. Sanchez-Monge et al. 2013) have observed

a decrease in the SiO abundance with the age of the central driving source,

suggesting a decrease in the outflow power with time. The SiO abundances are

calculated following the same method as described above for the HCO+ emission

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_CLASSES_Lsio_vs_F70byF22_FINAL_NEW.eps
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Figure 2.12: SiO Abundance as a function of L⊙/M⊙ (top panel) and F70/F22
colour (bottom panel). The black, red, and green squares represent YSOs, HII,
and HII/YSO with an SiO detection respectively. The triangles are the 3σ
upper limits with the colour representing the same as above. The OFFSET
sources are not included as the bolometric luminosity and F22 fluxes are not
available. No correlation is found between the SiO Abundance with either the
L⊙/M⊙ or F70/F22 ratios.

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_CLASSES_SIOABUNDANCE_vs_LBOLMHCO_FINAL_NEW.eps
Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_CLASSES_F70byF22_by_SIOABUNDANCE_FINAL_NEW.eps
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(See Equation 2.3). The excitation temperature was taken to be 40 K (the

derived excitation temperature from the 12CO outflow emission by Maud et al.

2015b), and the SiO integrated intensity is taken from the sum of SiO emission

over the derived velocity range (as described in Section 2.3.2). The SiO column

density is then calculated following Equation 2.3, using the associated values for

the SiO (8-7) transition. The fractional abundance is then calculated using the

ratio of the derived SiO column densities with the average 12CO column densities

derived by Maud et al. (2015b) and assuming the standard value of 10−4 for

the 12CO to H2 abundance ratio (Frerking et al. 1982). The beam averaged

SiO abundances and column densities are given in Table 2.5. The average

and median SiO abundances are 2.3×10−8 and 1.1×10−8 respectively. The

estimated abundances are plotted as a function of the proposed evolutionary

tracers (such as the L⊙/M⊙, and F70/F22) in Figure 2.12. The SiO abundance

does not show any linear correlation with either of the possible evolutionary

indicators. However, it should be stressed that the estimated SiO abundances

are dependent on several parameters, such as the excitation temperature, the

CO column density and the CO to H2 abundance ratios, which will greatly

affect the estimated values. In particular, the CO outflows are typically tracing

a significantly larger area than the SiO emission, thus the average CO column

densities may not represent the true density at the likely denser regions where

SiO is emitted and the CO column densities may be an order of magnitude

or more greater than used here. Furthermore, the temperatures used in the

abundance estimate of 40 K may be underestimating the temperature of the

SiO (8-7) emission, which has an Eupper temperature of ∼75 K.
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Table 2.8: Summary of the average and median properties with source classification between SiO detected and
non-detected sources for the YSO and HII regions.

YSO HII

SiO Detected SiO Not Detected SiO Detected SiO Not Detected

Average Median Average Median Average Median Average Median

log(LSiO) 2.8±2.8 2.5 – – 4.0±4.2 3.3 – –

distance 2.0±1.1 1.7 1.9±0.2 2.0 3.7±2.6 2.8 1.4±0.0 1.4

L⊙ 4.1±4.1 4.0 4.5±4.6 4.2 3.8±3.6 3.7 4.7±4.9 4.1

H13CO+ FWHM 2.9±0.8 3.0 1.8±0.2 1.7 3.9±1.6 3.5 1.8±0.3 1.7

log(L70µm) 3.3±3.2 3.2 3.4±3.5 2.8 4.4±4.6 3.3 2.0 2.0

Mass 370±490 170 260±230 200 1200±1000 1150 17±3 17.3

NHCO+(×1014) 4.7±2.2 4.1 3.6±1.4 3.5 20.2±8.3 22 2.3±0.6 2.5

AHCO+(×10−10) 7.4±7.2 3.1 6.4±2.6 5.9 35.0±29.8 32.0 – –

NH2
(×1023) 8.1±6.3 6.8 5.8±2.4 5.8 15.7±13 11.4 – –
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Table 2.9: Summary of average and median properties with source classification between SiO detected and non-
detected sources, for the OFFSET and HII/YSO sources.

OFFSET HII/YSO∗

SiO Detected SiO Not Detected

Average Median Average Median

log10(LSiO) 3.1±3.0 3.04 – – 1.7

distance 1.2±0.3 1.4 1.4±0.0 1.4 1.0

log10(L⊙) – – – – 4.0/3.1†

H13CO+ FWHM 2.8±0.8 2.5 2.4±0.6 2.8 2.7

log10(L70µm) 3.5±3.6 2.0 2.3±2.2 2.3 2.43

Mass 940±1150 194 110±80 130 35

NHCO+(×1014) 5.3±3.0 4.0 3.6±2.0 3.6 5.9

AHCO+(×10−10) 3.5±1.2 2.8 – – 13.0

NH2
(×1023) 17±13 8.1 – – 4.6

(*) There is only a single HII/YSO region. (†) The luminosities are given for both the HII (first) and YSO (second)
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2.4.4 Infall Properties

Only 3 sources show a blue asymmetry and only two of those with a double

(stronger blue peaked) HCO+ profile. However, the possibility of infall towards

the remaining sources cannot be ruled out. Previous works (e.g. Fuller et al.

2005 and Rygl et al. 2013) found the lower energy HCO+ transitions (e.g. J=1-

0) showed a greater excess of blue asymmetry (i.e. indicating infall) compared

with the higher energy transitions. Fuller et al. (2005) found transitions with

higher critical densities show less infall signatures. They found 15% of their

HCO+ (4-3) line profiles showed a blue asymmetry compared with 30% in the

1-0 transition. Similarly Rygl et al. (2013) see a significant drop in sources

observed with a blue excess with increasing energy of the transition (e.g. from

HCO+(1-0) to HCO+(4-3)), finding a drop of 24 to 5 sources having a blue

excess in the HCO+ (1-0) to HCO+ (4-3) samples respectively and from 14 to

4 in the red excess. This is compared with a ∼40% of the class 0 YSOs in

Gregersen et al. (1997) having a blue asymmetry in the HCO+ (4-3) line. The

detection of 3 sources with a blue asymmetry (∼11%) agrees with previous

surveys towards high mass star forming regions at low spatial resolution. An

important consideration is the sensitivity for infall asymmetry to line optical

depth and excitation temperature. Smith et al. (2013) find an increase in the

blue asymmetry of the optically thick line with decreasing beam size and suggest

that matching the beam size with the energy of line transition will likely increase

the detection of infall signatures. Future ALMA observations, at higher spatial

resolution, will be able to directly test this.
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2.4.4.1 Infall Candidates

Two sources G081.7220, and G203.3166-OFFSET are found to have a possi-

ble infall asymmetry with a double (stronger blue) peaked profile in the op-

tically thick HCO+ transition and a single peak in the optically thin compo-

nent. However, the H13CO+ spectra, for both sources, hints at a possible blend-

ing of multiple components in the spectra. Towards G203.3166-OFFSET, the

H13CO+ spectra is flattened at the top, and towards G081.7220 the H13CO+ spectra

displays the broadest FWHM of the whole sample, along with a potential dip

in the spectra. Furthermore, previous interferometric observations by Girart

et al. (2013), have shown G081.7220 fragments into several cores on scales

of ∼1000 AU. Thus, the H13CO+ and HCO+ emission towards this source is

likely due to multiple components that are not resolved. Towards G203.3166-

OFFSET, previous interferometric observations (e.g. Peretto et al. 2007 and

the work presented here in Chapter 3) show a single source (C-MM3) down

to scales of ∼3000 AU. Furthermore, Peretto et al. (2007) suggest the parent

cluster is possibly collapsing onto the this source, which resides at the centre of

the parent cluster; NGC 2264-C. C-MM3, therefore, represents the best infall

candidate in these observations.

2.5 Comparison to Outflows Driven by Low Mass

Protostars

Observations of SiO towards low mass protostars (e.g. Gibb et al. 2004) suggest

the strength of SiO emission declines towards more evolved sources. Gibb et al.
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Figure 2.13: SiO Luminosity as a Function of Galactic Position. The black,
red, yellow and green squares represent YSOs, HII, OFFSET and HII/YSO
sources with an SiO detection respectively. The triangles are the 3σ upper
limits with the colour representing the same as above.

(2004) find that 5 out of the 7 sources with SiO detections are class 0 sources.

However, their overall detection rate of 28% is lower than ∼50% observed in

this work. Furthermore, they suggest that the shock velocity and density play

a role in the detection of SiO, finding only sources with an SiO detection at

velocities above 30 kms−1 with the greatest SiO luminosities identified towards

those sources with the highest corresponding velocities. This is consistent with

the results presented in this work, where a higher percentage of the YSO sources

have an SiO detection compared with the HII regions, and SiO detected sources

are more prevalent towards regions with CO velocities above ∼35 kms−1, and

with redder F70/F22 colours.

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/NEW_07_07_15_THESIS_CLASSES_Lsio_vs_GALACTIC_POSITION_NEW.eps
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2.5.1 Galactic Position

Whether the location of a star forming region in the Galaxy plays a significant

role in its formation process is still a matter of debate. Figure 2.13 explores the

effect of Galactic position on the detection and strength of the SiO emission.

No obvious detection or lack of detected SiO or respective strength of the SiO

emission is found to be dependant on Galactic position.

2.6 Conclusions

This Chapter has presented single dish molecular line data of the established

outflow tracer SiO (8-7), and infall tracers H13CO+ (4-3) and HCO+ (4-3), taken

with the JCMT, towards a sample of 33 high mass star forming regions drawn

from the RMS survey. The key results are detailed below:

1. Approximately 50% of sources have an associated SiO detection. More-

over, none of the sources without a confirmed CO outflow in Maud et al.

(2015b) have an SiO detection, indicative of the association of the high

SiO J transitions with outflows. Of the sources with a confirmed CO

outflow; 50% (4 of 8) of HII regions are found to have an SiO detection,

compared with 59% (10 of 17) of the YSOs. This suggests a higher preva-

lence of SiO emission towards YSOs compared with HII regions. However,

of the HII regions that have an associated SiO detection, they appear to

be relatively young. These results strongly suggest that SiO emission is

more preferentially associated with young sources in massive star form-

ing regions, consistent with the SiO observations towards low mass star
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forming regions.

2. SiO emission is more preferentially observed towards sources with higher

velocity 12CO outflows. Only sources with a total 12CO (3-2) velocity dis-

persion in Maud et al. (2015b) of greater than 35 kms−1 have a correspond-

ing SiO detection. The SiO luminosity and detection or non-detection of

SiO appears dependant on mass for only the most massive and lowest mass

sources. Towards the three highest mass sources the highest SiO luminosi-

ties are found. Furthermore, over half of the non-detected sources have

the lowest masses (<100M⊙) compared with only one of the SiO detected

sources. However, for the majority of sources the mass of a region does

not appear to be linked to the resulting SiO luminosity. This could be due

to the angular resolution of the observations. Given the spatial resolution

multiple cores may be present within the beam, and so the mass of the

core driving the outflow may not be directly linked to the overall mass of

the region. There is also no apparent relation between those sources with

higher 12CO velocities having a higher mass.

3. In total 4 sources (∼12% of the sample) show a blue asymmetry in the

HCO+ (4-3) and H13CO+ (4-3) emission, consistent with the previous sur-

veys of HCO+ (4-3) towards massive star forming regions. However, this is

considerably lower than the amount of sources typically found with infall

signatures towards low mass star forming regions at a similar resolution

with this tracer. Smith et al. (2013) suggest that infall signatures should

be more preferentially observed if the beam size of the observations and

excitation conditions of the infall tracer are well suited. Future observa-
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tions of either a lower HCO+ J transition (e.g. HCO+ (1-0) transition)

at a similar resolution performed here, or the HCO+ (4-3) transition but

at a higher resolution may be better suited to trace infall in massive star

forming regions. G203.3166-OFFSET is the most promising infall can-

didate presented in this data. This source (C-MM3, in G203.3166/NGC

2264-C) is part of the interferometric SMA observations presented in the

following Chapter, and is found to drive a collimated outflow.

These results show that SiO is more strongly associated with the youngest

sources and is more efficient at tracing higher velocity outflows. Thus, SiO is

an excellent tracer of the youngest stages in massive star forming regions. This

dataset provides an excellent base for future follow-up observations at higher

spatial resolution.



Chapter 3

Submillimeter Array

Observations Towards the

Intermediate/High Mass Star

Forming Region NGC 2264-C

This Chapter is formed from a manuscript currently in submission to Monthly

Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society. This chapter presents high angular

resolution (∼3′′) Submillimeter Array (SMA) observations at 1.3 mm of NGC

2264-C, one of the nearest intermediate/high mass star forming regions in the

RMS survey. The previous low resolution JCMT observations (discussed in

Chapter 2) reveal the presence of multiple SiO outflows towards this region.

The aim of these higher spatial resolution observations is to resolve the SiO

emission as seen with the JCMT and so identify which source(s) in the region

are driving active outflows. A particular goal is to assess the relationship of the
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RMS source to the outflows seen at low angular resolution, and so to aid in the

interpretation of low resolution outflow surveys. The observations presented in

this chapter provide the first interferometric study of the outflow tracers SiO

and CO towards NGC 2264-C.

3.1 Introduction

It is still not understood if the formation of high mass stars can be described as

a scaled up version of the low mass star formation process. Jets and outflows

play an important role in the star formation process, and their study provides a

means of exploring the formation mechanism in both regimes. Observationally,

YSOs of all mass are known to drive bipolar molecular outflows. Thus, a single

outflow mechanism would imply that all stars acquire mass by a similar disc-

accretion process that scales with source luminosity (e.g. Richer et al. 2000).

The evidence for a single mechanism is an observed correlation, over five orders

of magnitude, between the bolometric luminosity and outflow, force, power and

mass flow rate (e.g.Cabrit & Bertout 1992).

Intermediate mass YSOs (2 M⊙ ≤M∗ ≤8 M⊙) are the link between the

low and high mass regimes, and as such may provide key insights into the

transition of the outflow properties between the two regimes and whether they

scale smoothly with the mass of the driving proto(star). However, an observa-

tional complication arises when going from the low to intermediate/high mass

regime in that intermediate/high mass stars typically form in more complex

and clustered environments (Lada & Lada 2003); as a result, it is not always

unambiguously clear from observations which core(s) in a region are powering
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the jet/outflow(s), particularly at lower spatial resolution. High angular reso-

lution studies that can resolve individual cores and outflows are thus crucial to

understanding jets/outflows from intermediate and high-mass stars. These high

angular resolution observations aim to identify active outflows and their central

driving sources, and to determine the relationship of these active outflows to the

multiple outflows previously identified from the single dish JCMT observations.

3.2 An Overview of NGC 2264-C

Located in the Mon OB1 giant molecular cloud complex at a distance of 738+57
−50

pc (Kamezaki et al. 2014), NGC 2264-C is a comparatively well-studied region,

with a wealth of ancillary data and known CO outflows, and H2 jets (e.g. Buckle

et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2002; Maury et al. 2009). AFGL 989-IRS1 (Allen

1972), a 9.5 M⊙ B2 star, dominates the region in the IR. Thirteen millimetre

continuum sources have been identified (Ward-Thompson et al. 2000; Peretto

et al. 2006, 2007, see Figure 3.1), which have typical diameters of ∼0.04 pc and

masses ranging from ∼ 2−40 M⊙ (Peretto et al. 2006; Peretto et al. 2007). From

comparing observations and SPH simulations, Peretto et al. (2007) suggest that

NGC 2264-C is in a global state of collapse on to the central, most massive

millimetre core, C-MM3 (∼ 40 M⊙). Maury et al. (2009) observed 12CO (2-1)

emission with the IRAM 30m (∼11′′ ), detecting a network of 11 outflow lobes

with projected velocities ranging from 10-30 kms−1, lengths of 0.2-0.8 pc and

momentum fluxes in the range 0.5× 10−5 to 50× 10−5 M⊙ kms−1yr−1. However,

the limited angular resolution meant that only a small minority of the detected

outflow lobes could be unambiguously identified with driving sources (millimetre
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continuum cores). Recent high resolution SMA observations by Saruwatari

et al. (2011) focusing on the central class 0 protostellar core, C-MM3, identified

a compact, young north-south bipolar outflow driven by this source in both

12CO and CH3OH emission, emphasising the power of high-resolution, multi-

line observations.

The ambiguity in identifying outflow driving sources based on low-resolution

single-dish observations calls for high angular resolution observations of a reli-

able jet/outflow tracer.

3.3 Observations

3.3.1 Submillimeter Array Observations

The Submillimeter Array (SMA)1 observations were made with 8 antennas in

the compact configuration on 2010 December 12. The pointing centre for the

observations is R.A. (J2000) 06h41m10.13s, Dec. (J2000) 09◦29
′

34.0
′′

. The

observations were performed on-source for a total of ∼4 hours, spread over

an 8 hour track to improve UV coverage. The system temperatures ranged

from ∼ 100 - 180 K depending on source elevation. A typical value of τ(225GHz)

∼ 0.1 - 0.15 was obtained during the observations. At 1.3 mm, the SMA primary

beam is ∼ 55 ′′ , and the largest recoverable scale for the array in the compact

configuration is ∼ 20′′ . The total observed bandwidth is ∼ 8 GHz, covering

∼216.8 - 220.8 GHz in the lower sideband and ∼228.8 - 232.8 GHz in the upper

1The Submillimeter Array is a joint project between the Smithsonian Astrophysical Ob-
servatory and the Academia Sinica Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics and is funded
by the Smithsonian Institution and the Academia Sinica.
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sideband.

Initial calibration was accomplished in MIRIAD (Sault et al. 1995), with

further processing undertaken in CASA1. The bandpass calibration was derived

from observations of the quasar 3C454.3. The gain calibrators were J0530+135,

J0532+075, and J0739+016, and the absolute flux calibration was derived from

Uranus. The fluxes derived for the quasars were found to be within 20% of

the SMA monitoring values, which suggests that the absolute flux calibration is

good to within 20%. The upper and lower sidebands were treated individually

during calibration. The line and continuum emission were separated using the

command uvcontsub in CASA: only line-free channels were used to estimate

the continuum. Self-calibration was performed on the continuum data in each

sideband, with the solutions applied to the line data. The SMA correlator was

configured to provide a uniform spectral resolution of 0.8125 MHz; the line data

were resampled to a velocity resolution of 1.2 km s−1, then Hanning smoothed.

The continuum data from the lower and upper sidebands were combined

to produce the final continuum image. The continuum image and line image

cubes were cleaned using a robust weighting of 0.5. This results in a synthesised

beam size of ∼ 3.06 ′′ × 2.69 ′′ with a P.A. of approximately −67 deg for the final

1.3 mm continuum image, which has a 1σ rms noise level of ∼ 2 mJy beam−1.

In the Hanning-smoothed spectral line image cubes, the typical 1σ rms noise

(per channel) is ∼40 mJy beam−1. Unless otherwise noted, images displayed in

figures have not been corrected for the primary beam response of the SMA. All

reported measurements were made from images corrected for the primary beam

response.

1http://casa.nrao.edu
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3.3.2 Archival Data

To complement the SMA and JCMT HARP observations, archival mid/far-

infrared data was obtained. These archival data include PACS (Poglitsch et al.

2010) 70µm observations (observational ID 1342205056, P.I. F. Motte) taken

with the ESA Herschel Space Observatory1 (Pilbratt et al. 2010), Spitzer MIPS-

GAL 24µm observations (Rieke et al. 2004) and SCUBA 450µm data (Di

Francesco et al. 2008). The PACS Herschel 70µm and SCUBA 450µm maps

are presented in Figure 3.1, overlaid with the positions of the brightest Spitzer

MIPSGAL 24µm point sources within the SMA field of view. The astrometry

is corrected for the PACS archival data using the Spitzer MIPSGAL 24µm im-

ages, which were calibrated against 2MASS point source positions (Skrutskie

et al. 2006).

3.4 Results

3.4.1 1.3 mm Continuum Emission

The SMA 1.3 mm continuum image is presented in Figure 3.2. The structure of

the 1.3 mm emission was characterised through the implementation of dendro-

grams (Rosolowsky et al. 2008). Dendrograms or structure tree diagrams can

be used to define hierarchical structure in clouds. The dendrogram tree struc-

tures are comprised of three main components; a trunk, branches and leaves,

which correspond to increasing levels of intensity in the dataset. The minimum

threshold intensity required to identify a parent tree structure (e.g trunk) was

1Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led
Principal Investigator consortia and with important participation from NASA.
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Table 3.1: Properties of Millimetre Continuum Sources

Source a J2000.0 Coordinatesb J2000.0 Coordinatesc Reff
d Ipeak

e Sν
f

α(hms) δ(◦ ′ ′′) α(hms) δ(◦ ′ ′′) (pc) (mJy beam−1) (mJy)

C-MM3 06 41 12.31 + 09 29 11.50 06 41 12.28 + 09 29 11.96 0.011 370 395

C-MM4 06 41 10.08 + 09 29 21.70 06 41 09.95 + 09 29 21.40 0.017 185 496

C-MM5 06 41 10.15 + 09 29 33.70 06 41 10.14 + 09 29 35.87 0.012 62 131

C-MM10 06 41 08.94 + 09 29 44.56 06 41 08.75 + 09 29 44.24 0.015 37 113

C-MM12 06 41 09.59 + 09 29 54.64 06 41 09.63 + 09 29 54.62 0.013 209 274

C-MM13 06 41 11.47 + 09 29 17.47 06 41 11.51 + 09 29 18.00 0.0099 34 53

SMA1 06 41 10.00 + 09 29 49.25 06 41 10.12 + 09 29 47.97 0.0079 15 21

SMA2 06 41 10.46 + 09 29 39.66 06 41 10.46 + 09 29 39.16 0.0057 27 22

SMA3 06 41 09.11 + 09 29 26.50 06 41 09.16 + 09 29 27.38 0.0093 17 27

SMA4 06 41 09.88 + 09 29 14.53 06 41 09.88 + 09 29 14.85 0.0053 48 27

Notes.
a Sources identified in the dendrogram analysis: C-MM- denotes previously known/named millimetre
sources (Peretto et al. 2006, 2007); SMA- denotes new 1.3 mm detections.
b Position of millimetre continuum peak.
c Position of intensity-weighted centroid, computed using Computing Dendrogram Statistics (Astropy
Collaboration et al. 2013).
d Effective radius, computed from the total leaf area using Computing Dendrogram Statistics

(Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013), through Reff =
√

Area/π and assuming the distance of 738pc
to NGC 2264-C.
e Peak intensity of 1.3 mm continuum emission, corrected for the primary beam response.
f Integrated 1.3 mm flux density, measured from the primary-beam-corrected continuum image
using CASAVIEWER and the 3σ mask from the dendrogram fit to the uncorrected image (see
Section 3.4.1).
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Figure 3.1: Overview of NGC 2264-C. Herschel PACS 70µm emission
(greyscale) overlaid with contours of SCUBA 450µm emission (dashed green)
and N2H

+ (1-0) integrated intensity (PdBI, magenta). The N2H
+ (1-0) inte-

grated intensity map was presented in Peretto et al. (2007) and provided by
N. Peretto. Blue crosses (x) mark the positions of millimetre sources (labelled
C-MM) detected by Peretto et al. (2006, 2007); yellow stars mark the positions
of the brightest 24µm Spitzer point sources in the region. The dashed black
square represents the FOV of the SMA observations presented in this chapter.

set to be 4σ (in the continuum image prior to correction for the primary beam

response; σ∼ 2 mJy beam−1) and a minimum area of 18 contiguous pixels (the

equivalent area of the synthesised beam). Further nested substructures (i.e.

branches and leaves) require an additional 1σ increase in intensity, again over a

minimum of 18 contiguous pixels. The dendrograms were computed using the

python implementation astrodendro1.

1This research made use of astrodendro, a Python package to compute dendrograms of
Astronomical data (http://www.dendrograms.org/)

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/CLAUDIA_MNRAS_COMMENTS_Herschel_SCUBA_PERETTO_LABELS_1.eps
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Figure 3.2: Map of the 1.3 mm continuum emission towards the section of
NGC 2264-C observed with the SMA. The greyscale is the SMA 1.3 mm con-
tinuum emission from 0 to 0.16 Jy beam−1; the peak flux in the field is 0.159
Jy beam−1. The black contours represent (3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80)×
σ =2 mJy beam−1. The peak continuum positions for the 10 leaves (millimetre
continuum peaks) identified in the dendrogram fit are marked with blue pluses
(+) and labelled SMA- for new detections and C-MM- for previously detected
sources. The blue triangle marks the peak position of the possible millimetre
continuum peak C-MM5b. The red star represents the position of AFGL 989-
IRS1 taken from the 2MASS data in the RMS Survey, and the blue cross (x)
marks the position of C-MM11 from Peretto et al. (2007). The black dashed
circle represents the FWHP of the SMA primary beam, and the outer black
dotted circle represents the 10% power level of the SMA primary beam. The
SMA synthesised beam (3.06× 2.69′′, PA= -69.3) is shown at lower left.

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/CLAUDIA_MNRAS_NGC2264C_paper_continuum_2mjy_sigma_all_LABELS_1.eps
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Figure 3.3: The dendrogram fit and tree structure diagram for NGC 2264-C.
The top panel displays the 1.3 mm continuum image, corrected for the primary
beam response, overlaid with the dendrogram fit to the data. As discussed
in Section 3.4.1, structures are identified using a minimum threshold of 4σ
(1σ = 2mJy/beam) and a minimum number of 18 contiguous pixels, with a step
increase of 1σ for further substructure to be identified. The 10 emission peaks
identified in the dendrogram fit are labelled. The red contours (top panel) and
corresponding red lines (tree diagram, bottom panel) denote the highest level of
a parent structure or of an independent structure with no further substructure
if present. The green contour represents an additional branch within a parent
structure. The black line gives marks the limit of the parent tree, of which the
leaves and branches are nested within. Five sources (C-MM5, C-MM5, SMA1,
SMA2 and SMA4) are nested within two trees, and five sources (C-MM3, C-
MM10, C-MM12, C-MM13 and SMA3) are identified as independent structures
with no further substructure.

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/THESIS_DENDROGRAM_PBCOR_CONTOURS_3SIGMA_MASK_LABELS_1.eps
Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/THESIS_DENDROGRAM_TREEDIAGRAM_ALL_LABELS.eps
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Figure 3.4: SMA integrated intensity maps (green contours) of detected
molecular lines, overlaid on the 1.3 mm continuum emission (greyscale and black
contour, contour level 3σ =6 mJy beam−1). The integrated velocity range is
given in the top left corner of each panel, along with the molecule and line rest
frequency. Eupper for the transition and the peak and rms of each map (both
in Jy beam−1 * km s−1) are given at upper right in each panel. Blue pluses
(+) mark the positions of the millimetre continuum peaks from Table 3.1, and
the blue triangle marks the position of C-MM5b (see Section 3.4.1). Contour
levels for the integrated intensity maps are from 3σ to peak in steps of 2σ. (p)
shows the CH3CN emission integrated over the k=0-4 components.

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/MNRAS_COMMENTS_NEW_PART1_CHEMISTRY_MOM0_LABELS_2.eps
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Figure 3.4– continued from previous page.

10 millimetre continuum sources are identified in the dendrogam fit in the

SMA 1.3 mm image, of which four are new detections (labelled SMA1-SMA4 in

Figure 3.2). The remaining six identified 1.3 mm continuum sources are previ-

ous detections (e.g. Peretto et al. 2006, Peretto et al. 2007, Ward-Thompson

et al. 2000) and are labelled in Figure 3.2 according to the naming scheme of

Peretto et al. (C-MM-). Of the ten 1.3 mm continuum sources identified in the

dendrogram analysis, five are found as separate, independent parent structures

with no substructure, and five are found nested into two tree structures. The

two nested structures are comprised of C-MM4 and SMA4, and of C-MM5,

SMA1, and SMA2, respectively (see Figure 3.3 for the dendrogram fit and re-

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/MNRAS_COMMENS_PART2_CHEMISTRY_MOM0_NEW_LABELS_2.eps
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spective tree structure diagram). The parameters of the millimetre continuum

sources (e.g. peak intensity, integrated flux density, and effective radius) were

then extracted using the analysis code Computing Dendrogram Statistics1 and

the CASAVIEWER tool, and are presented in Table 3.1. All properties are

estimated from the primary beam corrected 1.3 mm continuum image using a

3σ mask derived from the continuum image prior to correction for the primary

beam response. This approach was taken to avoid including noise in the param-

eter estimates for millimetre continuum sources far from the pointing centre.

Of the sources reported by Peretto et al. (2006) and Peretto et al. (2007)

that fall within the field of view shown in Figure 3.2, only C-MM11 –which

lies outside the 20% power level of the SMA primary beam– is not detected

in the SMA image. Our non-detection of C-MM11 is also consistent with the

relative intensities of the millimetre continuum sources reported by Peretto et al.

(2006, 1.2 mm IRAM 30-m observations): C-MM11 is the weakest Peretto et al.

source within the SMA field (Figure 3.1). Thus, all of the previously identified

millimetre continuum peaks are detected within the FWHP of the SMA primary

beam.

The four new detections (e.g. SMA1, SMA2, SMA3, and SMA4) have the

lowest integrated flux densities of the ten millimetre continuum sources: the

brightest new detections (SMA3 and SMA4) have integrated flux densities that

are approximately half that of the weakest previously reported source (C-MM13)

in the SMA image (Table 3.1). This is consistent with SMA1-SMA4 not having

been reported based on previous observations. However, it is noted that SMA4

1This research made use of Astropy, a community-developed core Python package for
Astronomy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013)
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is visible as a 3σ contour in Figure 1 of Peretto et al. (2007, PdBI 3.2 mm

observations), but was considered a marginal detection and not studied further.

Inspection of the continuum map by eye reveals an additional millimetre

continuum peak that is not identified by the dendrogram analysis. C-MM5

would be split into two cores: one at the peak position for C-MM5 tabulated

in Table 3.1, and a second ∼4.5′′ north (see Figure 3.2). The intensity of this

second peak surpasses the dendrogram threshold for substructure, however the

number of contiguous pixels is below the set limit, so the leaf is merged into

C-MM5. If the number of contiguous pixels required is reduced to 77% of the

area of the synthesised beam, C-MM5 is separated into two leaves by the den-

drogram analysis. Inspection of the molecular line emission also indicates these

two leaves may be separate objects (Section 3.4.2). It is therefore suggested

that the northern leaf (hereafter C-MM5b) and C-MM5 are distinct millime-

tre continuum peaks, which at the current resolution cannot be unequivocally

separated.

3.4.2 Molecular Line Emission

Molecular line emission is detected in 23 transitions of 13 species above 5σ with

the SMA, including SiO, CO and its isotopologues (13CO and C18O), SO, OCS,

H2CO, CH3OH, DCN, c-C3H2,
13CS, HC3N and CH3CN. All lines detected

at >5σ have Eupper between ∼ 16 and 131 K. For each line detected towards

NGC 2264-C, Table 3.2 lists the species, transition, rest frequency, Eupper, and

whether the line is detected at >5σ towards the millimetre continuum peak of

each of the 11 cores (including C-MM5b, see Section 3.4.1). Table 3.3 presents
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the parameters (peak line intensity, line centre velocity, linewidth, and inte-

grated line intensity) obtained from single Gaussian fits to lines detected at

>5σ, at each millimetre continuum peak. No fits are presented for 12CO and

13CO due to the complexity of the line profiles, which are strongly affected both

by self absorption and by artefacts from poorly imaged large-scale emission.

Figure 3.4 presents integrated intensity maps for all detected transitions.

The velocity range over which emission was integrated was determined for each

transition, to encompass all channels with emission above 3σ. As shown in

Figure 3.4, the morphology of the detected line emission is complex. For many

transitions, the spatial morphology of the line emission differs markedly from

that of the millimetre continuum. The emission in the integrated intensity maps

falls into three main categories: (i) compact molecular line emission that directly

traces millimetre continuum peaks (of which molecular line emission from the

CH3CN ladder transitions, both OCS transitions, HC3N and the CH3OH 5(1

, 4)- 4(2 , 2), CH3OH 8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E and CH3OH 3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E

transitions are included); (ii) molecular line emission that overlaps but may

not be clearly associated with millimetre continuum emission (e.g. may differ in

morphology from the continuum emission and refers to emission from c-C3H2,

DCN and C18O); and (iii) spatially extended molecular line emission that is

likely associated with outflows (of which line emission from SiO, SO, the H2CO

transitions and the CH3OH 4(2 , 2)- 3(1 , 2), and CH3OH 8( -1, 8)- 7(0 ,

7) E transitions are included in this category). A distinct feature, which is

labelled the “ridge”, is also evident in Figure 3.4. The ridge is associated with

the strongest H2CO emission in the field, as well as the strongest emission in

several CH3OH transitions. While the southern edge of the ridge overlaps with
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SMA3, the majority of the ridge structure does not appear to be associated

with a millimetre continuum source. The nature of this intriguing feature is

discussed in Section 3.5.2.
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Table 3.2: Molecular line transitions detected towards the 11 (including C-MM5b) identified continuum peaks in
NGC 2264-C. The line transition, rest frequency and upper energy (Columns 2, 3, and 4 respectively) are taken
from Splatalogue (http://www.splatalogue.net/), Müller et al. (2005). A detection at ≥5σ is denoted by a Y, and N
represents an non-detection (no emission at ≥5σ). All measurements were made from image cubes corrected for the
primary beam response, and a detection was determined from the spectra extracted from those beam corrected image
cubes. The spectra are extracted from a single pixel at the respective peak continuum emission for each identified
source. It should be noted that for sources far from the pointing centre such as C-MM3, the rms noise is higher.

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Detected

(GHz) (K) C-MM- SMA-

3 4 5 10 12 13 5b 1 2 3 4

LSB

CH3OH 5(1 , 4)- 4(2 , 2) 216.946 55.9 N Y N N N N N N N N N

SiO (5 - 4) 217.105 31.3 Y Y N N Y N Y N N N N

DCN (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 N Y Y Y N N Y N Y N N

c-C3H2
a 616 - 505 217.822 38.6 N Y N N Y N N N Y N N

c-C3H2
a 606 - 515 217.822 38.6 N Y N N Y N N N Y N N

c-C3H2 514 - 523 217.940 35.4 N Y N N N N N N Y N N

H2CO 3( 0, 3)- 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 Y Y N Y Y N Y N Y Y N

HC3N (24 - 23) 218.324 131.0 N Y Y N N N Y N N N N

CH3OH 4(2 , 2)- 3(1 , 2) 218.440 45.5 N Y N N N N N N N Y N

H2CO 3( 2, 2)- 2( 2, 1) 218.476 68.1 N Y N N N N N N N Y N

H2CO 3( 2, 1)- 2( 2, 0) 218.760 68.1 Y Y N N Y N Y N Y Y N

OCS (18 - 17) 218.903 99.8 N Y N N Y N N N N N N

Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Detected

(GHz) (K) C-MM- SMA-

3 4 5 10 12 13 5b 1 2 3 4

LSB

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 N Y N Y N N Y Y Y Y N

SO 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 N Y Y N Y N Y N Y Y N

CH3OH 8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E 220.078 96.6 N Y N N N N N N N N N

CH3CN (124-114) 220.679 183.3 N N Yb N N N N N N N N

CH3CN (123-113) 220.709 133.3 N Yb Yb N N N N N N N N

CH3CN (122-112) 220.730 97.4 N Yb Yb N N N N N N N N

CH3CN c (121-111) 220.743 76.0 N Y Y N N N N N N N N

CH3CN c (120-110) 220.747 68.8 N Y Y N N N N N N N N

USB

CH3OH 8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 N Y N N N N N N N Y N

CH3OH 3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E 230.027 39.8 N Y N N N N N N N N N
12CO (2 - 1) 230.538 16.6 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

OCS (19 - 18) 231.061 110.8 N Y N N N N N N N N N
13CS (5 - 4) 231.221 33.29 N Y N N N N N N Y N N

(a) The c-C3H2 components are blended in the spectra and cannot be separated. (b) CH3CN components where emission is <5σ but

>3σ. (c) These CH3CN components are blended in the spectra: ’Y’ indicates emission >5σ for the blended line.
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Table 3.3: Gaussian Fits to Molecular Lines Detected at Each Millimetre Continuum Peak

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensitya Vcentre
a Linewidth a

∫

S dv a

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

C-MM3

H2CO b 3(0, 3) - 2(0, 2) 218.222 21.0 0.91 (0.11) 6.60 (0.22) 3.93 (0.54) 3.80 (0.49)

H2CO b 3(0, 3) - 2(0, 2) 218.222 21.0 0.44 (0.08) -6.50 (0.33) 4.72 (0.98) 2.22 (0.40)

H2CO 3(2, 1) - 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.58 (0.11) 8.22 (0.25) 2.68 (0.62) 1.66 (0.36)

C-MM4

CH3OH 5(1 , 4) - 4(2, 2) 216.946 55.9 0.25 (0.03) 8.88 (0.15) 3.70 (0.35) 0.98 (0.12)

SiO c (5 - 4) 217.105 31.3 0.22 (0.03) 15.04 (0.41) 5.33 (0.97) 1.26 (0.30)

DCN (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 0.87 (0.04) 8.53 (0.08) 3.54 (0.19) 3.29 (0.23)

c-C3H2 616 - 505 217.822 38.6 0.55 (0.03) 7.77 (0.06) 2.54 (0.15) 1.50 (0.08)

c-C3H2 514 - 523 217.940 35.4 0.24 (0.03) 8.70 (0.19) 2.92 (0.46) 0.74 (0.11)

H2CO 3(0, 3) - 2(0, 2) 218.222 21.0 1.75 (0.03) 7.62 (0.03) 3.3 (0.07) 6.14 (0.11)

HC3N (24 - 23) 218.324 131.0 0.21 (0.03) 8.11 (0.20) 3.88 (0.49) 0.85 (0.14)

CH3OH 4(2, 2) - 3(1, 2) 218.440 45.5 0.51 (0.03) 8.72 (0.11) 3.39 (0.26) 1.83 (0.13)

H2CO 3(2, 2)- 2(2, 1) 218.476 68.1 0.55 (0.03) 7.82 (0.11) 3.85 (0.26) 2.24 (0.14)

H2CO 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.80 (0.03) 8.11 (0.06) 3.57 (0.14) 3.06 (0.11)

OCS (18 - 17) 218.903 99.8 0.21 (0.02) 8.84 (0.33) 6.29 (0.89) 1.43 (0.18)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 2.59 (0.05) 8.03 (0.18) 2.38 (0.04) 6.57 (0.11)

SO 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 1.32 (0.05) 8.16 (0.05) 3.04 (0.13) 4.28 (0.17)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensitya Vcentre
a Linewidth a

∫

S dv a

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

CH3CN (123-113) 220.709 133.3 0.10 (0.01) 5.77 (0.51) 2.76 (1.08) 0.28 (0.11)

CH3CN (122-112) 220.730 97.4 0.14 (0.01) 5.32 (0.4) 2.46 (0.80) 0.37 (0.10)

CH3CN d (121-111) 220.743 76.0 0.21 (0.01) 7.69 (0.28) 1.61 (0.53) 0.37 (0.10)

CH3CN d (120-110) 220.747 68.8 0.16 (0.01) 7.34 (0.29) 2.34 (0.59) 0.40 (0.10)

CH3OH 8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E 220.078 96.6 0.21 (0.03) 7.96 (0.30) 4.70 (0.73) 1.07 (0.15)

CH3OH 8(−1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 0.36 (0.03) 8.29 (0.15) 4.06 (0.37) 1.54 (0.13)

CH3OH 3(−2, 2)- 4(−1, 4) E 230.027 39.8 0.22 (0.03) 8.32 (0.28) 4.35 (0.68) 1.02 (0.15)

OCS (19 - 18) 231.061 110.8 0.27 (0.03) 8.42 (0.23) 4.07 (0.55) 1.19 (0.15)
13CS (5 - 4) 231.221 33.29 0.26 (0.04) 7.61 (0.30) 4.28 (0.74) 1.16 (0.19)

C-MM5

DCN (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 0.13 (0.02) 9.54 (0.22) 2.09 (0.56) 0.28 (0.10)

HC3N (24 - 23) 218.324 131.0 0.25 (0.02) 9.51 (0.08) 2.65 (0.28) 0.70 (0.06)

SO b 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.55 (0.05) 7.22 (0.70) 6.13 (1.73) 3.57 (1.06)

SO b 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.33 (0.01) 13.2 (0.08) 3.89 (0.21) 1.35 (0.09)

CH3CN (124-114) 220.679 183.3 0.12 (0.03) 8.82 (0.30) 2.68 (0.69) 0.34 (0.11)

CH3CN (123-113) 220.709 133.3 0.10 (0.02) 5.59 (0.46) 2.83 (1.20) 0.30 (0.10)

CH3CN (122-112) 220.730 97.4 0.11 (0.02) 7.26 (0.48) 4.05 (0.98) 0.49 (0.11)

CH3CN d (121-111) 220.743 76.0 0.12 (0.02) 7.51 (0.64) 2.78 (1.26) 0.35 (0.18)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensitya Vcentre
a Linewidth a

∫

S dv a

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

CH3CN d (120-110) 220.747 68.8 0.20 (0.02) 8.51 (0.27) 3.61 (0.50) 0.78 (0.12)

C-MM10

DCN (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 0.38 (0.05) 7.80 (0.15) 2.07 (0.33) 0.84 (0.17)

H2CO 3(0, 3) - 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 1.09 (0.11) 7.71 (0.09) 1.59 (0.19) 1.85 (0.30)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 0.25 (0.04) 7.83 (0.26) 3.56 (0.61) 0.96 (0.22)

C-MM12

SiO c (5 - 4) 217.105 31.3 0.65 (0.05) 10.93 (0.16) 4.36 (0.47) 3.03 (0.28)

c-C3H2 616 - 505 217.822 38.6 0.31 (0.06) 9.34 (0.20) 1.86 (0.38) 0.61 (0.12)

H2CO 3(0, 3)- 2(0, 2) 218.222 21.0 0.57 (0.09) 11.18 (0.28) 3.55 (0.66) 2.17 (0.54)

H2CO 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.20 (0.02) 10.86 (0.14) 2.97 (0.33) 0.64 (0.10)

OCS (18 - 17) 218.903 99.8 0.22 (0.02) 8.49 (0.18) 3.96 (0.42) 0.94 (0.13)

SO b 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.47 (0.06) 10.85 (0.29) 4.51 (0.70) 2.25 (0.46)

SO b 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.25 (0.03) 28.90 (0.28) 5.85 (0.67) 1.62 (0.24)

SMA1

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 0.67 (0.08) 9.92 (0.11) 2.19 (0.29) 1.59 (0.28)

SMA2

DCN (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 0.36 (0.04) 9.95 (0.18) 3.23 (0.42) 1.23 (0.21)

c-C3H2
e 616 - 505 217.822 38.6 0.27 (0.03) 9.42 (0.13) 2.78 (0.31) 0.81 (0.12)

c-C3H2 514 - 523 217.940 35.4 0.25 (0.03) 10.38 (0.15) 2.54 (0.34) 0.67 (0.12)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensitya Vcentre
a Linewidth a

∫

S dv a

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

H2CO 3(0, 3) - 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 0.56 (0.04) 9.72 (0.10) 3.31 (0.25) 2.00 (0.20)

H2CO 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.19 (0.03) 9.88 (0.23) 2.89 (0.53) 0.58 (0.14)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 1.73 (0.06) 9.68 (0.05) 2.70 (0.11) 4.97 (0.27)

SO 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.80 (0.02) 9.52 (0.02) 2.16 (0.06) 1.82 (0.06)
13CS (5 - 4) 231.221 33.29 0.39 (0.05) 9.52 (0.12) 2.06 (0.28) 0.85 (0.15)

SMA3

H2CO 3(0, 3)- 2(0, 2) 218.222 21.0 2.48 (0.08) 8.96 (0.08) 4.59 (0.18) 12.08 (0.63)

CH3OH 4(2 , 2)- 3(1 , 2) 218.440 45.5 1.08 (0.07) 8.55 (0.08) 2.56 (0.20) 2.94 (0.30)

H2CO 3(2, 2)- 2(2, 1) 218.476 68.1 1.30 (0.04) 8.83 (0.05) 3.47 (0.12) 4.80 (0.21)

H2CO 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 1.20 (0.04) 8.81 (0.05) 3.56 (0.12) 4.58 (0.12)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 0.39 (0.04) 8.83 (0.23) 4.84 (0.54) 2.01 (0.30)

SO e 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.43 (0.06) 9.93 (0.41) 6.26 (0.96) 2.84 (0.57)

CH3OH 8(−1, 8) - 7(0, 7) E 229.759 89.1 0.97 (0.04) 8.60 (0.07) 3.40 (0.17) 3.52 (0.23)

C-MM5b

SiO (5 - 4) 217.105 31.3 0.34 (0.03) 14.61 (0.16) 4.15 (0.37) 1.49 (0.17)

DCN (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 0.94 (0.05) 9.31 (0.07) 2.52 (0.17) 2.51 (0.22)

H2CO 3(0, 3) - 2(0, 2) 218.222 21.0 0.68 (0.06) 8.93 (0.09) 2.22 (0.22) 1.60 (0.21)

HC3N (24 - 23) 218.324 131.0 0.44 (0.03) 8.97 (0.07) 2.11 (0.17) 0.99 (0.11)

H2CO 3(2, 1) - 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.12 (0.02) 9.63 (0.22) 4.11 (0.52) 0.54 (0.09)

Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensitya Vcentre
a Linewidth a

∫

S dv a

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 1.54 (0.08) 9.28 (0.06) 2.39 (0.13) 3.92 (0.29)

SO b 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.39 (0.07) 9.83 (0.17) 2.18 (0.47) 0.90 (0.24)

SO b 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.14 (0.03) 15.32 (0.21) 3.12 (0.51) 0.48 (0.10)

(a) 1-σ formal errors from the single Gaussian fits are given in the brackets (). (b) Two distinct velocity components are present in the

spectrum; a single Gaussian fit is reported for each component. (c) Two velocity components appear to be present in the spectrum, but

are not sufficiently well-separated in velocity to be fit separately. The reported fit is for the stronger component. (d) The k=0 and k=1

CH3CN components are blended in the spectra. The reported parameters are from multiple-Gaussian fits using the GILDAS CLASS

package. (e) Complex line profile, not well-fit by a single Gaussian.
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3.4.2.1 Line Emission Associated with Millimetre Continuum Sources:

Systemic Velocity Estimates

As shown in Figure 3.4, compact molecular line emission that peaks at the

millimetre continuum peak is seen in only a few lines (OCS, CH3CN, HC3N

and the 216.946 GHz, 220.078 and 230.027 GHz CH3OH transitions), and only

towards C-MM4, C-MM5, and C-MM5b (not all of these lines are detected

towards all three sources; see Table 3.4). For these sources, vLSR estimates for

the individual millimetre continuum cores are given in Table 3.4, based on the

fits (Table 3.3) to lines that exhibit spatially compact emission. For CH3CN, the

ladder transitions with a detection <5σ are excluded from the vLSR estimates.

The emission from DCN, C18O and c-C3H2 is found to be more extended

(which is referred to as “diffuse”, Table 3.4), coinciding with, and morpho-

logically similar to, the millimetre continuum emission of C-MM4 and SMA2.

For C-MM4, in particular, the similar morphologies of the line and millimetre

continuum emission suggest that this more extended molecular line emission

is associated with the millimetre continuum source. Strong DCN emission is

also detected in the vicinity of C-MM5 and C-MM5b, but in this case the mor-

phology of the line emission differs from that of the millimetre continuum, so

it is not clear that the DCN emission is directly associated with the continuum

source(s). Table 3.4 presents estimates of vLSR based on fits to lines that exhibit

“diffuse” emission and are detected at the position of a given core’s millimetre

continuum peak (including C18O as well as DCN and c-C3H2). It should be

noted, that while this approach allows estimates of the vLSR’s for more sources,

the results must be treated with greater caution than the estimates based on
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the compact molecular line emission. The morphology of the C18O emission, for

example, does not match that of the millimetre continuum, suggesting that the

detected C18O may not arise from the dense gas of the millimetre continuum

cores. In addition, the vLSR estimates exclude lines that likely trace outflows

and exhibit clearly extended emission (e.g. SiO, SO, H2CO and the remaining

CH3OH lines).

The vLSR’s of the millimetre continuum sources, estimated as described

above, range from ∼7.8 - 9.9 km s−1. For C-MM4 and C-MM5 (which have

the most data from line fits, Tables 3.3, and 3.4), the vLSR estimates based on

compact and “diffuse” tracers differ by up to ∼1 km s−1 (for C-MM5), and the

standard deviation of the vLSR’s measured from individual lines is ∼0.5 km s−1

(Table 3.4).

Towards C-MM3, C-MM13, SMA1 or SMA4 no emission from lines that ex-

hibit either compact or “diffuse” morphology is detected. As a result, the vLSR’s

for these sources cannot be estimated from this SMA data. vLSR estimates for

C-MM3 and C-MM13 are of particular interest, given the outflow activity near

C-MM3 (Section 3.4.2.2) and the velocity gradient reported by Peretto et al.

(2007) in NGC 2264-C (spanning C-MM2, C-MM3, C-MM13, and C-MM4).

For C-MM4, where the most compact emission is detected, the estimated vLSR

of 8.3 kms−1 is used for the remaining analysis. However, since estimates of the

vLSR cannot be obtained for the remaining continuum sources from this SMA

data (and only a small minority of sources have robust vLSR estimates based

on compact molecular line emission), the following approach is adopted. For

C-MM3, and C-MM13, the vLSR’s reported by Peretto et al. (2007) based on

N2H
+(1-0) emission (Table 3.4) are used. For all other millimetre continuum
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sources (excluding C-MM4), the average vLSR from the SMA data (averaged

across all cores, for both compact and diffuse tracers) of 8.9 km s−1 is adopted.

The vLSR adopted for each continuum peak, and used throughout the remainder

of this paper, is given in Table 3.4.

3.4.2.2 Extended and High Velocity Molecular Line Emission: Molec-

ular Outflows

As shown in Figure 3.4, several species are characterised by collimated, ex-

tended emission: SiO, SO, CH3OH, H2CO, and 12CO. The two most prominent

collimated emission features in the integrated intensity maps (both elongated

N-S) appear to be centred on C-MM3 and C-MM12. To investigate the nature

of the extended molecular line emission, and its relation to outflows previously

reported based in lower-angular-resolution data, the high resolution of these

SMA observations is used to analyse the velocity structure of the emission.

To identify any potential outflow axes, the well-known outflow tracer SiO is

used (e.g. Gusdorf et al. 2008a,b; Guillet et al. 2009; Leurini et al. 2014, and

references therein).

Figure 3.5 presents integrated intensity maps of the red- and blueshifted

SiO emission observed with the SMA (SiO(5-4), resolution ∼3
′′

) and the JCMT

(SiO(8-7), resolution ∼15
′′

). The comparison of the SMA and JCMT data

will test whether the spatial filtering of the SMA misses any large-scale active

outflows (which would be seen in SiO emission with the JCMT). The JCMT

observations shown in Figure 3.5 (panel a) reveal two potential outflow systems:

one encompassing both C-MM3 and C-MM13 (with the peak emission nearest

to C-MM3), and a second that intersects both C-MM10 and C-MM12. In the
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Table 3.4: Systemic Velocity Estimates for 1.3 mm Continuum Sources

Source vLSR (km s−1)

Compacta Diffuseb N2H
+c Adoptedd

C-MM3 – – 7.1 7.1

C-MM4 8.2 (0.5) 8.3 (0.4) 8.9 8.3

C-MM5 8.5 (1.0) 9.5 – 8.9

C-MM10 – 7.8 (0.02) – 8.9

C-MM12 8.5 9.3 – 8.9

C-MM13 – – 8.2 8.2

SMA1 – 9.9 – 8.9

SMA2 – 9.8 (0.4) – 8.9

SMA3 – 8.8 – 8.9

SMA4 – – – 8.9

C-MM5b 9.0 9.3 (0.02) – 8.9

Notes.
(a) The average vLSR estimates taken from the molecular line emission
categorised as compact (see Section 3.4.2) and includes the CH3CN ladder
transitions (note only CH3CN the ladder transitions with a detection >5σ
are included), both OCS transitions, HC3N and the CH3OH 5(1 , 4)- 4(2 ,
2), CH3OH 8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E and CH3OH 3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E transitions
(note not all of these lines are detected towards a given core; see Table 2 for
details). The standard deviation is given in (). If no value is given, emission
was detected only in one transition.
(b) The average vLSR estimates taken from molecular line emission categorised
as diffuse (see Section 3.4.2) and includes C18O as well as DCN and c-C3H2

(again not all of these lines are detected towards a given core; see Table 2 for
further details). The standard deviation is given in (). If no value is given,
emission was detected only in one transition. (c) Taken from Peretto et al.

(2007)
(d) vLSR assumed from each core for the remainder of this analysis.
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Figure 3.5: SMA SiO integrated intensity map (greyscale, integrated over the velocity range −20 to 37 kms−1)
overlaid with contours of 1.3 mm continuum emission (black contour, level 3σ =6 mJy beam−1) and blue/redshifted SiO
emission from (a) the JCMT (SiO (8-7)) and (b) the SMA (SiO (5-4)). The velocity intervals for the blue/redshifted
SiO emission are taken from ±3 kms−1 from the vLSR (7.1 km s−1 for C-MM3 and 8.3 kms−1 for C-MM4 and 8.9 km
s−1 for C-MM12, see Section 3.4.2.1) and extend to the maximum outflow velocity. The velocity intervals are the same
for the JCMT and SMA data and are: Blue: −20 to +4.1 km s−1 for C-MM3 (and C-MM13), −1.0 to +5.3 kms−1 for
C-MM4, and −20 to +5.9 kms−1 for C-MM12 (and the other millimetre continuum cores); Red: +10.1 to +37 kms−1

(C-MM3 and C-MM13), +11.3 to +20 kms−1, and +11.9 to +32 kms−1 (C-MM12 and other cores). In both panels,
green pluses (+) mark the positions of the 10 millimetre continuum peaks from the dendrogram analysis and the green
triangle marks the position of C-MM5b. (a) JCMT SiO(8-7) contour levels: (3,5,7,9) × σ = 0.2K.km s−1. The 14.5′′

JCMT beam (hatched circle) and the SMA synthesised beam (filled ellipse) are shown at lower left. The black dashed
rectangle shows the area of missing data from the HARP receiver element H14. (b) SMA SiO(5-4) contour levels:
(3,5,7,9) ×σ = 0.36 Jy beam−1 km s−1. The thick dashed black lines represent possible outflow axes: A1, A2, A3, and
A4. The numbered positions 1-14 mark the locations at which spectra shown in Figure 3.7 were extracted. The labels
B1 and B2 mark components of the blueshifted outflow lobe of C-MM3 named by Saruwatari et al. (2011).

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/MNRAS_COMMENTS_SIO_MOM0_correctedvlsr_2.eps
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latter, only blueshifted emission is detected with the JCMT; however, receiver

H14 was not operational during the observations, resulting in a gap in the

JCMT map north of C-MM12. Figure 3.5b presents the higher spatial resolution

SMA SiO (5-4) data. With the SMA, the SiO emission near C-MM3 and C-

MM13 is clearly resolved, revealing a single bipolar outflow centred on C-MM3

(outflow axis A1, Figure 3.5b). The red and blueshifted lobes are spatially

well-separated and are centred on the continuum source, indicating that the

high-velocity SiO(5-4) emission traces a bipolar molecular outflow. The second

potential outflow system identified in the JCMT data, towards C-MM12 and

C-MM10, splits into multiple components at the higher spatial resolution of the

SMA observations. As shown in Figure 3.5b, the SMA data reveal a collimated,

bipolar outflow centred on C-MM12 (axis A2, Figure 3.5b): as in the C-MM3

outflow, the red and blueshifted lobes are spatially well-separated and centred

on the millimetre continuum source. For both outflows, the sense of the velocity

gradient is consistent in the SMA and JCMT observations (e.g. the blueshifted

lobe is north of C-MM3, and the redshifted lobe south of C-MM3, in both

the SMA and JCMT maps). The fact that the SMA SiO data recovers (and

resolves) both of the SiO outflows identified with the JCMT is strong evidence

that the SMA is not “missing” large-scale active outflows.

In addition to the two clear bipolar outflows driven by C-MM3 and C-MM12,

two additional potential outflow axes are identified in Figure 3.5b. Outflow axis

A3 is associated with a knotty structure, seen in red/blueshifted SiO(5-4) emis-

sion, that is located east/north-east of C-MM10 and is not obviously associated

with a millimetre continuum source. Outflow axis A4 is defined by the red-

shifted SiO (5-4) emission observed towards C-MM4 and SMA3 (Figure 3.5b).
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For reference the full channel maps for the SiO (5-4) emission are provided in

Figure B.2.

To explore the nature and structure of the high velocity outflow emission in

NGC 2264-C, four velocity regimes (e.g. Santiago-Garćıa et al. 2009): systemic

(vLSR±3 kms−1), standard high velocity (SHV, vLSR±3 to 10 kms−1), intermedi-

ate high velocity (IHV, vLSR±10-30kms−1), and extremely high velocity (EHV,

vLSR±30-50kms−1) are considered. Figure 3.6 presents SMA integrated inten-

sity maps for the systemic, SHV, and IHV regimes for SiO (5-4), SO (6(5)-5(4)),

H2CO (3(0, 3)- 2(0, 2)) and 12CO (2-1). These are the only four transitions in

which emission is detected at velocities >10 km s−1 from the vLSR (e.g. in the

IHV regime). The EHV maps are not displayed as very little EHV emission

is detected and the only >3σ emission with v − vLSR >30 kms−1 is detected in

12CO (2-1) at ∼31 kms−1, towards the redshifted lobe of the C-MM3 outflow.

As described in Section 3.4.2.1, vLSR’s of 7.1 km s−1 for C-MM3, 8.3 kms−1 for

the region covering C-MM4 ( including C-MM13) are adopted. For the rest of

the region, the velocity ranges are with respect to a vLSR = 8.9 km s−1 (assumed

for the other continuum cores, Section 3.4.2.1).

Low-velocity (systemic) emission is detected along the outflow axes A2, A3,

and A4 for all four transitions shown in Figure 3.6. The exception is outflow

axis A1, associated with C-MM3: in this case, only H2CO is detected at low

velocities. In addition, two CH3OH lines (CH3OH 4(2,2)−3(1,2) and CH3OH

8(-1,8)-7(0,7)E) exhibit extended emission along the outflow axes only in the

systemic and SHV regimes, and so are not shown in Figure 3.6. For reference,

the systemic and SHV emission from CH3OH 4(2,2)−3(1,2) and CH3OH 8(-

1,8)-7(0,7)E can be found in Figure B.3 of Appendix B.
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Figure 3.6: Integrated intensity maps (coloured contours) of emission at
systemic (left column), SHV (middle column) and IHV (right column) ve-
locities (see text for discussion) for the indicated transitions, overlaid on
the SMA 1.3 mm continuum image (greyscale and black contour, contour
level 3σ = 6 mJy/beam). The velocity bins are taken with respect to the as-
signed vLSR’s (see Section 3.4.2.1 for a full discussion). The maximum ve-
locity extent of the emission is given at top left in the IHV panels, ex-
cept for 12CO (2-1), where the maximum velocity differs significantly from
outflow to outflow across the map (see Section 3.4.2.2). Contour levels
are from 3σ to peak, in steps of 1σ. The peak and rms (in Jy beam−1

km s−1) are given at upper right in each panel, except for 12CO. For
12CO (2-1), the contoured rms levels are: SHV, red: 1.9 Jy.beam−1 km s−1

(C-MM3/C-MM13), 1.9 Jy.beam−1 km s−1 (other sources); SHV, blue: 1.4
Jy.beam−1 km s−1 (C-MM3/C-MM13), 1.9 Jy.beam−1 km s−1 (other sources);
IHV, red: 1.0 Jy.beam−1 km s−1 (C-MM3/C-MM13), 1.4 Jy.beam−1 km s−1

(other sources); IHV, blue: 0.4 Jy.beam−1 km s−1 (C-MM3/C-MM13),
0.6 Jy.beam−1 km s−1 (other sources). In all panels, black pluses (+) mark the
positions of the ten millimetre continuum peaks from the dendrogram analysis,
and the black triangle marks the position of C-MM5b. The possible outflow
axes shown in Figure 3.5 are overlaid for reference in the top, middle panel (the
SHV emission of SiO).

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/MNRAS_COMMENTS_OUTFLOW_SYS_SHV_IHV_08_14_LABELS_vlsrcorrected_2.eps
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In the SHV regime, collimated red- and blueshifted emission centred on C-

MM3 and C-MM12 is detected in SiO, SO, and H2CO. The 12CO emission in

the SHV regime is affected by poorly-imaged extended structure and confusion

with the surrounding cloud, making it difficult to identify outflows in 12CO in

this velocity range. In the IHV regime, both lobes of the outflow associated

with C-MM3 are detected in emission from SiO and SO, while no emission from

H2CO is observed towards this outflow. Towards C-MM12 only the redshifted

lobe of the outflow associated with C-MM12 is detected and is traced by all

three lines; SiO, SO, and H2CO (Figure 3.6). The IHV 12CO emission displays

a similar morphology to the SiO and SO SHV and IHV molecular line emission

tracing bipolar molecular outflows driven by C-MM3 and C-MM12.

While the high-velocity emission along the A1 and A2 axes can be clearly

identified as bipolar molecular outflows driven by (respectively) C-MM3 and

C-MM12, the nature of the emission along axes A3 and A4 is less clear. Along

axis A3, red- and blueshifted emission is detected in the SHV regime in multiple

tracers (SiO, SO and H2CO), but cannot clearly be traced back to a driving

source. In the IHV regime, only redshifted 12CO is detected, with no obvi-

ous blueshifted counterpart. Along axis A4, redshifted SHV SiO emission is

observed towards both C-MM4 and SMA3, while (redshifted) SO and H2CO

emission are only observed towards SMA3. In the IHV regime, only 12CO is

detected in the vicinity of axis A4: while both redshifted (near SMA3) and

blueshifted (south of C-MM4) emission are present, these potential lobes are

not centred on a millimetre continuum source. The velocity extents of the A3

and A4 emission are also more modest than those of the A1 and A2 outflows. For

12CO (2-1), the maximum redshifted velocity is ∼38 kms−1, 32 kms−1, 28 kms−1
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and 24 kms−1 for A1 (C-MM3 outflow), A2 (C-MM12 outflow), A3, and A4, re-

spectively. The minimum velocity for blueshifted 12CO emission is −17.2 kms−1

for A1 (C-MM3 outflow) and −2.8 kms−1 for A2 (C-MM12 outflow) and A4

respectively.

To examine the outflow kinematics in greater detail, Figure 3.7 presents SiO,

SO, H2CO and 12CO spectra at the positions labelled in Figure 3.5 (positions

are numbered 1-14), along the potential outflow axes A1, A2, A3, and A4.

Work by Codella et al. (2014), Tafalla et al. (2010), and Lee et al. (2010) has

identified similarities between SiO and SO emission at high velocities, and if

this is also the case in NGC 2264-C is explored here. As shown in Figure 3.6,

SiO and SO exhibit similar morphologies; the spectra, however, reveal a number

of differences. For example, towards C-MM4, along axis A4, the SO emission

is considerably stronger than the SiO emission (the SiO emission along axis A4

is >50% weaker than the SiO emission along the other three potential outflow

axes). The SO emission is also stronger towards position 7 along axis A2,

over the velocity range ∼ 0-9 kms−1. Elsewhere in the field, the SiO emission is

stronger than the SO emission. This is most prominent at the continuum peak of

C-MM12 (position 6) and at the northernmost position on the A2 axis (position

4). Close examination of the line profiles also reveals a velocity gradient in 12CO

along axis A4, from redshifted at position 12 to blueshifted at position 14. This

12CO emission is lower-velocity than observed towards axes A1 and A2 and the

SiO emission is also considerably narrower towards A4 than along A1 or A2.

It should be noted that SiO(5-4) emission associated with outflows from low-

mass (proto)stars is unlikely to be detected as extended, collimated structures

in these SMA observations. Scaling the results of Gómez-Ruiz et al. (2013)
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and Codella et al. (2014) to the distance of NGC 2264-C and adjusting for the

difference in beam sizes, the strongest SiO (5-4) emission from either of those

previous works, would only be detected here at the ∼4-8σ level. In addition,

in both the JCMT and SMA observations, the width of the collimated emission

appears to be limited by size of the beam.

3.4.2.3 Candidate Millimetre CH3OH Masers

A notable feature of Figure 3.4 is the very strong 229.759 GHz CH3OH emis-

sion associated with the “ridge”. The 229.759 GHz CH3OH 8(-1, 8)-7(0, 7)E

transition is a known Class I methanol maser, first reported towards DR21

(OH) and DR21 West by Slysh et al. (2002) based on observations with the

IRAM 30-m telescope. Probable maser emission in this transition is often seen

in SMA observations of massive star-forming regions (e.g. Qiu & Zhang 2009;

Fontani et al. 2009; Fish et al. 2011; Cyganowski et al. 2011, 2012, and refer-

ences therein). Most recently, Hunter et al. (2014) directly demonstrated the

maser nature of 229.759 GHz CH3OH emission in NGC6334I(N), by showing

that the observed line brightness temperature (TB) is greater than the upper

energy of the transition (Eupper) in very high-resolution SMA observations.

To investigate the nature of the 229.759 GHz CH3OH emission in NGC 2264-

C, Figure 3.8 presents integrated intensity maps and corresponding line profiles

for the CH3OH 8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E, CH3OH 8(0, 8)- 7(1 , 6) E and CH3OH 3(-2,

2)- 4( -1, 4) E transitions at three locations where the CH3OH 8( -1, 8)- 7(0

, 7) E 229.759 GHz emission is strongest. These are the ridge, along with the

redshifted outflow lobes of both C-MM3 and C-MM12. As shown in Figure 3.8,

the 229.759 GHz CH3OH emission in the ridge is more than twice as strong as
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Figure 3.7: Spectra of SiO (5-4), SO 6(5)-5(4), H2CO 3(0, 3)- 2(0, 2) and
12CO (2-1) extracted at the positions labelled in Figure 3.5. The spectra are
grouped by (potential) outflow axis, with the position number given in the
top left corner of each panel. For each position, the left panel shows SiO (5-
4) (solid black line) and SO 6(5)-5(4) (dashed green line) and the right panel
shows 12CO (2-1) (solid black line) and H2CO 3(0, 3)- 2(0, 2) (dashed green
line). The H2CO 3(0,3)- 2(0, 2) emission has been scaled up by a factor of two
in all spectra.

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/MNRAS_COMMENTS_OUTFLOW_SPECTRA_SIO_SO_H2CO_12CO_1.eps
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that towards the redshifted outflow lobes of either C-MM3 or C-MM12.

Like most previous 229 GHz studies (with the notable exception of Hunter

et al. 2014), these SMA observations do not have sufficient angular resolution to

establish masing in the 229.759 GHz line based on its brightness temperature.

Slysh et al. (2002) proposed the ratio of the 229.759 and 230.027 GHz CH3OH

lines as a diagnostic of maser emission, with values of 229.759/230.027>3 indi-

cating nonthermal 229.759 GHz emission. However, it should be noted, that the

230.027 GHz line is undetected at all three positions, and the 3σ limit is used

to calculate the line ratios (see Table 3.5 for the 3σ limits towards each posi-

tion). At two positions in the field, this line ratio is >3: towards the redshifted

lobe of the C-MM3 outflow and towards the strongest 229.759 GHz emission in

the ridge feature, where the ratio is considerably higher at >45. Furthermore,

throughout the ridge structure the line ratio is consistently greater than 8. By

comparison, the line ratio towards the C-MM4 continuum peak is < 2, consis-

tent with thermal emission from warm gas (Section 3.5.1.1). As the rms noise

increases towards the edge of the beam, the 3σ limits for the 230.027 GHz line

for both C-MM3 and C-MM12 are considerably higher than found for the ridge.

However, if the 3σ limit from 230.027 GHz line at the position of C-MM3 is in-

stead used for the line ratio at the ridge position, a line ratio of ∼9 would still

be obtained towards the ridge. Table 3.5 presents fits to the 220.078, 229.759,

and 230.027 GHz CH3OH lines at the three positions shown in Figure 3.8. Emis-

sion from 229 GHz CH3OH masers often coincides spatially and spectrally with

emission in lower-frequency Class I CH3OH maser transitions (e.g. Cyganowski

et al. 2011, 2012; Fish et al. 2011).

Class I CH3OH maser emission, in the from of the 44 GHz transition, was
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initially observed to the west of IRS1 in the direction of the ridge feature by

(Haschick et al. 1990). More recently, Slysh & Kalenskii (2009) have identified

three 44 GHz maser spots with the VLA (resolution 0.15′′ ) coinciding spatially

with the ridge (positions shown in Figure 3.8). The strongest of these three

44 GHz maser spots is coincident with the position of the strongest 229 GHz

candidate maser emission found here. Furthermore, the 229/230GHz ratio

is found to be >15 at the position of all three 44 GHz maser spots. The

vLSR velocities of the 229 GHz emission at each of the three maser spots are

8.53 kms−1, 8.68 kms−1, and 8.48 kms−1, (for increasing declination in Figure

3.8) and are within ∼1 kms−1 compared with the 44 GHz vLSR from Slysh &

Kalenskii (2009) of 7.22 kms−1, 7.59 kms−1, and 7.72 kms−1 respectively. The

coincidence of the class I 44 GHz CH3OH maser spots, both spatially and spec-

trally with the 229.759 GHz emission in the ridge, supports the interpretation

that the 229.759 GHz transition is masing in the ridge.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Nature of the Millimetre Continuum Peaks

3.5.1.1 Temperature Estimates from the Molecular Line Emission

Methyl cyanide (CH3CN) is commonly used to estimate the temperature of

warm/hot gas in star forming regions. Using the method of rotational diagrams

and assuming optically thin emission and LTE (e.g. Loren & Mundy 1984,

Zhang et al. 1998), gas temperatures may be derived from the relative integrated

intensities of the K-ladder components. Compact CH3CN emission is identified
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Figure 3.8: Top: Zoom views of integrated intensity maps, corrected for the
primary beam response, of CH3OH 8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E (229.759 GHz, greyscale),
CH3OH 8( 0, 8)-7(1, 6) E (220.078 GHz, solid green contours) and CH3OH 3(
-2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E (230.027 GHz, dashed red contours) towards the ridge feature,
and the redshifted outflow lobes from C-MM3 and C-MM12. The integrated
velocity ranges are the same as in Figure 3.4. Contour levels: CH3OH 8(0,
8)- 7(1 ,6) E (220.078 GHz): 3, 6, 9, 12σ, for 1σ values of 0.2, 0.6 and 0.6 Jy
beam−1 km s−1 towards the ridge, C-MM3 and C-MM12, respectively. CH3OH
3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E (230.027 GHz): 3, 5σ for 1σ values of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5
Jy beam−1 km s−1 towards the ridge, C-MM3 and C-MM12, respectively. The
synthesized beam is shown at lower left in each panel. The blue pluses (+)
mark the positions of the millimetre continuum peaks; the solid black line is
the 3σ contour of the 1.3 mm continuum emission. The thick dashed line in the
C-MM3 and C-MM12 images is the 10% level of the primary beam response.
The yellow circles show the positions of the three 44 GHz CH3OH maser spots
detected in Slysh & Kalenskii (2009). Bottom: Spectra of the three CH3OH
transitions. The spectra are extracted at the position of the peak CH3OH 8(
-1, 8)-7(0 , 7) E (229.759 GHz) emission towards the ridge, and the outflows of
C-MM3 and C-MM12, marked by a magenta cross (x) (see Table 3.5 for the
coordinates of these positions).

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/MNRAS_RESUB_COMMENTS_MASER_MAPS_LINES_MAY2015.eps
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Table 3.5: Methanol Line Fits at positions of Candidate 229.759 GHz CH3OH Masers in NGC 2264-C

Fitted Line Parameters

Methanol ν Eupper RA DEC Intensitya Vcentre
a Widtha

∫

Sdv a

Transition (GHz) (K) (J2000) (J2000) (Jy.beam−1) (kms−1) (kms−1) (Jy.beam−1 kms−1 )

Ridge

8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E 220.078 96.6 06 41 08.8 +09 29 32.5 0.66 (0.03) 8.63 (0.04) 2.29 (0.11) 1.63 (0.10)

8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 06 41 08.8 +09 29 32.5 6.64 (0.14) 8.53 (0.03) 2.45 (0.06) 17.31 (0.58)

3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E 230.027 39.8 06 41 08.8 +09 29 32.5 <0.14∗ – – –

C-MM3 Outflow

8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E 220.078 96.6 06 41 12.3 +09 29 06.7 <0.55∗ – – –

8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 06 41 12.3 +09 29 06.7 2.24 (0.4) 8.16 (0.58) 5.79 (1.63) 13.84 (4.81)

3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E 230.027 39.8 06 41 12.3 +09 29 06.7 <0.74∗ – – –

C-MM12 Outflow

8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E 220.078 96.6 06 41 09.3 +09 30 15.7 <0.50∗ – – –

8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 06 41 09.3 +09 30 15.7 1.74 (0.21) 14.70 (0.30) 4.85 (0.70) 8.99 (1.70)

3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E 230.027 39.8 06 41 09.3 +09 30 15.7 <0.90∗ – – –

Notes.
a The formal errors from the single Gaussian fits are given in ().
∗ Non detection, the value given is the 3σ limit. This is taken from the rms in the spectra extracted
from the beam corrected image cubes at each position.
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towards two 1.3 mm continuum peaks, C-MM4 and C-MM5. The highest-energy

K component detected (at >3σ) is K = 3 towards C-MM4 and K = 4 towards C-

MM5, with an upper-level energies of Eupper =133 K and Eupper =183 K respec-

tively. Following the procedure in Araya et al. (2005), estimated temperatures

of ∼90±48 K, ∼108±36 K and CH3CN column densities of ∼8.6×1012 cm−2

and ∼1.6×1013 cm−2 , are derived for C-MM4 and C-MM5 respectively from

a linear regression fit (accounting for the uncertainties in the line integrated

intensities) to the rotational diagrams, shown in Figure 3.9. Since fewer K

components are detected towards C-MM4 (and the K=3 detection is marginal,

at ∼3σ), the temperature for this source is also estimated from the five detected

CH3OH transitions, by applying the rotation diagram method (e.g. Goldsmith

& Langer 1999). The Eupper of the five detected CH3OH transitions ranges from

∼40-100 K; following Cyganowski et al. (2011), a rotation temperature, from a

linear regression fit, of ∼46±11 K is estimated for C-MM4. This suggests the

CH3OH emission is somewhat more spatially extended than the CH3CN emis-

sion for this source.

3.5.1.2 Mass Estimates from the SMA 1.3mm Continuum Emission

Thermal emission from dust, and free-free emission from ionised gas can both

contribute to the observed continuum flux at millimetre wavelengths. To es-

timate the contribution from ionised gas, the 3.6 cm VLA flux densities from

Reipurth et al. (2004) are extrapolated to 1.3 mm, assuming Sν ∝ ν−0.1. VLA2

(see Table 2 from Reipurth et al. 2004) is coincident with the continuum peak

C-MM4, and VLA3, and VLA4 fall within the 15σ continuum contour level
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Figure 3.9: Rotation diagrams for the CH3CN J=12K-11K transition observed
towards the continuum peaks of CMM4, and C-MM5 (top two panels), along
with the CH3OH transitions of C-MM4 (bottom panel).

of C-MM5 with VLA4 coincident with the peak of the continuum emission.

Extrapolating the 3.6cm emission from the component VLA2 for C-MM4, and

total emission from both VLA3 and VLA4 for C-MM5, indicates the estimated

ionised component is negligible for both C-MM4 and C-MM5 (<1% contribution

at 1.3 mm from free-free emission). Therefore, the thermal contribution from

the dust dominates the emission at 1.3 mm and the gas masses are estimated

assuming a simple isothermal model of optically thin dust emission using,

Mgas =
RFνD

2

κm(ν)Bν(Td)
, (3.1)

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/THESIS_20_07_CMM4_ROT_DIAGRAM.eps
Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/THESIS_20_07_CMM5_ROT_DIAGRAM.eps
Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/CLAUDIA_COMMENTS_MNRAS_CH3OH_ROTATIONAL_fits_CMM4.eps
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where R is the gas to dust mass ratio (assumed to be 100), Fν is the flux density,

D is the distance to the region, κm(ν) is the dust opacity, Bν(Td) is the Planck

function and Td is the (assumed) dust temperature. A value of κm =1.0 cm2g−1

at 1.3 mm is adopted, which assumes grains with ice mantles in high density

regions (108cm−3; Ossenkopf & Henning 1994).

Table 3.6 presents mass estimates for a range of assumed dust temperatures,

based on greybody fits to the large-scale dust emission (Ward-Thompson et al.

2000). Two temperature components –of 17 K and 38 K– were required to fit

the SED (Ward-Thompson et al. 2000), and they are adopted as the lower and

upper-limit temperatures for the mass estimates. This approach is adopted

because, for the majority of the dust continuum sources (C-MM4 and C-MM5

excepted, Section 3.5.1.1), gas temperatures cannot be estimated from this SMA

data. For C-MM4 and C-MM5, Table 3.6 also presents mass estimates assuming

Tdust =Tgas and the gas temperatures from Section 3.5.1.1. It should be noted

that the dust temperatures at the scales probed by these SMA observations

are likely to be higher than those measured by Ward-Thompson et al. (2000)

from single-dish data. As a result, the mass estimates obtained assuming the

single-dish dust temperatures (which range from ∼0.1−7 M⊙) are likely upper

limits for the SMA cores.

Despite the (considerable) uncertainties introduced by the dust tempera-

ture, C-MM3, C-MM4, and C-MM12 appear as the three most massive 1.3 mm

continuum sources: they are the only sources with estimated masses >1 M⊙ for

all assumed temperatures. Notably, the outflow-driving sources C-MM3 and

C-MM12 are both spatially compact, in contrast to C-MM4 (Table 3.1, Fig-

ure 3.2). Furthermore, the mass estimate for C-MM5 in Table 3.6 encompasses
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Table 3.6: Mass estimates for 1.3 mm continuum sources in NGC 2264-C.
The first column gives the source name, and the second and third columns
provide mass estimates assuming temperatures of 17 K and 38 K respectively.
The fourth and fifth columns provide mass estimates (where possible) using the
temperatures derived from the CH3CN and CH3OH rotation diagrams.

Source Mass Mass Mass Mass

17 K 38 K CH3CN CH3OH

(M⊙ (M⊙) (M⊙) (M⊙)

C-MM3 5.4 2.0 – –

C-MM4 6.8 2.5 1.0+1.3
−0.4 2.0+0.8

−0.4

C-MM5 1.8 0.7 0.21+0.1
−0.1 –

C-MM10 1.6 0.6 – –

C-MM12 3.8 1.4 – –

C-MM13 0.7 0.3 – –

SMA1 0.3 0.1 – –

SMA2 0.3 0.1 – –

SMA3 0.4 0.1 – –

SMA4 0.4 0.1 – –

both C-MM5 and C-MM5b, and so may be an overestimate for the mass of

C-MM5 alone. The newly identified millimetre continuum sources (e.g. SMA1,

SMA2, SMA3, and SMA4) have the lowest estimated masses, ≤0.4 M⊙. The 5σ

sensitivity limit of the observations corresponds to ∼ 0.14 M⊙ and ∼ 0.05 M⊙ for

17 and 38 K, respectively.

3.5.1.3 Notes on Individual Millimetre Continuum Sources

The 1.3 mm continuum sources in NGC 2264-C display a wide range of associ-

ated molecular line emission in the SMA data. C-MM4 exhibits the richest line

emission, with a hot-core-like spectrum, while C-MM3, C-MM13, and SMA-4

are not associated with any molecular line emission that can be directly associ-
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Figure 3.10: Spectra of transitions detected at the continuum peak of C-
MM4. The spectra are extracted from a single pixel (at the continuum peak
of C-MM4) in the beam corrected image cubes from each transition detected
above 5σ. The CH3CN ladder, centred on the K=2 transition, is shown and
includes all K ladder transition detected at >3 and < 5 σ. The horizontal red
dashed line is the spectral rms noise. The transition and rest frequency are
presented in the top left corner of each panel.

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/MNRAS_CLAUDIA_Test_CMM4_JYBEAM_PBCOR_SPECTRA.eps
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Figure 3.11: Spectra of transitions detected at the continuum peak of C-
MM5, extracted from a single pixel from the beam corrected image cubes, of
each transition detected above 5σ. The CH3CN ladder, centred on the K=2
transition, is shown and includes transitions detected at >3 and < 5 σ. The
horizontal red dashed line is the spectral rms noise. The transition and rest
frequency are presented in the top left corner of each panel.

ated with the millimetre continuum cores (as opposed to e.g. outflow emission,

Section 3.4.2.1). The presence/absence and relative strengths of molecular lines

detected in wide-bandwidth interferometric observations may be indicative of

evolutionary state; however, there is a degeneracy with core mass (e.g. Zhang

et al. 2007; Galván-Madrid et al. 2010; Cyganowski et al. 2012; Wang et al.

2014). The nature of the individual 1.3 mm continuum sources in NGC 2264-

C is discussed below, with reference to their molecular line emission (or lack

thereof) and their 24/70µm properties (also indicative of evolutionary state,

e.g. Battersby et al. 2011).

CMM-3: The molecular line emission observed in the vicinity of CMM-3

with the SMA is associated with the outflow driven by this millimetre continuum

core (Section 3.4.2.2, see also Saruwatari et al. 2011). No compact molecular

line emission is detected coincident with the millimetre continuum source; this

may, however, be due to sensitivity limitations, as CMM-3 is located at the

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/MNRAS_CLAUDIA_Test_CMM5_JYBEAM_PBCOR_SPECTRA.eps
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∼20% power level of the SMA primary beam. No Herschel PACS 70µm or

Spitzer MIPSGAL 24µm emission is detected towards CMM-31, indicating that

CMM-3 is likely young; the detection of N2H
+ (1-0) (Peretto et al. 2007) and

the enhancement of SCUBA 450µm emission are also consistent with youth.

C-MM3 is one of the most massive cores in NGC 2264-C (based on these

SMA mass estimates, Section 3.5.1.2). The SMA observations recover about

∼30% of the 1.3 mm single dish flux density (e.g. Peretto et al. 2006; Ward-

Thompson et al. 2000). The mass estimate obtained here for C-MM3 is lower

than those of Saruwatari et al. (2011)2, Peretto et al. (2006), Peretto et al.

(2007), and Ward-Thompson et al. (2000), due to differences in spatial filtering

(when comparing interferometric and single-dish data), and in assumed opacities

and dust temperatures (along with the recently revised distance to the region).

If the temperature, opacity (scaled to 1.3mm), and distance assumed by Peretto

et al. (2007) is adopted, the mass estimate from this data for C-MM3 is now

comparable to the mass estimate Peretto et al. (2007) from based on their PdBI

observations. Interestingly, Peretto et al. (2007) suggest that C-MM3 harbours

a disc of mass 1.1 M⊙, which would be a substantial fraction of the estimated

mass of ∼2-5 M⊙ (Table 3.6).

C-MM4 is the most molecular line rich core, displaying a hot core like spec-

trum. Compact molecular line emission with Eupper temperatures of 55-133 K

from typical hot core tracers such as OCS, CH3CN, CH3OH and HC3N is coin-

cident with the continuum peak on scales of ∼0.01 pc. Figure 3.10 displays the

1Strong 70µm, 24µm, and 2.2µm emission are observed to the south-east of C-MM3.
This emission is not directly associated with C-MM3, but is from a separate star with a
weak, diffuse nebulosity surrounding it.

2The measured flux density for C-MM3 agrees within ∼20% with that reported by
Saruwatari et al. (2011) based on SMA observations with similar spatial resolution.
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line profiles for all transitions observed towards the continuum peak of C-MM4.

In addition to the compact emission, several transitions tracing more diffuse

emission are also identified such as N2H
+ (1-0) (Peretto et al. 2007), DCN, and

C18O. No clear outflow is identified in the molecular line emission towards this

core. The FIR 70µm Herschel emission (see Figure 3.1) is dominated by the

bright infrared source AFGL 989-IRS1 in this region. However, at the contin-

uum peak of C-MM4 the 70µm flux is more than ∼50% brighter compared with

the any other position at a similar radii from IRS1, suggesting that C-MM4 is

contributing to the 70µm flux. In addition, 3.6 cm emission (VLA2 in Reipurth

et al. 2004) is detected coincident with the continuum peak. Although, no 24µm

emission is detected towards the continuum peak of C-MM4.

A 1.3 mm flux of 496 mJy is found for this source, which recovers approx-

imately half of the single dish flux (e.g. Peretto et al. 2006; Ward-Thompson

et al. 2000). Peretto et al. (2006) estimate a mass of 35 M⊙ from their single

dish observations, which is comparable to their single dish mass estimate for

C-MM3 of ∼40M⊙. However, the morphology of C-MM4, is noticeably more

extended than C-MM3. The molecular line emission suggests C-MM4 is also

likely warmer than C-MM3. The mass estimates for C-MM4 using the assumed

temperatures from the CH3CN and CH3OH rotational diagrams are ∼1-2 M⊙.

These results indicate C-MM4 is potentially lower in mass and more evolved

than C-MM3.

C-MM5 coincides with the position of the IR-bright B2 ∼2000 L⊙ star

AFGL 989-IRS1. This well studied source, dominates both the 24µm and 70µm

emission in this region. Very little molecular line emission is detected towards

this continuum peak. The molecular line emission detected towards the contin-
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uum peak is shown in Figure 3.11. Furthermore, there is no obvious indication

of the presence of an outflow driven by this source in any of the molecular line

emission. In spite of this, a twisted jet feature was detected at 1.65µm, and

2.2µm by Schreyer et al. (1997) located to the north-west of this source. More-

over, this sources also drives a dense stellar wind (Bunn et al. 1995) that has

excavated a low density cavity around AFGL 989-IRS1 (Schreyer et al. 2003).

This may account for the lack of molecular line emission detected towards this

source, if the low density cavity created by the wind/jet has removed part or

all of the outer envelope. While molecular line emission from the lower energy

transitions is lacking, compact emission from CH3CN and HC3N is coincident

with peak of the continuum emission. Grellmann et al. (2011) have previously

identified a disc towards this source. As emission from CH3CN is well known

to trace discs (e.g. Cesaroni et al. (2014) and references therein), the emission

from CH3CN and HC3N may be related to the presence of a disc in AFGL989-

IRS1. On the other hand, as C-MM5, unlike C-MM4, does not display a typical

hot core like spectrum, and given CH3CN has also been previously detected in

low velocity shocks and in outflows (e.g. Bell et al. 2014; Csengeri et al. 2011),

the emission in C-MM5 from these compact tracers could also be due to shocks.

An additional indication of evolution towards AFGL 989-IRS1/C-MM5 is the

detection of 3.6 cm emission (VLA sources 3 and 4 Reipurth et al. 2004).

The 1.3 mm continuum flux towards C-MM5 only recovers ∼25% of the sin-

gle dish flux. However, the 1.3 mm flux is taken from C-MM5 and not the en-

tire parent structure which also includes the new detections SMA1 and SMA2.

Peretto et al. (2006) estimate a mass of ∼18M⊙ from the single dish obser-

vations. If the gas mass is calculated using the temperature estimated from
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the rotational diagrams of the CH3CN ladder, a mass of ∼0.2 M⊙ is found for

C-MM5 which is lower than for C-MM3 or C-MM4. Furthermore, this mass

estimate potentially incorporates an additional source, C-MM5b, and the gas

mass estimated from the 1.3 mm emission for C-MM5 may be lower again. As

discussed previously in section 3.4.1, it is suggested that C-MM5b is likely a

separate source which at the current resolution cannot be spatially resolved.

The presence of the strongest 70µm, 24µm, 1.65µm, and 2.2µm, along with the

previous detection of a disc, in addition to 3.6 cm radio continuum, suggest that

C-MM5 is likely the most evolved source in this data.

C-MM10 displays very little molecular line emission. However, 70µm emis-

sion is observed towards the continuum peak (see Figure 3.1). This source is

notably extended (see Figure 3.2) compared with the compact morphology of

cores such as C-MM3 and C-MM12. Furthermore, only ∼10% of the single dish

flux reported in Peretto et al. (2006) is recovered, which may suggest that the

bulk of the 1.3 mm emission associated with this source is from an extended

region that is currently resolved out. C-MM10 is likely a low mass source, but

its exact nature is unclear.

CMM-12 lacks emission from typical hot core tracers. Only compact emis-

sion from OCS (Eupper =99.8 K) is detected towards the continuum peak. Fur-

thermore, the majority of the molecular line emission in the vicinity of this

source (such as from SiO, H2CO and SO) is from the outflow driven by this

millimetre continuum core, and not directly associated with the core. As emis-

sion from OCS has previously been suggested to be tracing the inner regions

of the outflow (e.g. Cyganowski et al. 2011), the OCS emission is likely also

tracing the outflow, rather than the continuum peak. C-MM12 also lacks any
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obvious 70µm or 24µm emission. The estimated mass for this source is 1.4-

3.8 M⊙, approximately half of the estimated mass for C-MM3. A noticeably

high proportion of the single dish flux ∼90% is recovered. The single dish mass

is estimated to be ∼9 M⊙ Peretto et al. (2006). These results suggest C-MM12

is likely a low/intermediate mass protostar.

C-MM13 displays one of the most molecular line poor spectra. Further-

more, there is no enhancement of 450µm, 70µm or 24µm emission towards

C-MM13. However, the N2H
+(1-0) line displays the strongest emission coinci-

dent with this peak (Peretto et al. 2007) (see Figure 3.13). The estimated mass

for C-MM13 is in the range 0.3-0.7 M⊙, compared with ∼8 M⊙ from Peretto

et al. (2007). If the mass is estimated assuming the parameters from Peretto

et al. (2007), the mass would be ∼2 M⊙, which is approximately 4 times less.

Furthermore, C-MM13 is not detected in the single dish observations. These

results suggest C-MM13 is a low mass, likely young protostar. However, its

nature, as with the continuum peak C-MM10, is unclear.

SMA1, SMA2, SMA3, and SMA4 are all new (>4σ) 1.3 mm detections.

None of these newly detected 1.3 mm continuum peaks display enhancements

in either the 450µm, 70µm or 24µm emission, and only towards SMA4 is there

N2H
+(1-0) emission (Peretto et al. 2007). While SMA2 and SMA3 are the

most molecular line rich of the four, no emission from the compact tracers is

detected towards any of the four new sources. The mass estimates are <0.4 M⊙

for all four, regardless of the gas temperature assumed. Three of the four new

detections are nested within a parent tree structure. SMA1 and SMA2 are

part of the same parent structure as AFGL 989-IRS1/C-MM5, and SMA1 is

spatially coincident with the twisted jet feature to the north of this source.
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SMA4 forms part of the same parent structure as C-MM4. Recent observations

by Kamezaki et al. (2014) have identified an associated water maser towards

SMA4. In addition, they note the association of the X-ray source (FMS2-1269)

(Flaccomio et al. 2006) towards this continuum peak, suggesting that it is an

X-ray emitting class 0 source and assign it as C-MM4S. SMA3 is the only new

detection that is found as an independent structure. It is spatially coincident

with the southern edge of the ridge feature.

3.5.2 Nature of the Ridge

As noted in section 3.4.2.3, a prominent feature in the SMA line observations is

the so called “ridge”. This feature is detected in all three H2CO transitions, and

three CH3OH transitions; CH3OH 4(2 , 2)- 3(1 , 2) (218.440 GHz), CH3OH 8(0

, 8)- 7(1 , 6) E (220.078 GHz) and CH3OH 8(−1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E (229.759 GHz).

In all of these transitions the emission is stronger towards the position of the

ridge than towards any other location in the region. The emission from these

transitions, typically extends over a spatial scale of ∼15000 AU in length (taken

along the PA=150 degrees), with a width perpendicular of ∼2000-5000 AU. It

is noted that along the length of ridge, the width varies and is not always

spatially resolved by the beam. Furthermore, the ridge is not clearly associated

with a millimetre continuum peak, only the southern edge of the ridge spatially

coincides with the continuum peak SMA3. At this position, compact redshifted

emission traced by SiO, SO and H2CO in the SHV regime, and 12CO emission in

the IHV regime is observed. While no blueshifted counterpart is found towards

the ridge, there is a possible blueshifted component traced by 12CO along axis
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A4 which is also coincident with C-MM4. Thus, the redshifted emission at the

southern edge of the ridge may be from an outflow along axis A4 where the

associated driving source is not obvious.

Class I masers are typically believed to be associated with outflows (e.g.

Plambeck & Menten 1990; Kurtz et al. 2004; Cyganowski et al. 2009). The

ratio of the 229/230 GHz CH3OH emission (discussed in section 3.4.2.3) is an

indication of the non-thermal nature of the 229 GHz emission for ratios>3. The

ratio towards the strongest 229 GHz emission in the ridge to be ∼50, compared

with ∼3 and <2 towards the outflows of C-MM3 and C-MM12 respectively.

While the line ratio towards the ridge is considerably higher than towards C-

MM3, it falls within the range of line ratios, 7-100, identified towards the outflow

lobes of two extended green objects in Cyganowski et al. (2011). Thus, the

detection of possible class I CH3OH maser emission from the 229 GHz transition

in this data, in addition to the detection of 44 GHz class I methanol masers

(Slysh & Kalenskii 2009), suggests that the nature of the ridge could be due

to an outflow. However, the peak position of the potential 229 GHz CH3OH

maser emission is offset from the compact redshifted emission. Voronkov et al.

(2010) and Voronkov et al. (2014) have suggested that class I masers could also

be excited in the shocks formed from an expanding HII region. As the ridge sits

on the edge a low density cavity driven by AFGL 989-IRS1 (e.g. Schreyer et al.

2003; Nakano et al. 2003), the maser emission in the ridge could be the result

of the dense stellar wind from IRS1 (Bunn et al. 1995) colliding with a region

of high density ambient material.
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3.5.3 Outflow Properties

Two unambiguous, high velocity bipolar outflows, traced by SiO, SO, H2CO,

CH3OH and 12CO are identified, and are driven by C-MM3 and C-MM12. Fur-

thermore, high velocity 12CO (2-1) emission, in the IHV regime, is found along

axes A3 and A4.

Table 3.7, presents the outflow parameters (e.g. outflow length, maxi-

mum velocity and dynamical timescale) estimated from both the SiO (5-4) and

12CO (2-1) emission, towards the two clearly defined bipolar outflows in this

region driven by C-MM3 and C-MM12. The dynamical timescale is given as

Tdyn=lflow/vmax, where lflow is the observed maximum outflow length on the

sky, and vmax is given by vmax = |vmaxchannel − vLSR|, where vmaxchannel is the

velocity of the maximum/minimum channel in the image cube with a 3σ de-

tection. The inclination of the outflow to the line of sight affects both the

estimate of the outflow length (lflow(corrected)=lflow/sin(i)), maximum velocity

(vmax(corrected)=vmax/cos(i)), and thus dynamical timescale. In Table 3.7, the

outflow properties are presented for inclinations of both 45 and 60 degrees.

Towards C-MM3, the two spatially separated blueshifted components, B1 and

B2 (identified by Saruwatari et al. (2011) see Figure 3.5), are treated indepen-

dently and dynamical timescale estimates are provided for both components.

For both the blueshifted component B1 and the redshifted lobe, similar max-

imum lengths, and velocity estimates are found from the SiO (5-4) emission.

The dynamical timescales estimated from SiO (5-4) are comparable at ∼300-

500 yrs and ∼400-700 yrs for B1 and the redshifted lobe of C-MM3 respectively.

In addition, the outflow properties estimated from the 12CO (2-1) emission are
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Table 3.7: SiO (5-4) and 12CO (2-1) outflow properties for both the redshifted and blueshifted lobes
of the outflows driven by C-MM3 and C-MM12.

Outflow L vmax v (|vmax−vLSR|) i lflow vmax Tdyn Sv
b

(′′ ) (kms−1) (kms−1) (◦) (AU) (kms−1) (years) (Jy.kms−1)

SiO (5-4)

C-MM3 red lobe 6 36.8 29.7 45-60 6200-5100 42-60 700-410 21

C-MM3 B1 a 4 -19.6 26.7 45-60 4200-3400 38-53 520-300 13

C-MM3 B2 a 13 -5.2 12.3 45-60 13600-11000 17-25 3700-2100 6

C-MM12 red lobe 22 32.0 23.0 45-60 23000-18700 32-46 3400-2000 67

C-MM12 blue lobe 22 -1.6 10.6 45-60 23000-18700 15-22 7300-4200 20
12 CO (2-1)

C-MM3 red lobe 6 38.0 30.9 45-60 6200-5100 44-62 680-390 68

C-MM3 B1a 3 -17.2 24.3 45-60 3100-2500 34-49 430-240 30

C-MM3 B2a 11 -5.2 12.3 45-60 11500-9300 17-25 3100-1800 1

C-MM12 red lobe 19 32 23.0 45-60 19800-16200 33-46 2900-1700 179

C-MM12 blue lobe 17 -2.8 11.8 45-60 17700-14500 17-24 5000-2900 79

Notes.
(a) B1 and B2, which are labelled in Figure 3.5 and mark components of the C-MM3 outflow named
by Saruwatari et al. (2011). (b) Total integrated intensity calculated from the beam corrected image
maps. For SiO, the emission is integrated from the vLSR (7.2 kms−1, and 8.9 kms−1 for C-MM3 and
C-MM12 respectively) to maximum velocity of the respective lobe see note c above. For 12CO (2-1),
the emission is integrated over the velocity ranges stated in Table 3.8, which excludes emission at
low velocities close to systemic due to confusion. For the B2 component the velocity range is taken
from -5.2-0.8 kms−1
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Table 3.8: 12CO (2-1) Outflow Properties

Outflow i a ∆ v b Mout Pout
c Eout

c Ṁout
c Ṗout

c

(◦) (kms−1) (10−3M⊙) (M⊙ kms−1) (erg) M⊙yr−1) (M⊙ kms−1yr−1)

(×1043) (×10−6) (×10−5)

C-MM3 red lobe 45-60 15.2-38.0 2.5 0.06-0.08 1.53-3.0 3.6-6.4 8.8-20.5

C-MM3 blue lobe d 45-60 −17.2-0.8 1.1 0.02-0.03 0.5-1.0 2.6-4.6 4.6-12.5

C-MM12 red lobe 45-60 16.4-32.0 6.5 0.12-0.17 2.5-4.9 2.2-3.8 4.1-10.0

C-MM12 blue lobe 45-60 -2.8-0.8 2.8 0.04-0.05 0.5-0.9 0.6-1.0 0.8-1.7

Notes.
(a) Inclination from line of sight the outflow properties are estimated assuming both an inclination of
45◦ and 60◦. (b) The velocity range used to estimate the outflow properties. (c) Values are calculated
from the dynamical timescale estimates from the 12CO (2-1) emission presented in Table 3.7. (d) The
values presented for the blueshifted outflow lobe of C-MM3 are from the sum of B1 and B2 outflow
components shown in Figure 3.5 and Ṁout and Ṗout are calculated from the dynamical timescale of
the B1 component.
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similar to the SiO (5-4) estimated outflow properties. The blueshifted emission

from B1 is also a slightly lower velocity compared with the redshifted emis-

sion, and is approximately 3 kms−1 and 6 kms−1 slower for the SiO (5-4) and

12CO (2-1) emission respectively.

At the position of the more northern blueshifted component, B2, in the C-

MM3 outflow, a lower maximum velocity of ∼12 kms−1 is found. The dynam-

ical timescale for this component is estimated to be ∼2000-3500 yrs for both

the SiO (5-4) and 12CO (2-1) emission. In both tracers, B2, is approximately an

order of magnitude older compared with either the higher velocity blueshifted

(B1) or redshifted components. It is suggested, that the outflow driven by C-

MM3 may be impacting with dense material, at this position, which is causing

it to slow further from the central core. In addition to the B1 and B2 blueshifted

components, Saruwatari et al. (2011) also identified a second weaker, lower ve-

locity redshifted component (which they labelled R2, see Figure 2 in Saruwatari

et al. 2011) which is similarly offset and has a similar velocity to B2. However,

R2 is outside of the 10% level of the SMA primary beam for these observations.

If both the red and blueshifted lobes are similarly slowed due to the impact with

ambient material, then C-MM3 may be centrally located in a dense envelope.

The red- and blueshifted outflow lobes driven by C-MM12 have a similar

maximum length on the sky of ∼20′′ (∼15000 AU) in both the SiO (5-4) and

12CO (2-1) emission. However, the blueshifted lobe has a considerably lower

maximum velocity compared with the redshifted lobe in both tracers. This

results in noticeably longer dynamical timescale estimates for the blueshifted

outflow lobe, which may indicate that the blueshifted lobe is slowed, possibly

due to an impact with ambient material. Moreover, the integrated SiO (5-4)
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flux of the lower velocity blueshifted lobe is significantly lower than the inte-

grated SiO (5-4) flux towards the higher velocity, redshifted lobe (see Table 3.7).

This result again points towards SiO (5-4) being a more efficient tracer of high

velocity shocks.

Assuming the 12CO (2-1) emission is optically thin at high velocities, the

outflow masses are estimated following the procedure outlined in Cyganowski

et al. (2011) using,

Mout =
1.186 × 10−4 Q(Tex) e

Eupper

Tex D2
∫

Sνdν

ν3µ2Sχ
, (3.2)

where Mout is the outflow gas mass given in units of M⊙, Tex is the excitation

temperature in Kelvin, Q(Tex) is the partition function, ν is the frequency in

GHz, χ is the abundance relative to H2, D is the distance to NGC 2264-C in

kpc, and Sν is the line flux in Jy. If the same excitation temperature as used by

Maury et al. (2009) of 20 K is adopted here, then Q(Tex) = 7.23 K assuming a

rotational constant of 2.765 K for 12CO. The standard value of 10−4 is used for

the 12CO to H2 abundance ratio (Frerking et al. 1982). Following the procedure

from Qiu et al. (2009), the outflow momentum and energy can then be estimated

from

Pout =
∑

Mout(∆ v)∆ v (3.3)

and

Eout =
1

2

∑

Mout(∆ v)(∆ v)2, (3.4)

where Mout(∆ v) is the outflow mass calculated for a given channel of velocity

∆ v = |vchannel − vLSR|. Table 3.8, provides estimates of Mout, Pout and Eout for
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the red- and blueshifted outflow lobes driven by C-MM3 and C-MM12. The

values presented for the blueshifted lobe driven by C-MM3, are taken from the

total contribution of the B1 and B2 components. Only the high velocity gas

is considered in the estimates of the outflow mass, momentum and energy and

the respective velocity ranges assumed for each lobe are presented in Table

3.8. In addition, the mass and momentum outflow rates Ṁout =Mout/tdyn and

Ṗout =Pout/tdyn respectively are estimated from the dynamical timescales pre-

sented in Table 3.7. Given the blueshifted component, B1, contains more than

90% of the total mass contained in both the B1 and B2 components for the

blueshifted lobe of C-MM3, the dynamical timescale estimated for B1 is used to

derive the mass and momentum outflow rate estimates presented in Table 3.8

for C-MM3. All properties are corrected for inclinations of i = 45◦ and 60◦. The

estimated outflow mass, momentum and energy for C-MM3 are within ∼20%

for the redshifted, and ∼40% for the blueshifted lobe, of the previous estimates

from Saruwatari et al. (2011) assuming the same inclination.

The outflow driven by C-MM12 is found to be more than twice as massive

and contains approximately twice the momentum and energy compared with

the outflow from C-MM3. However, the mass and momentum outflow rates

estimated for the outflow driven by C-MM3 are more than double those found

towards the outflow from C-MM12. Given these results and the fact the dy-

namical time is found to be shorter for C-MM3 compared with C-MM12, this

suggests that the more massive core C-MM3 may be driving a younger, less

massive outflow compared with lower mass core C-MM12. However, it should

be noted, that inclination effects have not been fully accounted for, and incli-

nation differences between the outflows can significantly effect the estimation
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of the dynamical timescale. In both outflows there is an apparent asymme-

try between the outflow properties of the higher velocity, redshifted and lower

velocity, blueshifted outflow lobes. The redshifted lobes are at least twice as

massive, containing approximately 3 times more momentum and energy when

compared with their respective blueshifted lobes.

3.5.3.1 Comparison with Previous Single Dish Observations of Out-

flows in NGC 2264-C

One of the main goals of this research is to use the higher resolution SMA obser-

vations to unambiguously identify what is driving the high velocity outflows seen

in the single dish observations. Maury et al. (2009) previously-identified five

outflow lobes (F1, F2, F5, F7, F11; see Figure 3.12) within the FOV observed

here, from their lower spatial resolution 12CO (2-1) observation, suggesting ei-

ther C-MM3 or C-MM13 as the most likely candidates to be driving the outflow

emission from the collimated outflow lobes F1 and F2.

However, no obvious outflow emission, from any the high velocity outflow

tracers is identified along F1 or F2. Furthermore, towards C-MM13 no high

velocity emission is observed. While a high velocity outflow is driven by C-MM3,

the compact red- and blueshifted lobes are found to be in the opposite direction

to the extended red and blueshifted emission from F1 and F2 respectively. This

is also apparent from the single dish JCMT SiO (8-7) observation towards C-

MM3 (see Figure 3.5), where the red- and blueshifted emission is to north

and south respectively. These results suggest neither C-MM3 or C-MM13 are

driving the F1 and F2 lobes observed in Maury et al. (2009). An extended,

poorly collimated redshifted lobe (F11) is observed by Maury et al. (2009) to
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Figure 3.12: Previous observations by Maury et al. (2009) of the 12CO (2-1)
red and blueshifted emission in NGC 2264-C taken with the IRAM-30m tele-
scope. This figure has been taken directly from Figure 2 of Maury et al. (2009),
with the FOV covered in this SMA data defined by a black dashed square. The
blue contours were integrated over the velocity range −27 kms−1 and 2 kms−1

and the redshifted emission from 13 kms−1 to 34 kms−1. The contour levels go
from 5-98 K kms−1 and 5-110K kms−1 for the blue- and redshifted emission re-
spectively, and the greyscale is the 1.2 mm continuum from Peretto et al. (2006),
with the continuum peaks identified by Peretto et al. (2006) and Peretto et al.

(2007) given represented with white crosses.

the south of C-MM3. However, it is significantly extended compared with the

compact redshifted emission we observe towards C-MM3.

The red- and blueshifted lobes F7 and F5 extend over several continuum

peaks at the lower spatial resolution, and it is not obvious exactly which con-

tinuum peak(s) are responsible for the emission. However, at the higher spatial

resolution of the SMA observations presented here, a collimated bipolar out-

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/Maury2009_1.eps
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flow driven by C-MM12 is revealed. Thus, the outflow lobes, F7 and F5, are

associated with an the outflow driven by C-MM12. Furthermore, as previously

mentioned, the fact that this SMA SiO data recover (and resolve) both of the

SiO outflows identified with the JCMT data is strong evidence that the SMA

observation is not “missing” any large-scale active outflows.

If the outflow mass estimates for the blue- and redshifted emission from C-

MM12, calculated in Table 3.8, are compared to the estimates from Maury et al.

(2009), only ∼10% and ∼30% of the red and blueshifted emission from F7 and

F5 respectively is recovered. However, the mass estimates shown in Table 3.8

do not include emission with velocities lower than 16.4 kms−1 as the emission

gets too confused and difficult to separate from systemic gas. Furthermore,

the redshifted emission to the south of C-MM12 has not been included. As

shown previously, to the south of C-MM12 there is another potential outflow

axis (axis A3 see Figure 3.6), which at the lower spatial resolution is blended.

If the lower velocity emission, and the redshifted emission to the south of C-

MM12 is now included, the total outflow mass is now ∼20×10−3M⊙ which is

still only ∼30% of the mass estimated by Maury et al. (2009). However, given

the spatial resolution in these SMA observations is ∼4 times greater than Maury

et al. (2009), the difference in mass estimates is likely due, in part, to spatial

filtering, but also due to the ability to more accurately separate emission not

directly associated to the outflow at higher resolution.
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3.5.4 Relative Evolutionary State

The two dominant bi-polar outflows are being driven by the IR-dark, compact,

millimetre bright, and potentially youngest sources, C-MM3 and C-MM12. The

lack of 70µm and 24µm emission towards either source and the associated out-

flow emission indicates that both of these sources are likely at a very early

stage of evolution. In comparison, no obvious active outflow emission from ei-

ther SiO (8-7), SiO (5-4), or high velocity 12CO (2-1) is associated with C-MM5,

which is coincident with the most evolved star in the region, AFGL989-IRS1

a 9.5 M⊙ star. Thus, the presence of an SiO outflow appears to decline with

evolution for this region. Klaassen et al. (2012) found an opposite trend in

their survey of SiO (8-7), finding an increase of the SiO luminosity with evolu-

tion, which was also weakly observed by Leurini et al. (2014) in their sample.

Davies et al. (2011), predict the lifetime for YSOs to dramatically drop for

sources with Lbol∼105.5L⊙. The average bolometric luminosity of the sources

in Klaassen et al. (2012) is of the order 104-105L⊙, with several objects at a

few ×105L⊙. In comparison, AFGL989-IRS1 has a bolometric luminosity of

∼103L⊙. Thus, it is likely that some possible compact HII regions in Klaassen

et al. (2012) will be the same age or possibly younger than the most evolved

source in our region, AFGL 989-IRS1, and so the presence of SiO may decline

with age, as seen by Sanchez-Monge et al. (2013), consistent with the low mass

scenario of the jet declining with age. In addition, the most evolved sources ob-

served by Klaassen et al. (2012) and Leurini et al. (2014) may also host younger

objects given the coarse angular resolution of the datasets.
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3.5.4.1 Bolometric Luminosity Estimate

The IR emission in this region is dominated by AFGL989-IRS1. However, as

C-MM3 is sufficiently spatially offset (∼40′′ ) from this source, it is possible

to identify any IR emission that is associated with C-MM3, and obtain an

estimate of its bolometric luminosity. Emission from five wavelengths (70µm,

and 160µm Herschel PACS archive data (ID 1342205056, P.I. F. Motte), 450µm,

and 850µm SCUBA data taken from Di Francesco et al. (2008), along with the

1.3 mm single dish flux from IRAM quoted in Ward-Thompson et al. (2000),

is used to fit an SED for C-MM3. This is done using the online SED fitting

tool described in Robitaille et al. (2007). The 70µm emission is not enhanced

towards the position of C-MM3 but does peak nearby (see section 3.5.1.3). An

upper limit for the 70µm emission towards this source is used. Two estimates for

the bolometric luminosity of 71 L⊙ and 102 L⊙ are found for inclinations angles

ranging from near edge on to ∼50◦, and are consistent with a previous estimate

of 50±10 L⊙ by Maury et al. (2009) for C-MM3, using the online SED tool and

three points (70µm, 450µm and 1.3 mm). The remaining outflow driving source,

C-MM12, is however too close to AFGL-989 IRS1 to unambiguously identify

any associated IR emission towards this position. A crude estimate of the

bolometric luminosity for this source is estimated assuming that the luminosity

ratio between C-MM3 and C-MM13 (e.g. LC−MM12
bol /LC−MM3

bol ) is equal to the

1.3 mm flux density ratios. This gives an estimate of the C-MM12 bolometric

luminosity of between ∼ 50-70L⊙.

3.5.4.2 Comparison of Outflow Properties with Literature
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Figure 3.13: Outflow force vs bolometric luminosity taken from previous
outflow studies. The black triangles are outflow sources from Beuther et al.

(2002), the black stars are values taken from Cabrit & Bertout (1992), the black
crosses (x) represent sources from López-Sepulcre et al. (2009), the upside down
open triangles are values from van der Marel et al. (2013), and the black pluses
(+) are values taken from Maud et al. (2015b) from a sample of RMS sources.
The open and filled squares are Class 0 and Class I low mass outflow sources
from Bontemps et al. (1996), and the open circles are intermediate-mass class
0 analogues from Duarte-Cabral et al. (2013). The correlations from the low
mass class 0 and class I sources from Bontemps et al. (1996) are plotted as red
dot-dash and dotted lines respectively. The black dashed line is the result of
a linear regression fit including all of the previous literature values presented.
The red diamonds mark the positions of C-MM3 and C-MM12. The error bars
are the upper and lower limits for each value with the main point representing
the average value. The upper limit of the outflow force estimated for AFGL989-
IRS1/C-MM5 is also shown. The outflow forces presented, for all three sources,
represent the total outflow emission in both red- and blueshitfed outflow lobes.
The green diamonds represent the outflow forces for G192.6005 and G194.9349
and are discussed in Chapter 4.

Chapter3/Chapter3Figs/EPS/THESIS_co_literature_lbol_FINAL_NEW_luke_2.7_inccorr_CHAPTER3_LABEL1.eps
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Cabrit & Bertout (1992) initially observed a correlation, over five orders of

magnitude, between the outflow properties and source bolometric luminosity.

Since then, many subsequent, independent observational studies have added

to this relationship extending it to over 6 orders of magnitude (e.g. Beuther

et al. 2002; Maud et al. 2015b; Bontemps et al. 1996; van der Marel et al.

2013; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2013; López-Sepulcre et al. 2009; Cabrit & Bertout

1992), of which Figure 3.13 shows the resultant correlation. As mentioned in

Section 1.3, the correlation between outflow force along with outflow energy

and mass with the source bolometric luminosity is suggested as an indication

of a similar driving mechanism between the low and high mass regimes. While

a linear correlation is found extending from the low to high mass regime (black

dashed line, Figure 3.13), there is an order of magnitude scatter about this

fit. The linear correlations of the low mass class 0 and class I sources taken

directly from Bontemps et al. (1996) are plotted (red dot-dash and dotted lines

respectively) and are extended up to the luminosities in the high mass regime.

Both fits have a similar gradient, however, the class 0 fit is on average an order

of magnitude greater compared with the class I fit. In the high mass end of the

plot, the class I correlation is found to better fit the data, whereas the class 0

type intermediate stars from Duarte-Cabral et al. (2013) sit above this fit and

are better represented by the class 0 fit.

As sources observed in the RMS sample are by selection IR-bright and thus

relatively evolved compared with embedded typically younger class 0 sources,

it may not be surprising that the class I correlation provides a better fit com-

pared with the class 0 fit. However, Dunham et al. (2014) found that outflow

properties estimated using 12CO (3-2) emission tend to be about an order of
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magnitude lower on average than the outflow properties estimated from the

12CO (2-1) emission, in the same sample of sources. Thus, the outflow forces

estimated using 12CO (3-2) by Maud et al. (2015b) may be under estimated

relative to the outflow properties Bontemps et al. (1996) estimate from the

12CO (2-1) emission. However, as discussed in Maud et al. (2015b) the majority

of the high mass sources, given the observed spatial resolution and distances,

likely contain multiple sources, where the luminosity of the cluster is dominated

by the IR-bright RMS source. Thus, the outflow forces plotted in Figure 3.13

are representing the total for the cluster assuming the RMS source is driving

the high mass outflow, which is not necessarily the case. A combination of

low/intermediate stars could be responsible for the observed total outflow force

(e.g. Maud et al. 2015b and references therein). Klaassen et al. (2015) observed

this relation towards IRAS 17233-3606, where they find multiple sources are

responsible for the single large scale outflow. This is also true for NGC 2264-C

presented here, where the complex outflow emission observed in the single dish

CO observations, at the higher resolution of the SMA is found to contain two

bipolar outflows of which neither are driven by the RMS source, and it is the

likely younger, IR-dark, sources; C-MM3 and C-MM12 that actually drive the

outflows in this region.

The derived bolometric luminosities and outflow forces (Ṗ see Table 3.8) for

these two sources, C-MM3 and C-MM12 are plotted in Figure 3.13. Further-

more, the estimated upper limits for the outflow force of C-MM5/AFGL989-

IRS1 are also crudely estimated. The outflow force is calculated assuming a

20′′ aperture centred on C-MM5, with the 12CO (2-1) emission integrated over

a similar velocity range as seen in C-MM3 and C-MM12. It is stressed that
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this is a very approximate measurement for the outflow properties. This de-

rived estimate of the outflow force for AFGL989-IRS1 is lower than expected

given its bolometric luminosity (1800 L⊙ taken from the RMS survey). This

may be a result of the more evolved nature of this source. The estimated out-

flow forces for C-MM3 and C-MM12 are below what would be expected given

their likely young class 0 type nature. However, as the class 0 low mass sample

by Bontemps et al. (1996) was observed with a single dish telescope compared

with the interferometric observations performed here, and even though the spa-

tial resolution is the same (given the larger distance to NGC 2264-C, ∼738pc)

the interferometric observations will miss flux. Furthermore, the outflow forces

estimated for C-MM3 and C-MM12 here, have not been corrected for optical

depth effects and are thus likely further underestimated by a factor or around

5-10 (e.g. Dunham et al. 2014; Offner et al. 2011). Maury et al. (2009) esti-

mated a flux for the the lobes F5 and F7 (which at higher resolution of these

observations are found to be associated to C-MM12) of 4.6×10−4M⊙ kms−1yr−1

compared with 1.1×10−5M⊙ kms−1yr−1 estimated here. Thus, the true value of

the outflow force for C-MM12 likely lies somewhere in-between the value esti-

mated in this work and that estimated by Maury et al. (2009) where the forces

presented here are likely lower limits compared with upper limits for C-MM12

from Maury et al. (2009).

There are still major difficulties when trying to link the outflow properties

between the low and high mass regimes; the areas probed are different, and

particularly in the high mass regime it is not clear if a single or multiple sources

are responsible for the emission. In the high mass sample the lowest force that

could be detected from Maud et al. (2015b) would be down at a few ×10−4M⊙
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kms−1yr−1 (private communication), and the forces typically associated with

low mass outflows would not be probed by those observations. In addition, the

different methods used to estimate outflow properties (e.g. dynamical timescale

and optical depth), make it difficult to directly compare properties between

surveys. As mentioned in Section 1.3 the perceived correlation may not be

directly related to the actual driving mechanism. The larger masses present

in the high mass regime would provide higher values regardless of underlying

mechanism (e.g. Maud et al. 2015b, Beuther et al. 2002, Richer et al. 2000).

While a linear fit may initially suggest a correlation from the low to high mass

regimes, indicative of a similar scaled up formation mechanism, the order of

magnitude scatter around these fits means it is difficult to eliminate a different

possible formation mechanism (e.g. Competitive Accretion) for high mass stars.

Complementary high resolution observations are required to fully probe the high

mass regions, where the outflow properties of individual sources in these clusters

can be obtained.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents observations of the intermediate/massive star forming

region NGC 2264-C, at an angular resolution of ∼3′′ , taken with the SMA at

1.3 mm, providing the first interferometric observation of the outflow tracers

SiO (5-4) and 12CO (2-1) towards this region. Of the ten 1.3 mm continuum

peaks identified, of which four are new detections, only two are clearly driving

bipolar outflows. The SiO (5-4) observations unambiguously reveal two high ve-

locity bipolar outflows driven by C-MM3 and C-MM12. Similarly, high velocity
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emission from SO and 12CO, and H2CO, along with lower velocity emission

from CH3OH is found to trace both outflows, however, SiO is more efficient at

tracing the higher velocity outflow material. Furthermore, only towards these

two bipolar outflows is the emission from the higher SiO J transition, SiO (8-7)

in the JCMT data observed. However, at the lower spatial resolution of the

JCMT observations the outflow driving source is ambiguous, highlighting the

need for higher resolution, interferometric observations to identify the driving

source of the outflow emission.

There is an apparent evolutionary differentiation between the continuum

sources present in NGC 2264-C. Comparison of the molecular chemistry, mid

and far IR, mm, sub-mm, and radio emission reveals that it is the likely

youngest, mm brightest sources, C-MM3 and C-MM12, that are driving the

dominant bipolar outflows. Both of these cores are IR-dark and molecular line

weak and have no detected radio emission, indicating that they are possibly at a

very early stage of evolution. In contrast, the IR-bright, most evolved source in

the region, the RMS source AFGL 989-IRS1, does not drive a molecular outflow.

However, the wind from this source (Bunn et al. 1995) is likely driving a low

density cavity (Schreyer et al. 2003) that may be responsible for the molecular

line rich ridge feature observed.

Thus, these observations clearly emphasise the power of higher-resolution,

multi-line observations at removing the ambiguity in identifying outflow driving

sources in complex high mass star forming clusters. However, the single dish

observations still remain crucial to obtain the total flux. Future complemen-

tary interferometric observations, expanding the number of regions observed

at higher resolution is crucial to gaining an understanding of the properties of
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outflows in the high mass regime in comparison to the low mass regime. As

shown here it is not clear when observing at low resolution what is driving the

outflows in high mass clusters. These observations show that SiO traces the

higher velocity emission more efficiently and is unambiguously tracing outflows

towards the likely youngest sources in a similar manner to SiO in the low mass

regime. While SiO outflow emission is not observed towards all sources in NGC

2264-C its detection appears dependent on mass and evolution, with only the

more massive young IR-dark sources showing collimated bipolar outflows traced

by the SiO emission.



Chapter 4

High Resolution Follow Up

Observations of G192.6005 and

G194.9349; exploring potentially

“active” and “fossil” outflows

4.1 Introduction

This Chapter presents high resolution follow-up SMA Observations (∼3 ′′) util-

ising the outflow tracing species SiO and CO towards two regions selected from

the JCMT survey (one region with an SiO (8-7) detection and one region with-

out an SiO (8-7) detection; see Chapter 2). The aim is to further explore the

differences in the outflows and their driving source(s) between two potential evo-

lutionary stages (i.e. a region harbouring a potentially active outflow compared

with a region containing a potentially fossil remnant outflow). The regions;
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G192.6005 and G194.9349, both have known CO outflows Maud et al. (2015b).

However, while G192.6005 has associated SiO (8-7) emission (i.e. a sign of

a young, high velocity, active outflow), G194.9349 has no detected SiO (8-7)

emission. Furthermore, both regions have similar outflow properties estimated

in the 12CO (3-2) observations by Maud et al. (2015b), providing a good test

base to explore their relation with SiO. In addition, as both sources are at simi-

lar distances1 (∼2 kpc), a direct comparison in sensitivity and resolution can be

made. The SMA observations presented in this chapter specifically target the

outflow tracers 12CO (2-1) and SiO (5-4). The higher resolution presented here

will further aid in distinguishing the driving source(s) of the observed outflow

emission, determining whether the IR bright source is responsible for driving

the outflows observed in the single dish data. This chapter is presented as fol-

lows; the previous literature is discussed in Section 4.2, the SMA data towards

both regions is presented in Section 4.4 and the discussion and summary of this

data is given in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 respectively.

4.2 Previous Literature

Both regions have been classified as YSOs in the RMS survey, and have bolomet-

ric luminosities >103L⊙. The bolometric luminosity of G192.6005 is an order

of magnitude higher at 2.8×104 L⊙, compared with 3.0×103 L⊙ for G194.9349.

Previous works (e.g. Palla et al. 1991; Wood & Churchwell 1989; Molinari et al.

1996) have subdivided the early stages of massive star formation, before the

1It should be noted that since the observations were undertaken, trigonometric parallax
measurements of methanol masers by Rygl et al. (2010) towards G192.6005 have corrected
the distance to this region from 2 kpc to 1.590.07

0.06 kpc
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onset of an HII region, into two groups (Low and High) based on their IRAS

colours. Sources with IRAS colours [25-12]>0.57, and [60-12]>1.31, the classi-

fication criteria for an UCHII region in Wood & Churchwell (1989), which do

not have a detectable HII region are classed as High sources, whereas all re-

maining young MYSOs, again without a detectable HII region, are classed as

potentially less evolved Low sources. Based on the IRAS colours of G192.6005

and G194.9349 they would fall into the classes of Low and High respectively.

The previous observational data towards each region is discussed below.

4.2.1 G192.6005-IRAS 06099+1800/S255IR

G192.6005/S255IR is a well studied source, residing between two evolved HII

regions S255 and S257, it forms part of one of three more compact 1.3 mm con-

tinuum components (S255N, S255IR, and S255S) nested in a larger filamentary

structure (Minier et al. 2005 see Figure 4.1). S255IR contains the brightest IR

sources of the three mm regions, and is the focus of SMA observations pre-

sented here. At the given distance to this region, 1.590.07
0.06kpc (Rygl et al. 2010),

the bolometric luminosity is estimated at ∼2×104L⊙. The region contains two

dominant near-IR sources; NIRS 1 and NIRS 3 (e.g. see Figure 4.1 Tamura

et al. 1991), of which NIRS 3 dominates the mid-IR emission at 24.5µm (de Wit

et al. 2009). Both sources have associated scattered light lobes, extending to

the north and south, where the emission associated with NIRS 1 shows a twisted

feature and is suggested to be a possible indication of precession of the outflow

(e.g. Simpson et al. 2009 and references therein). Furthermore, Simpson et al.

(2009) suggest the scattered light lobe of NIRS 1 lies behind southern lobe of

1Where the IRAS colour is defined as [λ1-λ2]=log10(Fλ1
/Fλ2

).
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Figure 4.1: Taken from Figure 1 of Wang et al. (2011). The top panel dis-
plays SPITZER-IRAC 4.5µm emission, the black solid contours are 1.4 GHz
emission and the green contours SCUBA 850µm emission. The greyscale in the
middle left and right panels are the SPITZER-MIPS 24µm and 70µm emis-
sion respectively. The overlaid black solid contours are of the SCUBA 850µm
emission. The bottom panel shows the SMA interferometric (∼1.5′′resolution)
1.3 mm continuum emission taken directly from Figure 3 of Wang et al. (2011).
The black contours are the 1.3 mm emission and the red asterisk mark the posi-
tion of NIRS 1 and NIRS 3 where (NIRS1 is coincident with SMA3 and NIRS 3
is coincident with SMA1). The zoomed image shows the continuum peak of
SMA1, where the red triangles give the positions of water maser from Goddi
et al. (2007) and the green diamonds give the positions of 6.7 GHz class II
methanol masers emission from Xu et al. (2009).

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/Wang2011_WANG_NEW_1.eps
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NIRS 3. Interferometric mm observations by Wang et al. (2011) and Zinchenko

et al. (2012) have identified further substructure within S255IR, with several

continuum peaks reported. They both identify two dominant continuum peaks

(SMA1 and SMA2), of which SMA1 is coincident with NIRS 3 (see Figure 4.1).

SMA1 is also associated with class II CH3OH maser emission (Xu et al. 2009)

and H2O maser emission (Goddi et al. 2007). NIRS 3 is spatially located be-

tween the two continuum peaks, and is not unambiguously resolved in the mm

continuum emission (labelled SMA3, Figure 4.1).

4.2.2 G194.9349 - IRAS 06103+1523

G194.9349 is less well studied. The only previous interferometric observation

towards this region is VLA NH3 (1,1), and (2,2) emission at ∼3′′ resolution (Lu

et al. 2014). Figure 4.2 presents the rotational temperatures derived from the

NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) emission overlaid on the integrated NH3 (1,1) emission.

The rotational temperature is found to peak (∼30 K) at the position of the IR

bright IRAS source position. Lu et al. (2014) estimate a mass of 25M⊙ from the

NH3 emission. Fontani et al. (2010) found no 6.7 GHz class II CH3OH maser

emission and only a marginal ∼3σ detection of the 44 GHz class I CH3OH maser.

Moreover, no OH maser emission (Edris et al. 2007), or H2O maser emission

(Sunada et al. 2007; Palla et al. 1991) is detected towards this region.

4.3 Observations

The SMA observations presented in this chapter were taken in the same ob-

serving run as NGC 2264-C (see Section 3.3.1). They were observed using
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Figure 4.2: NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) VLA emission towards G194.9349. This
image is taken directly from Figure 8 of Lu et al. (2014). The colour scale
is the rotational temperature in Kelvin derived from the NH3 (1,1), and (2,2)
emission. The black contours are the integrated intensity emission NH3(1,1)
emission (from 5% to 95% of the peak intensity in steps of 10%). The VLA
synthesised beam (∼3′′) is shown in the lower left hand corner.

the same frequency set-up. The gain calibrators were J0530+135, J0532+075,

and J0750+125, and the absolute flux calibration was derived from Uranus.

The pointing centre for G192.6005 is R.A. (J2000) 06h12m54.04s, Dec. (J2000)

+17◦59
′

22.5
′′

, and is R.A. (J2000) 06h13m16.14s, Dec. (J2000) +15◦22
′

43.3
′′

for

G194.9349. The observations were performed on-each-source for a total of ∼4

hours, spread over an 8 hour track to improve UV coverage. Further details of

the full reduction and cleaning procedure is described in Section 3.3.1.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/Lu2014_ammonia.eps
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4.4 Results

4.4.1 1.3mm Continuum Emission

The 1.3 mm continuum images for both G192.6005 and G194.9349, corrected

for the primary beam response, are shown in Figure 4.3. As with NGC 2264-C,

the structure of the 1.3 mm emission is characterised through implementation of

dendrograms, using the python based fitter astrodendro (Astropy Collaboration

et al. 2013). The trees are fit using a minimum number of pixels set to the beam

size (∼17 pixels), for a minimum detection threshold of 4σ (in the non-beam

corrected image), and further nested substructure identified for an additional

increase of 1σ. The dendrogram trees for both sources are shown in Figure 4.4.

For G192.6005, only one structure is identified with no nested substructure.

Whereas G194.9349 contains three leaves, two of which belong to the same

branch, nested in one parent trunk (see Figure 4.4).

The effects of reducing and increasing the minimum detection threshold to

both 3σ and 5σ and increasing the limit for identifying further substructure

from 1σ to 2σ are discussed below. Towards G192.6005, while the main struc-

ture remains the same regardless of either an increase or decrease, lowering the

minimum limit to 3σ reveals two additional independent structures at ∼3.5σ.

The first of these peaks is located ∼40′′ to the north of the main component

in G192.6005, at ∼25% level of the primary beam response. As a goal of these

observations is to compare sources with a similar sensitivity, the source located

at ∼25% level is not considered in the remainder of the analysis. The second

source, located at ∼50% level of the primary beam response (∼20′′ to the north

of the main component), is detected at ∼3.5σ in the non-primary beam cor-
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rected image and less than 5σ in the beam corrected image. Zinchenko et al.

(2012) performed similar resolution observations with the SMA towards this

region and did not identify this structure down to the ∼2σ level. However, they

did identify a further source at ∼3σ (approximately 12′′ south of SMA1) which

is not identified here. If the minimum detection threshold is lowered to <3σ,

then an additional continuum peak is identified within a few arcseconds of the

continuum peak (see Figure 1 of Zinchenko et al. 2012 where the peak is la-

belled SMA4). However, given the uncertainty and low detection threshold for

these sources they are not currently considered as unambiguous detections, and

are not discussed further. For the remaining single structure that is detected,

higher spatial resolution SMA data (i.e. ∼1.5′′resolution Wang et al. 2011)

clearly separates the 1.3 mm continuum emission into two peaks (see Figure

4.1). Similarly, the 1.3 mm continuum emission in these observations does sug-

gest two separate enhancements, that at the current resolution the dendrogram

fit cannot unambiguously resolve them. Furthermore, the chemistry towards

the two peaks is different, suggesting that they are likely two individual sources

(see Section 4.4.2 below for further discussion). Thus, for the remainder of this

analysis it is assumed that there are two seprerate 1.3 mm sources present in

G192.6005, which are labelled under the same nomenclature as Wang et al.

(2011); SMA1 and SMA2 (see Figure 4.3) for the remainder of the analysis.

Towards G194.9349, the three identified continuum peaks remain unchanged

regardless of either an increase or decrease in the detection thresholds. It is

noted that towards G194.9349-SMA2 the 1.3 mm continuum appears to show

two separate enhancements, which are currently identified as one component in

the dendrogram fit. As there are no higher resolution observations towards this
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region, G194.9349-SMA2 is treated as one component.
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Figure 4.3: Maps of the 1.3 mm continuum emission towards G192.6005 (top
panel) and G194.9349 (bottom panel), both maps are corrected for the pri-
mary beam response. The grey scale is the 1.3 mm SMA continuum emission
with the scale for each region given in the colour-bar. The black solid con-
tours represent (3,5,10,15,20,25,30)× σ = 4.0mJybeam−1 for G192.6005, and
(3,5,10,15,20)× σ = 3.0mJybeam−1 for G194.9349. The dashed black contours
are the negative contour levels representing (-3,-5 )×σ, where sigma is the same
as above. The peak of each identified source is labelled with a blue plus (+), in
G192.6005 two sources are identified; G192.6005-SMA1 and G192.6005-SMA2,
in G194.9349 three sources are identified; G194.9349-SMA1, G194.9349-SMA2,
and G194.9349-SMA3. The dashed black circle is the FWHP of the SMA pri-
mary beam, and the solid black circles in the lower left hand corners are the
synthesised beams.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/Paper_G192_continuum_2.4mjy_sc_pbcor_all.eps
Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/Paper_G194_continuum_2.4mjy_sc_pbcor_all_NEW.eps
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Table 4.1: Properties of the 1.3 mm individual continuum sources, along with the properties for the region as a whole
(i.e. G192.6005-TOTAL and G194.9349-TOTAL).

Source a J2000.0 Coordinatesb J2000.0 Coordinatesc Reff
d Ipeak

e Sν
f

α(hms) δ(◦ ′ ′′) α(hms) δ(◦ ′ ′′) (pc) (mJy beam−1) (mJy)

G192.6005-SMA1 06 12 54.00 + 17 59 23.09 06 12 53.97 + 17 59 23.38 0.025 183 332

G192.6005-SMA2 06 12 53.79 + 17 59 25.47 06 12 53.77 + 17 59 25.77 0.027 165 304

G192.6005-TOTAL 06 12 54.00 + 17 59 23.09 06 12 53.90 + 17 59 24.23 0.044 183 597

G194.9349-SMA1 06 13 15.93 + 15 22 34.32 06 13 15.88 + 15 22 33.71 0.031 61 103

G194.9349-SMA2 06 13 16.18 + 15 22 43.90 06 13 16.22 + 15 22 42.50 0.042 41 185

G194.9349-SMA3 06 13 16.56 + 15 22 48.74 06 13 16.56 + 15 22 48.54 0.014 29 17

G194.9349-TOTAL 06 13 15.93 + 15 22 34.32 06 13 16.12 + 15 22 40.26 0.083 61 498

(a) Sources identified. (b) Position of millimetre continuum peak. (c) Position of intensity-weighted centroid, computed using Computing

Dendrogram Statistics (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013), along with the CASAVIEWER, for G192.6005-SMA1, and G192.6005-SMA2.

(d) Effective radius, computed from the total leaf area using Computing Dendrogram Statistics (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013),

through Reff =
√

Area/π and assuming the distance of 1.6 kpc and 2.0 kpc for G192.6005 and G194.9349 respectively. (e) Peak

intensity of 1.3 mm continuum emission, corrected for the primary beam response. (f ) Integrated 1.3 mm flux density (corrected for the

primary beam response), computed using Computing Dendrogram Statistics (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013).
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Table 4.1 provides the coordinates, peak and integrated 1.3 mm fluxes and

effective areas for the 5 detected sources (SMA1 and SMA2 in G192.6005, and

SMA1, SMA2 and SMA3 in G194.9349). The total integrated flux is similar

(within 20%) for both regions, with G192.6005 having a higher total flux at

597 mJy. However, the peak fluxes are noticeably different between the two

regions. Towards G192.6005 the peak flux is approximately 3 times greater than

found towards G194.9349. G192.6005 is also more compact than G194.9349; the

effective radius of G192.6005 is approximately half of the radius identified for

G194.9349.

G192.6005-SMA1 is the strongest 1.3 mm source in both regions, while

G194.9349-SMA3 is the weakest. Towards G192.6005 both sources have similar

peak and integrated 1.3 mm flux densities along with similar sizes. Towards

G194.9349, SMA1 is the strongest mm source, however, SMA2 has the high-

est total integrated flux. G194.9349-SMA1 is more compact compared with

G194.9349-SMA2 (as noted previously, towards G194.9349-SMA2 there is po-

tentially a second source within this peak however it cannot currently be re-

solved).

4.4.2 Molecular Line Emission

The full LSB and USB line cubes (corrected for the primary beam response)

were initially extracted from the peak pixel towards each identified continuum

peak and inspected. Any potential line emission was then converted to a rest

frequency using the respective vLSR’s of 7.8 kms−1 for G192.6005 and 15.6 kms−1

for G194.9349 (estimated from Gaussian fits to the H13CO+ (4-3) emission ob-
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Figure 4.4: The dendrogram fits and tree diagrams for G192.6005 (top and
bottom left hand panels respectively) and G194.9349 (top and bottom right
hand panels respectively). The top panels show the 1.3 mm continuum emission
(greyscales) with the dendrogram fit overlaid using a 3σ minimum threshold,
where the red contours are the highest level structures; in the case of G192.6005
this is the parent as there is no nested substructure, and they represent the
individual leaves in G194.9349. The green contour in G194.9349 is the branch
where G194.9349-SMA1 and G194.9349-SMA2 are nested. The black contour
is the parent structure in G194.9349 where all three leaves are nested. The
lower panels provide a schematic of the tree diagram, where the y axis is the
flux density in units of Jy/beam.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_DENDROGRAM_PBCOR_CONTOURS_3SIGMA_MASK_G192.eps
Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_DENDROGRAM_PBCOR_CONTOURS_3SIGMA_MASK_G194.eps
Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_DENDROGRAM_TREEDIAGRAM_G192.eps
Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_DENDROGRAM_TREEDIAGRAM_G194.eps
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tained for each region in Chapter 2). The line rest frequencies were then com-

pared against the transitions detected in NGC 2264-C. For additional lines, not

detected in NGC 2264-C the rest frequencies were checked in the Splatalogue

catalogue1 and compared against previous SMA molecular line papers towards

similar regions (e.g. Wang et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012). Each identified line

was then cleaned individually. Table 4.2 provides the rest frequencies, specific

transitions and upper energies of the molecular line species detected above 3σ,

along with the association of a transition with a given source. The results of a

single Gaussian fit are presented for all transitions detected above 3σ, towards

each continuum peak in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.

4.4.2.1 Molecular Lines Emission Towards G192.6005

Towards G192.6005, 39 molecular line transitions from 13 species are detected,

with upper energies ranging from ∼16-600 K. This includes all of the transitions

detected towards NGC 2264-C (see Table 3.2 in Chapter 3), with the exception

of the c-C3H2 transitions. An additional 16 molecular lines (e.g. HNCO, and

SO2) are detected in G192.6005 (which were not detected in NGC 2264-C), all

of which are tracing compact, unresolved emission centred on the continuum

peak of G192.6005-SMA1. In comparison, towards G192.6005-SMA2, only 15

molecular lines (all of which were also observed in NGC 2264-C) are detected

above 5σ.

Figure 4.5 displays the integrated intensity maps for the transitions detected

above 5σ in G192.6005 that were also detected in NGC 2264-C. The 16 addi-

tional transitions detected towards G192.6005-SMA1 are not shown as they all

1http://www.cv.nrao.edu/php/splat/
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trace similarly, compact unresolved emission, spatially centred on the contin-

uum peak of SMA1 and are not observed towards any other location in the

region. The Gaussian fits to these transitions are however listed in Table 4.3.

Several transition such as H2CO, a number of the CH3OH transitions, and

SO trace extended emission in the region. There appears to be two main

extensions in the emission, one running across both SMA1 and SMA2 (axis

A1 Figure 4.5), and a second perpendicular to this, cutting primarily through

G192.6005-SMA2 (axes A2 in Figure 4.5). Only four transitions; SO (6-5),

SiO (5-4), 12CO (2-1), and 13CO (2-1) have emission covering a velocity range of

>20 kms−1. The most notable velocity range is observed in the 12CO emission,

where the velocity extends over ∼100 kms−1. Interestingly, SiO does not show

any extended emission over this region, however, several weak, compact compo-

nents are observed, the brightest of which is found coincident with G192.6005-

SMA1.

4.4.2.2 Molecular Lines Emission Towards G194.9349

Towards G194.9349, considerably less molecular line emission is detected. Only

8 molecular line transitions from four species; CO, H2CO, SO and CH3OH, are

detected towards any of the continuum peaks. Furthermore, none of the higher

energy tracers such as CH3CN, HC3N, or OCS are observed, and the majority of

the detected lines appear to be tracing emission that is not directly associated

with any of the continuum peaks. Figure 4.6 displays the integrated intensity

maps for the transitions detected towards this region. Interestingly, all of the

molecular emission trace a compact peak offset to north (∼4′′) of G194.9349-

SMA2 where no continuum emission is detected. Further inspection of the LSB
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and USB spectra at this position reveal the presence of two additional molecular

transitions, the SiO (5-4) line and the CH3OH (8(-1,8),-7(0,7)E) transition. This

position is discussed as the molecular peak (G194.9349-MP) for the remainder of

the analysis and the molecular line fits from a single Gaussian fit are presented

in Table 4.4 for reference.
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Figure 4.5: Integrated intensity maps for the molecular line transitions de-
tected above 3 σ towards G192.6005. The molecular line transition, rest fre-
quency and velocity range integrated over are labelled in the top left corner
of each panel. In the top right corner of each panel the Eupper tempera-
ture (K) of the respective transition, the peak flux (Jy/beam*km/s) and rms
(Jy/beam*km/s) of the map is listed. The blue pluses represent the positions
of the 2 continuum peaks, SMA1 and SMA2. The green contours are from 3 σ
to peak in steps of 2σ. The grey scale in the 1.3 mm continuum emission and
the black line represents the 3σ contour level (3σ =12 mJy/beam) (taken Fig-
ure 4.3). The thick black dashed lines highlight the extension of the molecular
emission towards several transitions, and are labelled A1 and A2.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G192_PART1_CHEMISTRY_MOM0_green_AXIS.eps
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Figure 4.5–continued

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G192_PART2_CHEMISTRY_MOM0_green_AXIS.eps
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Figure 4.6: Integrated intensity maps for the molecular line transitions de-
tected above 3 σ towards G194.9349. The molecular line transition, rest fre-
quency and velocity range integrated over are labelled in the top left corner
of each panel. In the top right corner of each panel the Eupper tempera-
ture (K) of the respective transition, the peak flux (Jy/beam*km/s) and rms
(Jy/beam*km/s) of the map is listed. The blue pluses represent the posi-
tions of the three continuum peaks; G194.9349-SMA1, G194.9349-SMA2, and
G194.9349-SMA3. The green contours are from 3σ to peak in steps of 2σ. The
grey scale in the 1.3 mm continuum emission and the black line represents the
3 σ contour level (3σ =11 mJy/beam) taken from Figure 4.3.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/G194_THESIS_ALL_CHEMISTRY_MOM01.eps
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Table 4.2: Summary of the molecular line transitions detected towards individual continuum peaks along with
the G194.9349-MP. The frequencies and upper energies are taken from Splatalogue (http://www.splatalogue.net/),
(Müller et al. 2005). Y indicates emission detected at ≥5σ, N indicates no detected emission (no emission at ≥5σ). All
measurements were made from image cubes corrected for the primary beam response, and a detection was determined
from the spectra extracted from those beam corrected image cubes.

Species Transition Frequency Eupper G192 G194

(GHz) (K) SMA1 SMA2 SMA1 SMA2 SMA3 MP

LSB

CH3OH ∗ 5(1 , 4)- 4(2 , 2) 216.946 55.9 Y Y N N N N

CH3OCHO 20( 1,20)- 19( 0,19) E 216.96797 101 Y N N N N N

SiO ∗ (5 - 4) 217.105 31.3 Y Y N N N Y

DCN ∗ (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 Y Y N N N N

CH3OH 6( 1, 5)- 7( 2, 6) 217.299 363.5 Y N N N N N

H2CO ∗ 3( 0, 3)- 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 Y Y Y Y Y Y

HC3N
∗ (24 - 23) 218.324 131.0 Y Y N N N N

CH3OH ∗ 4(2 , 2)- 3(1 , 2) 218.440 45.5 Y Y N N† N Y

H2CO ∗ 3( 2, 2)- 2( 2, 1) 218.476 68.1 Y Y N† N† N Y

H2CO ∗ 3( 2, 1)- 2( 2, 0) 218.760 68.1 Y Y Y N† N Y

OCS ∗ (18 - 17) 218.903 99.8 Y N N N N N

HNCO 10( 1,10)- 9( 1, 9) 218.981 101.08 Y N N N N N

C18O ∗ (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 Y Y Y Y N Y

HNCO c 10( 2, 9)- 9( 2, 8) 219.734 231 Y N N N N N

HNCO c 10( 2, 8)- 9( 2, 7) 219.737 231 Y N N N N N

Continued on next page
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Table 4.2 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper G192 G194

(GHz) (K) SMA1 SMA2 SMA1 SMA2 SMA3 MP

HNCO 10( 0,10)- 9( 0, 9) 219.798 58.0 Y N† N N N N

SO ∗ 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 Y Y N† Y N Y

HCOOH 10( 0,10)- 9( 0, 9) 220.038 48.06 Y N N N N N

CH3OH ∗ 8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E 220.078 96.6 Y N† N N N N
13CO ∗ (2-1) 220.398 15.9 Y Y Y Y Y Y

HNCO ‡ 10( 1, 9)- 9( 1, 8) 220.585 101.50 Y N N N N N

CH3CN‡ (126-116) 220.594 325.9 Y N N N N N

CH3CN (125-115) 220.641 247.4 Y N N N N N

CH3CN ∗ (124-114) 220.679 183.3 Y N N N N N

CH3CN ∗ (123-113) 220.709 133.3 Y N N N N N

CH3CN ∗ (122-112) 220.730 97.4 Y N† N N N N

CH3CN ∗ ‡ (121-111) 220.743 76.0 Y N N N N N

CH3CN ∗ ‡ (120-110) 220.747 68.8 Y N† N N N N

USB

SO2 11( 5, 7)-12( 4, 8) 229.348 122.01 Y N N N N N

HCOOCH3 19( 3,17)- 18( 2,16) E 229.590 105.6 Y N N N N N

CH3OH ∗ 8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 Y Y N N N Y

CH3OH 19( 5, 15)- 20( 4, 16) ++ 229.864 567.6 Y N N N N N

CH3OH 19( 5, 14)- 20( 4, 17) −− 229.939 567.6 Y N N N N N

CH3OH ∗ 3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E 230.027 39.8 Y Y N N N N

Continued on next page
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Table 4.2 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper G192 G194

(GHz) (K) SMA1 SMA2 SMA1 SMA2 SMA3 MP

12CO ∗ (2 - 1) 230.538 16.6 Y Y Y Y Y Y

OCS ∗ (19 - 18) 231.061 110.8 Y N N N N N
13CS ∗ (5 - 4) 231.221 33.29 Y Y N N N N

CH3OH 10( 2, 9)- 9( 3, 6) −− 231.281 165.3 Y N N N N N

HCOOCH3 23( 9,15)-23( 8,16) E 232.422 392.4 Y N N N N N

(*) Notes transitions that were also observed towards NGC 2264-C (see Table 3.2 for reference). (†) Notes molecular lines where the

emission is <5σ but detected above >3σ. (‡) These CH3CN components are blended in the spectra. The K=0 is blended with the K=1

and the K=6 is partially blended with the HNCO 10( 1, 9)- 9( 1, 8) transitions.
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Table 4.3: Gaussian fits to molecular lines detected at each millimetre continuum peak in G192.6005 detected above
3σ. Standard 1-σ errors from the single Gaussian fits are given in the brackets ().

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensity Vcentre Linewidth
∫

S dv

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

G192-SMA1

CH3OH∗ 5(1 , 4) - 4(2, 2) 216.946 55.9 1.01 (0.04) 4.36 (0.11) 5.68 (0.27) 6.13 (0.38)

CH3OCH 201,20-190,190 E 216.968 101 0.37 (0.03) 7.10 (0.29) 6.68 (0.74) 2.65 (0.37)

SiO∗ ⋄ (5 - 4) 217.105 31.3 0.29 (0.03) 9.76 (0.38) 8.74 (0.88) 2.68 (0.36)

DCN∗ (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 0.40 (0.10) 4.39 (0.21) 2.03 (0.67) 0.86 (0.35)

CH3OH∗ 6( 1, 5)- 7( 2, 6) 217.299 363.5 0.66 (0.02) 4.10 (0.08) 4.65 (0.20) 3.26 (0.18)

H2CO∗ 3(0, 3) - 2(0, 2) 218.222 21.0 1.47 (0.14) 5.33 (0.27) 5.69 (0.65) 8.91 (1.34)

HC3N
∗ (24 - 23) 218.324 131.0 0.45 (0.03) 6.66 (0.26) 7.66 (0.60) 2.65 (0.38)

CH3OH∗ 4(2, 2) - 3(1, 2) 218.440 45.5 0.78 (0.04) 4.73 (0.12) 4.37 (0.29) 3.64 (0.31)

H2CO∗ 3(2, 2)- 2(2, 1) 218.476 68.1 0.88 (0.05) 5.04 (0.14) 5.07 (0.32) 4.74 (0.39)

H2CO∗ 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.80 (0.06) 5.00 (0.16) 4.58 (0.39) 3.92 (0.44)

OCS ∗ (18 - 17) 218.903 99.8 0.64 (0.03) 4.70 (0.13) 5.09 (0.30) 3.47 (0.27)

HNCO 10( 1,10)- 9( 1, 9) 218.981 101.08 0.45 (0.02) 4.70 (0.16) 7.38 (0.38) 3.54 (0.24)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 1.92 (0.06) 7.83 (0.08) 5.55 (0.19) 11.37 (0.52)

HNCO⋄ 10( 2, 9)- 9( 2, 8) 219.734 231 0.32 (0.03) 7.43 (0.42) 9.64 (1.01) 3.33 (0.46)

HNCO 10( 0,10)- 9( 0, 9) 219.798 58.02 0.48 (0.03) 4.44 (0.38) 11.04 (0.89) 5.59 (0.59)

SO∗ 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 2.97 (0.08) 7.11 (0.10) 8.05 (0.23) 25.48 (0.99)

Continued on next page
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Table 4.3 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensity Vcentre Linewidth
∫

S dv

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

HCOOH 10( 0,10)- 9( 0, 9) 220.03797 48.0 0.32 (0.04) 4.00 (0.23) 6.16 (0.56) 2.07 (0.24)

CH3OH ∗ 8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E 220.078 96.6 0.93 (0.03) 5.18 (0.07) 4.82 (0.16) 4.78 (0.21)

HNCO 10( 1, 9)- 9( 1, 8) 220.585 101.50 0.39 (0.04) 5.11 (0.39) 8.58 (0.94) 3.60 (0.52)

CH3CN (126-116) 220.594 325.90 0.36 (0.04) 4.27 (0.25) 6.65 (0.61) 2.55 (0.30)

CH3CN (125-115) 220.641 247.40 0.37 (0.04) 4.44 (0.26) 5.33 (0.61) 2.12 (0.32)

CH3CN ∗ (124-114) 220.679 183.3 0.49 (0.04) 5.32 (0.27) 5.56 (0.71) 2.19 (0.43)

CH3CN ∗ (123-113) 220.709 133.3 0.74 (0.03) 5.06 (0.10) 5.61 (0.26) 4.44 (0.26)

CH3CN ∗ (122-112) 220.730 97.4 0.72 (0.03) 4.76 (0.06) 5.52 (0.17) 4.22 (0.30)

CH3CN ∗ ‡ (121-111) 220.743 76.0 0.84 (0.03) 4.64 (0.26) 5.39 (1.01) 4.82 (0.91)

CH3CN ∗ ‡ (120-110) 220.747 68.8 0.68 (0.03) 4.56 (0.46) 3.75 (0.81) 2.73 (0.84)

SO2 11( 5, 7)-12( 4, 8) 229.3476 122.01 0.39 (0.02) 6.42 (0.13) 5.56 (0.30) 2.31 (0.29)

HCOOCH3 19( 3,17)- 18( 2,16) E 229.5904 105.6 0.88 (0.03) 6.12 (0.07) 5.23 (0.17) 4.92 (0.21)

CH3OH ∗ 8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 1.22 (0.04) 5.00 (0.08) 4.61 (0.19) 5.99 (0.33)

CH3OH 19( 5, 15)- 20( 4, 16) ++ 229.864 567.6 0.31 (0.02) 4.23 (0.25) 7.70 (0.68) 2.57 (0.28)

CH3OH 19( 5, 14)- 20( 4, 17) −− 229.939 567.6 0.28 (0.04) 3.60 (0.28) 4.56 (0.67) 1.35 (0.26)

CH3OH ∗ 3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E 230.027 39.8 0.78 (0.04) 4.40 (0.12) 4.69 (0.28) 3.95 (0.32)

OCS ∗ (19 - 18) 231.061 110.8 0.59 (0.03) 4.97 (0.10) 5.44 (0.25) 3.40 (0.20)
13CS ∗ (5 - 4) 231.221 33.29 0.30 (0.03) 2.77 (0.44) 9.24 (1.19) 2.98 (0.48)

CH3OH 10( 2, 9)- 9( 3, 6) −− 231.281 165.3 0.98 (0.06) 4.77 (0.14) 4.85 (0.33) 5.09 (0.46)

Continued on next page
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Table 4.3 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensity Vcentre Linewidth
∫

S dv

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

HCOOCH3 23( 9,15)-23( 8,16) E 232.422 392.4 0.36 (0.03) 3.18 (0.21) 5.00 (0.49) 1.94 (0.25)

G192-SMA2

CH3OH∗ 5(1 , 4) - 4(2, 2) 216.946 55.9 0.26 (0.03) 8.73 (0.25) 4.20 (0.59) 1.15 (0.21)

SiO ∗ (5 - 4) 217.105 31.3 0.21 (0.04) 9.31 (0.29) 3.24 (0.69) 0.74 (0.20)

DCN ∗ (3 - 2) 217.239 20.9 0.95 (0.03) 9.46 (0.04) 3.21 (0.10) 3.23 (0.13)

H2CO∗ 3(0, 3) - 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 2.59 (0.11) 9.03 (0.07) 3.41 (0.17) 9.42 (0.60)

HC3N
∗ (24 - 23) 218.324 131.0 0.39 (0.03) 9.55 (0.15) 3.69 (0.36) 1.55 (0.19)

CH3OH∗ 4(2, 2) - 3(1, 2) 218.440 45.5 1.66 (0.04) 8.51 (0.04) 3.08 (0.10) 5.43 (0.22)

H2CO∗ 3(2, 2)- 2(2, 1) 218.476 68.1 0.75 (0.04) 8.74 (0.08) 3.35 (0.20) 2.66 (0.21)

H2CO∗ 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.83 (0.06) 8.69 (0.11) 3.13 (0.25) 2.76 (0.30)

C18O ∗ (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 4.42 (0.09) 9.37 (0.03) 2.98 (0.07) 14.05 (0.45)

HNCO † 10( 0,10)- 9( 0, 9) 219.798 58.02 0.18 (0.03) 8.52 (0.18) 1.85 (0.30) 0.35 (0.08)

SO ∗ 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 2.25 (0.10) 9.08 (0.07) 3.38 (0.17) 8.13 (0.54)

CH3OH ∗ † 8(0 , 8)- 7(1 , 6) E 220.078 96.6 0.23 (0.04) 8.57 (0.25) 3.02 (0.60) 0.74 (0.19)

CH3CN ∗ † (122-112) 220.730 97.4 0.17 (0.04) 9.22 (0.22) 2.48 (0.53) 0.45 (0.13)

CH3CN ∗ † (120-110) 220.747 68.8 0.21 (0.03) 9.46 (0.20) 2.15 (0.48) 0.48 (0.14)

CH3OH ∗ 8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 0.77 (0.06) 8.55 (0.15) 3.45 (0.35) 2.84 (0.38)

CH3OH ∗ 3( -2, 2)- 4( -1, 4) E 230.027 39.8 0.25 (0.04) 8.88 (0.17) 2.84 (0.40) 0.75 (0.14)
13CS∗ (5 - 4) 231.221 33.29 0.39 (0.08) 8.84 (0.25) 2.29 (0.58) 0.94 (0.31)

(*) Notes transitions that were also observed towards NGC 2264-C (see Table 3.2 for reference). (†) Notes molecular lines where the

emission is <5σ but detected above >3σ. (‡) These CH3CN components are blended in the spectra. The K=0 is blended with the K=1

and the K=6 is partially blended with the HNCO 10( 1, 9)- 9( 1, 8) transitions, The reported parameters are from multiple-Gaussian

fits using the GILDAS CLASS package. (⋄) Two velocity components appear to be present in the spectrum, but are not sufficiently

well-separated in velocity to be fit separately. The reported fit is for the stronger component.
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Table 4.4: Gaussian fits to molecular lines detected at each millimetre continuum peak in G194.9349 detected above
3σ. Standard 1-σ errors from the single Gaussian fits are given in the brackets (). It is noted that all transitions given
were also observed towards NGC 2264-C (see Table 3.2 for reference).

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensity Vcentre Linewidth
∫

S dv

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

G194-SMA1

H2CO 3(0, 3) - 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 1.09 (0.06) 15.03 (0.06) 3.01 (0.20) 3.50 (0.30)

H2CO † 3(2, 2)- 2(2, 1) 218.476 68.1 0.18 (0.03) 14.91 (0.14) 2.64 (0.32) 0.52 (0.08)

H2CO 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.35 (0.04) 14.87 (0.16) 1.96 (0.30) 0.72 (0.15)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 0.84 (0.08) 15.31 (0.12) 2.53 (0.28) 2.26 (0.33)

SO † 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.26 (0.07) 15.25 (0.28) 2.00 (0.61) 0.55 (0.22)

G194-SMA2

H2CO 3(0, 3) - 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 0.64 (0.09) 16.94 (0.18) 2.43 (0.43) 1.66 (0.39)

CH3OH † 4(2, 2) - 3(1, 2) 218.440 45.5 0.26 (0.03) 16.61 (0.20) 3.26 (0.49) 0.93 (0.18)

H2CO † 3(2, 2)- 2(2, 1) 218.476 68.1 0.28 (0.06) 16.73 (0.33) 3.40 (0.77) 1.01 (0.31)

H2CO † 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.27 (0.09) 16.21 (0.41) 1.70 (0.61) 0.49 (0.24)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 1.61 (0.10) 16.29 (0.10) 3.02 (0.23) 5.14 (0.55)

SO 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.75 (0.04) 16.10 (0.09) 3.31 (0.20) 2.65 (0.22)

G194-SMA3

H2CO 3(0, 3) - 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 0.36 (0.04) 12.93 (0.13) 2.45 (0.31) 0.94 (0.16)

G194-MP

Continued on next page
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Table 4.4 – continued from previous page

Species Transition Frequency Eupper Fitted Line Parameters

Peak Intensity Vcentre Linewidth
∫

S dv

(GHz) (K) (Jy beam−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Jy beam−1 km s−1)

SiO ⋄ (5 - 4) 217.105 31.3 0.23 (0.03) 10.77 (0.55) 9.56 (1.38) 2.34 (0.31)

H2CO 3(0, 3) - 2( 0, 2) 218.222 21.0 1.06 (0.10) 17.44 (0.20) 4.49 (0.50) 5.07 (0.73)

CH3OH 4(2, 2) - 3(1, 2) 218.440 45.5 0.80 (0.07) 16.83 (0.19) 4.40 (0.46) 3.72 (0.51)

H2CO 3(2, 2)- 2(2, 1) 218.476 68.1 0.39 (0.06) 15.52 (0.50) 6.81 (1.21) 2.85 (0.66)

H2CO 3(2, 1)- 2(2, 0) 218.760 68.1 0.54 (0.07) 17.14 (0.16) 2.58 (0.37) 1.48 (0.28)

C18O (2 - 1) 219.560 15.8 0.49 (0.10) 16.37 (0.46) 4.52 (1.13) 2.37 (0.77)

SO ⋄ 6(5)-5(4) 219.949 35.0 0.75 (0.07) 16.03 (0.26) 5.34 (0.60) 4.25 (0.64)

CH3OH 8( -1, 8)- 7(0 , 7) E 229.759 89.1 0.99 (0.05) 17.23 (0.09) 3.52 (0.22) 3.72 (0.30)

(†) Notes molecular lines where the emission is <5σ but detected above >3σ. (⋄) Two velocity components appear to be present in the

spectrum, but are not sufficiently well-separated in velocity to be fit separately. The reported fit is for the stronger component.
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4.4.2.3 vLSR Estimates

The vLSR is estimated, for both G192.6005-SMA1 and G192.6005-SMA2, from

Gaussian fits to the detected molecular transitions, using only transitions that

trace compact emission directly associated with the mm continuum peaks (see

Table 4.3 for the resulting Gaussian fit parameters to all lines). The follow-

ing transitions are defined as compact: CH3CN, HC3N, OCS, and the CH3OH

transitions with rest frequencies of 216.946 GHz, 220.078 GHz and 230.027 GHz.

In addition, for G192.6005-SMA1 all the molecular transitions that were not

detected in NGC 2264-C (such as HNCO, and the higher energy CH3OH tran-

sitions) are also included in the vLSR estimate as they all trace compact emission

coincident with the mm continuum emission. For G192.6005-SMA1 the average

(including the standard deviation) and median vLSR’s are 4.8±0.9 kms−1 and

4.7 kms−1 respectively. For G192.6005-SMA2 only one compact tracer (CH3OH

216.946 GHz) is detected above 5σ, which has a vLSR of 8.7 kms−1. If the emis-

sion from tracers detected below 5σ but above 3σ is also considered (e.g. HNCO

and CH3CN), then the average and median vLSR estimates for G192.6005-

SMA2 are now 8.9±0.4 kms−1 and 8.8 kms−1 respectively. The CH3OH line

at 216.946 GHz is the only transition detected above 5σ towards both sources,

and the vLSR estimates are 4.36 kms−1 and 8.73 kms−1 for G192.6005-SMA1

and G192.6005-SMA2 respectively (see Tables 4.3, and 4.4). Thus, there is

an ∼4 kms−1 difference between the vLSR estimates for the two mm contin-

uum peaks. The C18O emission towards G192.6005-SMA1 is slightly offset

from the continuum peak, having a higher estimated vLSR of 7.8 kms−1, while

for G192.6005-SMA2 it is consistent with the other tracers (9.4 kms−1). The
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vLSR estimated in from the JCMT H13CO+ (4-3) emission (see Chapter 2)

is 7.8 kms−1, consistent with C18O towards G192.6005-SMA1. The C18O at

this position may therefore be tracing the bulk gas rather than the individual

cores. Wang et al. (2011) suggest C18O is tracing a velocity gradient across the

cores. Considering only the compact emission the vLSR for G192.6005-SMA1

and G192.6005-SMA2 is taken as 4.8 kms−1 and 8.9 kms−1 respectively.

Towards G194.9349, none of the detected molecular line emission appears

to directly trace any of continuum peaks in this region. There is also a lack

of emission from the higher energy transitions such as OCS or from any of the

complex organic molecules. Only one transition, H2CO 3(0,3)-2(0,2), is detected

towards all three cores. However, as also observed in Chapter 3, this transition

is likely not directly tracing core material. The previous NH3 observations by

Lu et al. (2014) find an estimate for the vLSR of the main NH3 (1,1) component

of 15.6 kms−1, which is the same as found from the average of the H13CO+ (4-3)

emission over the region. Without having an estimate of any compact emission,

and given the remaining transitions are likely not directly tracing the continuum

cores, the vLSR is taken to be 15.6 kms−1 for all three cores.

4.4.3 Outflows

4.4.3.1 High Velocity Emission Towards G192.6005

Figure 4.7 shows the integrated red and blueshifted maps for SiO, SO, and

13CO towards G192.6005. As G192.6005-SMA1 and G192.6005-SMA2 have a

difference of ∼4 kms−1 in their respective vLSR estimates, the high velocity emis-

sion is integrated from the lowest vLSR estimate (G192.6005-SMA1 = 4.8 kms−1)
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Figure 4.7: Integrated intensity maps for SiO (5-4), SO (6(5)-5(4), and 13CO
towards G192.6005. The transition and given rest frequency is given in the top
left of each panel. The maximum red and blue shifted velocity of the line is
given in the top right corner of each panel. Below these values are the red and
blue peak fluxes given in Jy beam−1 km s−1 along with the 1σ rms values given
in the brackets.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G192_SO_SIO_13CO.eps
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Figure 4.8: Integrated intensity of the 12CO emission for SHV, IHV, EHV
and emission >50 kms−1 velocity ranges towards G192.6005, using the vLSR

estimate for G192.6005-SMA1 for reference. The red- and blueshifted contours
display the red and blue shifted emission with respect to the vLSR of 4.8 kms−1.
The given velocity bin is labelled in the top right corner of each panel, for the
lower right panel the maximum velocity is given. The peak of the red and blue
shifted integrated emission and corresponding 1σ rms noise for each velocity
bin is given in the top right corner of each panel in units of Jybeam−1.kms−1.
The greyscale is the 1.3 mm continuum and the single black contour represents
the 3σ contour of the 1.3 mm emission not corrected for the primary beam
response. The yellow pluses mark the positions of the two identified cores
G192.6005-SMA1 and G192.6005-SMA2. In the top left panel the black dashed
lines represent the orientation of the scattered light lobes from Simpson et al.

(2009). In the lower two panels the black dashed lines show a straight line
joining the peak of the red- to blue-shifted emission.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G192_12CO_SHV_IHV_EHV1and2_simpson_axis2.eps
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Figure 4.9: Integrated intensity of the 12CO emission for SHV, IHV, EHV
and emission >50 kms−1 velocity ranges towards G192.6005, using the vLSR

estimate for G192.6005-SMA2 for reference. The contours and greyscale, and
labels are the same as described in Figure 4.3.

minus 3 kms−1 and highest vLSR estimate (G192.6005-SMA2 = 8.9 kms−1) plus

3 kms−1 to the minimum and maximum channel in the respective channel maps

of each transition. This should avoid including systemic material as poten-

tial outflow emission. SiO traces only weak redshifted emission offset from

G192.6005-SMA1, whereas both SO and 13CO show red- and blueshifted emis-

sion coincident with this continuum peak. No high velocity emission is observed

towards the continuum peak of G192.6005-SMA2.

Figures 4.8, and 4.9 display the high velocity red and blue-shifted 12CO emis-

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G192_SMA2_12CO_SHV_IHV_EHV1and2.eps
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sion integrated over several velocity bins; ± 3-10 kms−1 (SHV), ± 10-30 kms−1 (IHV),

± 30-50 kms−1 (EHV) and >50 kms−1 with respect to the vLSR’s of G192.6005-

SMA1 (4.8 kms−1 ) and G192.6005-SMA2 (8.9 kms−1 ) respectively. The only

noticeable difference when using the respective vLSR estimates of the sources is

in the SHV regime, less emission is found along axis A1 (see Figure 4.5) when

using the vLSR of G192.6005-SMA2. However, in both cases the 12CO emission

is complex. Towards the higher velocity bins (e.g. SHV and EHV) there is no

obvious difference when using either vLSR. The 12CO high velocity emission is

notably more complex and extended compared with the higher velocity SO, SiO

and 13CO emission, which all trace emission coincident with G192.6005-SMA1.

The velocity range of the 12CO emission extends over ∼100 kms−1. In the lower

velocity regimes (e.g. SHV and IHV regimes) 12CO traces the extended red-

and blueshifted emission centred on G192.6005-SMA1. However, when going

to the higher velocity regimes (e.g. EHV and >50 kms−1 ) extended emission

is again observed, but there is no longer any obvious emission coincident with

G192.6005-SMA1. In all of the velocity regimes the 12CO emission displays ex-

tended, collimated red and blue-shifted emission, extending from to the north

east (NE) and south west (SW) respectively (See axes in Figure 4.8).

In the top left panel of Figure 4.8 the axis of the scattered light lobes from

Simpson et al. (2009) are overlaid on SHV emission. Wang et al. (2011) suggest

the low velocity red-shifted emission extending to the south is likely a result of

the outflow lobe associated with NIRS 1, and that the more collimated extended

emission running from the NE to SW is associated with an outflow driven by

SMA1/NIRS 3. They also highlight H2O maser emission detected by Goddi

et al. (2007) is also aligned in the NE-SW direction (see Figure 4.1). However,
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if a straight line is crudely drawn from the peak of the blue- to the peak of the

redshifted emission the position at which it cuts through the continuum emis-

sion changes from NIRS 1 (the near IR source that is located between SMA1 and

SMA2) to SMA2 when going from the EHV regime to the emission with veloc-

ities >50 kms−1 , respectively. In addition, the angle of the line also changes by

several degrees. This may be due to precession from both scattered light lobes,

in particular the lobe associated with NIRS 1 shows twisted emission in the

northern lobe (Simpson et al. 2009). While G192.6005-SMA1 is likely responsi-

ble for the compact red- and blueshifted emission, it is still not unambiguously

clear at this resolution what is responsible for the outflow emission.

4.4.3.2 High Velocity Emission Towards G194.9349

Several of the transitions (e.g. H2CO and CH3OH in Figure 4.6) show two

components in the emission, appearing to be centred on G194.9349-SMA2. SiO

is weakly observed in the more northern of these components, at the position of

G192.9349-MP. However, only the emission from 12CO (2-1) has a high velocity

range which extends over ∼50 kms−1.

Figure 4.10 displays the red- and blueshifted integrated intensity maps of

SiO, SO, H2CO and 13CO emission. The emission is integrated from 15.6±3 kms−1

to minimum and maximum velocity of the lowest and highest velocity in the

channel maps of each given transition. Only the 13CO emission shows any ve-

locity gradient, with blue-shifted emission to the north of G194.9349-SMA2 and

red-shifted to the south, however the emission is not well collimated. In con-

trast, SiO, SO and H2CO trace only a single component coincident with the

position of G194.9349-MP.
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Figure 4.10: Integrated intensity maps for SiO (5-4), H2CO 3(0,3)-2(0,2), SO
(6(5)-5(4), and 13CO towards G194. The transition and given rest frequency is
given in the top left of each panel. The respective maximum velocity used for
the integration are given in the top right corner of each panel along with the
peak and σ rms noise level given in the brackets (e.g. Peak=). The emission
is integrated from 15.6±3 kms−1 to maximum red and blueshifted velocity for
each transition.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G194_RED_BLUE_SIO_SO_H2CO_13CO.eps
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Figure 4.11: Integrated intensity of the 12CO emission for systemic, SHV,
and IHV velocity ranges towards G194.9349. The green contours are the sys-
temic emission, while the red- and blueshifted contours display the red and blue
shifted emission with respect to the vLSR of 15.6 kms−1. The velocity bin is la-
belled in the top right corned of each panel, along with the maximum velocity
if the velocity range does not extend over the entire bin. The peak and 1σ rms
noise for each velocity bin for both the red- and blueshifted emission is also given
in the top right corner of each panel in units of Jybeam−1.kms−1 (e.g. Red Peak
= value () for redshifted integrated intensities and, Blue Peak=value() for the
blueshifted integrated intensities). The greyscale is the 1.3 mm continuum and
the single black contour represents the 3σ contour of the 1.3 mm emission not
corrected for the primary beam response. The yellow pluses mark the positions
of the three identified cores.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G194_12CO_SHV_IHV1and2.eps
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Figure 4.11 displays the 12CO emission towards G194.9349 integrated over

the systemic vLSR± 3 kms−1 , ± 3-10 kms−1 (SHV), and ± 10-30 kms−1 (IHV) ve-

locity ranges (the IHV velocity range is split into ± 10-20 kms−1 and ± 20-

30 kms−1 velocity bins) all with respect to the assumed vLSR of 15.6 kms−1.

Unlike G192.6005, there is no emission above >30 kms−1 from the vLSR (e.g.

in the EHV range or >50 kms−1 ) on G194.9349. The SHV and IHV (± 10-

20 kms−1 ) velocity bins both show red- and blue shifted emission to the south

and north of G194.9349-SMA2 respectively. The strongest blueshifted emis-

sion in the IHV (± 10-20 kms−1 ) velocity bin is coincident with the position of

G194.9349-MP. Furthermore, there appears to be a hint of red- and blueshifted

emission towards the position of G194.9349-SMA1 and in the highest velocity

bin (e.g. IHV ± 20-30 kms−1 bin) redshifted emission is still observed at this

position. It is suggested that the bulk of the high velocity 12CO emission is

tracing a bipolar outflow centred on G194.9349-SMA2. However, the emission

is complex, containing multiple high velocity red and blueshifted components

that are not obviously associated with a continuum peak. Thus, at the current

resolution the 12CO emission is still complex and it is difficult to dissect exactly

what is contributing to the high velocity emission.

4.4.4 Far IR Herschel 70µm emission

The Herschel 70µm emission towards both G192.6005 and G194.9349 (taken

from the Herschel archive) is presented in Figure 4.12. Towards G192.6005

the 850µm emission from SCUBA is also overlaid (taken from Di Francesco

et al. 2008). Towards G192.6005, the brightest 70µm emission is coincident
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with G192.6005-SMA1, while the 450µm emission is coincident with G192.6005-

SMA2, suggesting G192.6005-SMA2 is potentially younger than G192.6005-

SMA1. It is noted that in the 850µm SCUBA emission there are two additional

enhancements in the emission; towards the position of SMA4 (Zinchenko et al.

2012) (where the 1.3 mm continuum emission is detected at ∼3.5σ in the beam

corrected image), and the position to the north at ∼50% of the primary beam.

Towards G194.9349, the 70µm emission is coincident with G194.9349-SMA2.

However, there is no obvious enhancement in the 70µm emission towards either

G194.9349-SMA1, or G194.9349-SMA3. There is no SCUBA 450µm emission

available for this source.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Temperature and Mass Estimates

G192.6005-SMA1 is considerably molecular line rich. Molecular emission from

several high energy complex organic molecules (COMs) is observed towards

this source. In particular, the CH3CN (12-11) ladder is detected up to the K=6

(Eupper =326 K) above 5σ. As discussed in Section 3.5.1.1, the CH3CN ladder is

commonly used to estimate the temperature. Following the same method the

temperature is estimated through a rotational diagram for G192.6005-SMA1.

The temperature is found to be 200±56 K when fitting up to the K=5 ladder

transition, and 306±51 K when fitting up to the K=6 ladder transition. The

high temperature estimates are probably only representing disc emission, which

the CH3CN emission is likely tracing, and not the bulk gas. As such, it will not
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Figure 4.12: Herschel 70µm and SCUBA 850µm emission towards both
regions. The colour scale is the 70µm Herschel emission taken from the archive.
The solid magenta contours are the 850µm SCUBA data. The black contours
are the 1.3 mm emission as shown and the black dashed contours are the FWHP
of the SMA beam as shown in Figure 4.3.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G192_HERSCHEL_SCUBA_continuum_2.4mjy_sc_pbcor_all_test.eps
Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_G194_continuum_2.4mjy_sc_pbcor_all_LABEL1.eps
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represent the temperature of the dust traced by the 1.3 mm emission.

Towards G194.9349, considerably fewer molecular lines are detected. Fur-

thermore, the molecular lines that are detected are typically lower energy (e.g.

H2CO. CH3OH, C18O, Eupper ∼16-68 K) and are likely associated with the out-

flow lobes, and not directly tracing material associated with the continuum

peaks. None of the CH3CN K-ladder transitions are detected. Previous inter-

ferometric observations by Lu et al. (2014) (see Figure 4.2) provide an estimate

of the kinetic temperature derived from the NH3(1,1) and (2,2) emission in the

range of 8-43 K. However, they indicate a greater uncertainty for temperature

estimates above 30 K, suggesting them as an upper limit. The highest temper-

ature is found towards the continuum peak of G194.9349-SMA2, dropping to

∼20 K towards G194.9349-SMA1, with no emission towards G194.9349-SMA3.

For G194.9349-SMA1, and G194.9349-SMA2 the mass is estimated using the

kinetic temperature estimates from the NH3 data of 30 K, and 20 K respec-

tively. As no other temperature estimate is possible for G194.9349-SMA3 a

temperature of 20 K is also assumed for this source.

Following the procedure from Section 3.5.1.2, assuming the emission is opti-

cally thin, a gas to dust ratio of 100, and the dust opacity to be κm =1.0 cm2g−1

the masses are estimated for each continuum peak using the temperature es-

timates discussed above. For G192.6005, masses of 5.1 M⊙ and 3.3 M⊙ are

estimated for G192.6005-SMA1 and G192.6005-SMA2 respectively (based on

temperatures of 40 K). For G194.9349, masses of 8.4 M⊙, 9.0 M⊙ and 1.4 M⊙

are estimated for G194.9349-SMA1, G194.9349-SMA2 and G194.9349-SMA3

respectively (based on temperatures of 30 K, 20 K and 20 K).
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Figure 4.13: Rotation diagrams for the CH3CN J=12K-11K towards
G192.6005-SMA1. The error bars are from 1σ errors to the Gaussian fits of
the individual transitions. The black dashed line represents the linear regres-
sion fit including all transitions up to K=6 and the green dot-dashed line gives
the linear regression fit including transitions up to the K=5 transitions. The
two fits are provided as the K=6 ladder transition is partly blended with the
HNCO 10(1,9)-9(1,8) transition at 220.585 GHz.

4.5.2 Individual Sources - Possible Evolution

G192.6005-SMA1 (NIRS 3) is by far the most molecular rich of the contin-

uum peaks observed. It shows a very typical hot core spectrum, characterised by

numerous complex organic species with upper temperatures in excess of 200 K.

Furthermore, the temperature estimate from the CH3CN emission is in excess

of 200 K. Previous observations have revealed both H2O (Goddi et al. 2007) and

6.7 GHz class II CH3OH (Xu et al. 2009) maser emission toward this continuum

peak. The brightest 7.9µm (Longmore et al. 2006), 24.5µm (de Wit et al. 2009)

and 70µm emission is also coincident with SMA1. The mm continuum estimate

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/THESIS_CH3CN_kelvin_rotational_fits_SMA1.eps
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is in agreement with previous, similar resolution, interferometric observations

by Zinchenko et al. (2012). Furthermore, red- and blueshifted emission from

several tracers is coincident with this continuum peak, suggesting it is likely

driving a bipolar outflow.

G192.6005-SMA2 is less molecular line rich. In particular, none of the

higher energy COMs are detected, however, emission is weakly observed from

lower energy CH3CN, and CH3OH transitions. Furthermore, no 24.5µm emis-

sion or an obvious enhancement in the 70µm emission is found towards G192.6005-

SMA2. Yet the 850µm SCUBA emission (see Figure 4.12) is coincident with

this continuum peak. No high velocity emission potentially tracing an outflow

is directly associated with this source, however the axis of the high velocity

red- and blueshifted 12CO emission (see Figure 4.8) appears to run through the

centre of SMA2. The 1.3 mm emission is also similar for both SMA1 and SMA2.

These results suggest G192.6005-SMA2 is likely less evolved than G192.6005-

SMA1. It is noted that a second NIR source (NIRS 1) is observed in this region,

located between SMA1 and SMA2 (which also shows mid and near IR emis-

sion Longmore et al. 2006; de Wit et al. 2009), however, this is not directly

associated with SMA2. Furthermore, there is no obviously associated 1.3 mm

emission with NIRS 1.

Towards G194.9349 there is less molecular emission. Of the three contin-

uum peaks identified; G194.9349-SMA3 is notably molecular line weak (only

H2CO is detected) and the 1.3 mm continuum is considerably weaker than

for the other two continuum peaks. There is also no 70µm emission towards

G194.9349-SMA3. Towards G194.9349-SMA1 and G194.9349-SMA2, the molec-

ular and 1.3 mm continuum emission is similar between the two sources. The
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significant difference between these two sources is the coincidence of the 70µm

emission with G194.9349-SMA2, while no enhancement is found towards G194.9349-

SMA1. There is no 450µm available for this region. Furthermore, the bulk of

high velocity 12CO emission is centred on G194.9349-SMA2. It is suggested

that G194.9349-SMA2 is the most evolved source in this region and is driving

the dominant CO outflow. However, it should be noted that there is a hint of

two 1.3 mm continuum peaks within G194.9349-SMA2 and future higher reso-

lution observations may reveal two or more sources at this position. G194.9349-

SMA2 and G194.9349-SMA1 have similar mass estimates of ∼10M⊙, whereas

G194.9349-SMA3 is lower in mass (∼1 M⊙). An interesting feature in G194.9349

is the MP, which coincides with the only SiO emission detected in this region.

There appears to be no enhancement in the mm continuum towards this posi-

tion. However, the bulk emission from the parent structure is detected at ∼5σ

towards the MP. If the upper limits for continuum emission associated with

the MP is assumed to be at the 5σ level, then a mass estimate of ∼1M⊙ is

obtained. The MP may be the result of a low mass core that is currently not

resolved, or it could be caused by molecular emission excited along the outflow

from G194.9349-SMA2. Inspection of the NIR emission towards the position of

the MP is dominated by the emission from G194.9349-SMA2. Emission from

the CH3OH (229 GHz) line (i.e. which is potentially masing in the ridge feature

observed in NGC 2264-C; see Section 3.4.2.3), is only observed towards the MP.

Observations at higher sensitivity and resolution would be required to resolve

any potentially associated continuum peak, and distinguish the nature of the

MP.
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Table 4.5: Outflow properties estimated from the 12CO (2-1) high velocity emission.

Source i a |vmax-vLSR| b l Tdyn Mout Pout
c Eout

c Ṁout
c Ṗout

c

(◦) (kms−1) (pc) (yrs) (10−3M⊙) (M⊙ kms−1) (erg) M⊙yr−1) (M⊙ kms−yr−1)

(×1043) (×10−5) (×10−4)

G192-Red lobe 45-60 65 0.33-0.26 3500-2000 81 2.3-3.3 95-190 2.3-4.1 6.5-16.5

G192-Blue lobe 45-60 55 0.33-0.26 4100-2400 121 3.0-5.0 58-116 3.5-6.0 5.6-13.3

G194-Red lobe 45-60 33 0.23-0.19 4900-2800 130 1.7-2.4 25-51.0 2.6-4.6 3.5-8.6

G194-Blue lobe 45-60 21 0.27-0.22 9100-5300 89 1.0-1.4 11-23 1.0-1.7 1.0-2.6

(a) Inclination from line of sight the outflow properties are estimated assuming both an inclination of 45◦ and 60◦. (b) The velocity

range used to estimate the outflow properties. (c) Values are calculated from the dynamical timescale estimates from the 12CO (2-1).
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4.5.3 Outflow Properties

Following the same procedure as described in Section 3.5.3, the outflow proper-

ties are estimated from the 12CO (2-1) emission. Table 4.5.2 gives the calculated

properties such as outflow mass and momentum for the red- and blueshifted

emission towards each region. For G192.6005, the outflow properties are esti-

mated from the high velocity emission over the velocity ranges of 15.6−69.6 kms−1 for

the redshifted emission and -50.4−0 kms for the blueshifted emission. To-

wards G194.9349, the high velocity red- and blueshifted emission coincident

with G194.9349-SMA1 is excluded from the outflow estimates, and the outflow

properties are determined using red- and blueshifted emission in the velocity

ranges of 22.4−48.8 kms−1 and -5.2−9.2 kms−1 respectively.

4.5.3.1 Comparison of Outflow Properties

Towards both regions similar outflow properties are estimated. The most no-

table difference is in the velocity ranges traced by the 12CO emission between

the region. Towards G192.6005, both the velocity in the red- and blue-shifted

lobes (at 65 kms−1 and 55 kms−1 respectively) is approximately twice the veloc-

ity from the red- and blueshifted lobes of G194.9349 (at 33 kms−1 and 21 kms−1

respectively). It should be noted that the same outflow inclinations have been

used for both regions, and may not represent the true inclination. As the dynam-

ical timescale is dependant on the inverse of the maximum velocity, and given

the outflow sizes are similar between both regions, the dynamical timescale for

G194.9349 is approximately twice that of G192.6005. The total outflow masses

are approximately the same in both regions at ∼0.1M⊙. The average outflow
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forces are 1×10−3 M⊙ kms−1 yr−1 and 8×10−4 M⊙ kms−1 yr−1 for G192.6005 and

G194.9349 respectively. The mass and outflow forces are ∼50 and 2 times lower

respectively than the single dish 12CO (3-2) estimates from Maud et al. (2015b).

However, there is a difference of ∼5 in the spatial resolution between the SMA

and the JCMT observations. Furthermore, as the SMA is not sensitive to emis-

sion on scales ≥20′′, it is expected that emission will be lost due to spatial

filtering. However, while the masses are considerably different between the

SMA and JCMT observation, the forces are similar as the maximum outflow

velocities observed in these SMA observations are greater than seen by Maud

et al. (2015b).

The derived outflow forces and bolometric luminosities taken from the RMS

survey are plotted in Figure 3.13 (see Section 3.5.4.2). For both sources the

derived outflow forces fall below the linear fit to all of the data, and also sit

below the linear correlation extended from the class I sources from Bontemps

et al. (1996). However, as with NGC 2264-C, the outflow properties have not

been corrected for optical depth or potential missing flux, and are thus likely

lower limits. However, even using the single dish outflow force for G192.6005

and G194.9349 estimated from Maud et al. (2015b) of 5.2×10−3 M⊙ kms−1 yr−1

and 3.8×10−3 M⊙ kms−1 yr−1 respectively they would now sit around the class

I correlation. Both sources have previous 12CO (2-1) single dish observations

from (Wang et al. 2011; G192.6005, IRAM 30m 12CO (2-1)) and (Kim & Kurtz

2006b; G194.9349) and in both cases the outflow force is an order of magnitude

higher in the 12CO (2-1) estimates compared with the 12CO (3-2) derived outflow

forces, similar to that found by Dunham et al. (2014). If the 12CO (2-1) outflow

forces from the literature are now added to Figure 3.13 the sources would now sit
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near the line representing the class 0. Thus, depending on the tracer, observing

method and applied correction the outflow forces can differ by more than an

order of magnitude.

4.5.4 SiO Emission

In both regions the SiO emission is found to be compact, tracing only one or two

positions, and is not found to be extended along the outflow axes. Considering

the typical strength of the SiO emission observed towards the outflows driven

by C-MM3 and C-MM12 in NGC 2264-C (see Section in 3) the emission would

be expected to be detected at 0.18 Jy/beam and 0.11 Jy/beam in G192.6005

and G194.9349 respectively (corrected for the distances of 1.6 kpc and 2 kpc).

Given the 1σ rms noise per channel in the SiO maps is ∼0.06 Jy/beam for both

G192.6005 and G194.9349, then the extended SiO emission would be present

at ∼3, and <2σ respectively. The lack of extended SiO emission may then be

due to sensitivity in the observations. However, in both regions at the position

where compact SiO is detected, it is detected at approximately 3 times greater

intensity than what is expected from the strongest SiO emission in NGC 2264-

C. Furthermore, the emission from transitions such as CH3CN, OCS and H3CN

is observed to be more than 10 times brighter in G192.6005 than expected

(again from scaling the emission in NGC 2264-C to the distance of 1.6 kpc).

This suggests that the lack of SiO emission along the extent of the outflow

axis may be real in G192.6005. In G194.9349 emission from transitions such as

CH3CN, OCS HC3N is not observed, and compared with the typical strength of

the emission in NGC 2264-C it would be expected to fall below the sensitivity
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limit. However, the detected transitions (e.g. H2CO, SO, and CH3OH) are

all stronger than predicted from the emission in NGC 2264-C. Thus, it is less

clear if the lack of SiO emission in this region is due to sensitivity limitations.

Moreover, the nature of the MP is also ambiguous. If it is the result of a low

mass core, given the typical detections of SiO emission in low mass regions it

would not expected to be detected. It may then represent a denser region along

the outflow driven by G194.9349-SMA2. In the JCMT observations (Chapter

2), SiO is detected towards G192.6005, but not towards G194.9349. However,

in these higher resolution SMA observations SiO is now observed towards both

regions. Thus, complementary higher resolution observations are critical in

fully understanding the picture of massive star formation. However, even at the

spatial scales resolved here (∼5000 AU) it is difficult to identify the exact nature

of the SiO emission, and it is currently not possible to identify if the outflows

in both regions are potentially “active” or “fossil”. Both higher sensitivity and

resolution observations would be required, in both regions, to confirm the lack

of SiO emission tracing collimated emission along the outflows

4.5.5 The Outflow Driving Sources

In both regions the 70µm bright sources are coincident with the centre of the red-

and blueshifted 12CO (2-1) outflows, and it appears that the most evolved source

in each region is driving an outflow. However, it is stressed that both regions

are complex, and currently the resolution and sensitivity are not sufficient to

fully understand the picture. In particular, the high velocity outflow emission

in G192.6005 is not clearly associated with any source and an argument could
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be made for either SMA1 or SMA2 as the driving source.

While G192.6005, is classed as a low source, compared with G194.9349 which

is identified as a High source (see section 4.2), G192.6005 is only slightly be-

low the High source cut-off ([25-12]=0.5 for G192.6005). Furthermore, radio

continuum emission is observed (3.1 mJy at 15 GHz) (Ojha et al. 2011) to-

wards G192.6005-SMA1. However, taking the flux at 15 GHz and scaling as-

suming the emission is optically thin gives an expected 8 GHz luminosity of

Lν(8 GHz)=∼9×1011, which is comparable to the typical values of MYSOs with

similar bolometric luminosities (e.g. see Figure 6 of Lumsden et al. 2013). The

[70-22] colour, where the 70µm emission is taken from the Herschel archive data

and the 22µm flux from WISE (taken from the RMS survey), is similar in both

regions at 0.6 and 0.7 for G192.6005 and G194.9349 respectively. In contrast,

the bolometric luminosity to mass ratio (using the mass estimates from the

HCO+ (4-3) emission in Chapter 2) gives a ratio of ∼500 for G192.6005 and

∼30 for G194.9349, which suggests G194.9349 is potentially less evolved than

G192.6005. In comparison, the bolometric to mass ratio for C-MM3 (using the

mass estimate for the offset source and the luminosity estimated in Chapter 3)

is 0.79, thus C-MM3 is expected to be even less evolved than either of these re-

gions. However, these properties are probing the global properties of the region,

and particularly in the case of the colours they will be dominated by the IR

bright RMS source which may not actually be the driving source of the outflow

emission (as is the case for NGC 2264-C).

If the molecular emission between regions is also considered as a possible

indication of evolution, then G192.6005-SMA1 would be expected to be most

evolved. However, as previously mentioned, the presence and strength of molec-
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ular emission is dependent on the mass and luminosity of the source. Thus, it

is difficult to make a comparison between the molecular emission in G192.6005

which has a bolometric luminosity an order of magnitude larger than G194.9349.

In particular, when scaling the emission from C-MM5 in NGC 2264-C, which

has a similar bolometric luminosity (1800L⊙), the emission from the hot core

tracers would fall below the 3σ sensitivity limit in G194.9349. Thus, it is difficult

to distinguish the evolutionary nature of the outflow driving sources between

regions.

4.5.6 Comparison with the Literature

One major difficulty when comparing outflow properties between surveys is the

difference in spatial scales probed, particular when comparing the high and

low mass regime. In addition, a still difficult task is establishing an age or

evolutionary stage between sources of different mass and luminosity. There are

currently limited examples of well resolved outflows in high mass regions with

targeted observations of both CO and SiO (e.g. G24.78+0.08 Codella et al. 2013;

and IRAS 17233-3606 Klaassen et al. 2015 and references therein). If the outflow

forces estimated from these regions were placed on Figure 3.13, they would lie

above the line of best fit with estimated forces of a few ×10−2 M⊙ kms−1 yr−1.

However, it is not unambiguously clear in Codella et al. (2013) what is driving

the SiO emission.
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4.6 Conclusions

This Chapter has presented SMA 1.3 mm at ∼3′′resolution towards G192.6005

and G194.9349, providing the first interferometric continuum, SiO and 12CO

observations towards G194.9349. The aim of the Chapter was to explore the

differences between regions with and without SiO emission (i.e. of a potentially

active and fossil outflow). The following key points are found:

• Towards each region a high velocity bipolar outflow traced by 12CO (>50 kms−1 in

G192.6005) is observed. In both regions the outflows are most likely driven

by the 70µm IR- bright RMS source. This is contrary to the outflows ob-

served in NGC 2264-C where the IR bright RMS source has no associated

outflow, and it is the IR-dark, mm bright, likely youngest sources that

drive the outflows.

• Towards both regions no high velocity, extended SiO emission is tracing

the outflows, and only weak lower velocity SiO emission is observed to-

wards either G192.6005 or G194.9349. Thus, the lack of SiO emission

in these sources may be due to the more evolved nature of the driving

sources in G192.6005 and G194.9349 compared with the young sources

driving the collimated outflows traced by SiO in NGC 2264-C. Whether,

the lack of collimated high velocity SiO emission in both of these regions

can be attributed to the sensitivity limitations of the data is not clear,

and would require more sensitive observations to confirm this. However,

particularly in the case of G192.6005, the source driving the outflow is

molecular line rich, with a multidue of typical hot molecular core tracing

species strongly detected, suggesting the lack of SiO emission may be real
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in this source. The “active” or “fossil” nature of these outflows however

cannot be confirmed by these observations alone.

• The estimated outflow forces for G192.6005, G194.9349 and NGC 2264-C

(given that they have been calculated from the same observational setup

and under the same assumptions), while only providing four points on

the outflow force vs bolometric luminosity in Figure 3.13, would provide a

linear fit with a less inclined slope than would be expected if the gradient

from the class 0 and class I correlations was applied. Thus, if the high

mass regime can be seen as a scaled up version of the low mass regime,

this would suggest the outflows from G192.6005 and G194.9349 are more

evolved than those in NGC 2264-C, which is in agreement with the re-

sults of multi-line observations presented in this thesis. However, this is

very tentative and would require observations towards significantly more

regions, where the outflow driving properties are known, to fill in this plot

to either confirm or refute this.

• In both regions a clear evolutionary differentiation between the contin-

uum sources is observed. In G192.6005 the NIR source, NIRS 1, is not

coincident with SMA2 but is a separate source with no observed mm con-

tinuum emission, whereas SMA1 is coincident with the bright 70µm source

NIRS 3. However, there is an order of magnitude difference in the bolo-

metric luminosities of the two regions, and the lack of molecular emission

towards G194.9349 may be due to the sensitivity, making it difficult to

establish any potential evolutionary differences between the regions.
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In the near future ALMA observations will provide the resolution, sensitivity

and UV coverage required to disentangling the emission is these complex regions

and enable an accurate comparison of the outflows and their driving sources not

only between regions but between outflows residing within the same clusters
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Chapter 5

CH3CN Emission Towards a

Sample of High Mass Star

Forming Regions

5.1 Introduction

An established evolutionary sequence is still lacking towards massive stars. The

increased complexity and short formation time-scales in the high mass regime

make them more difficult to probe compared with the low mass regime. An

important step in understanding the formation process in young massive stars

is building an evolutionary picture of their early evolution.

The HMC phase represents one of the earliest observable stages in the evo-

lution of a massive star. HMCs are associated with having a rich molecular

line spectra (e.g. Purcell et al. 2006; Hatchell et al. 1998), and are readily seen

in species such as CH3OH, and CH3CN. In particular, CH3CN emission, given
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its symmetric top nature, is a useful probe of the cloud conditions. The work

presented in this chapter gives a snapshot survey spanning a full range in lu-

minosity of 33 high mass star forming regions selected from the RMS survey,

targeting the hot molecular core tracing transition CH3CN (J=5-4). Table 5.1

presents the properties of the K ladder transitions observed, such as the rest

frequency and the energy of the upper level.

5.2 Sample

The survey includes 33 massive star forming regions selected from the RMS sur-

vey. The sources cover a range in bolometric luminosity of ∼1×103L⊙-1×105L⊙,

and were selected to have a distance limit of ∼4.5 kpc. Of the 33 sources, the

sample contains 23 classified YSOs, 3 HII regions, and 7 HII/YSOs. Table 5.2

presents the list of sources and their respective properties extracted from the

RMS survey database. Column 1 gives the source name in Galactic coordinates,

Columns 2, 3, and 4 are the RMS classification and RA and DEC of each source.

The vLSR, distance and bolometric luminosity is given in columns 5, 6, and 7

respectively. The last column gives the corresponding IRAS source name, along

with the commonly used name(s) where possible.

5.3 Observations

The observations were taken with the 22 m MOPRA telescope providing a reso-

lution of ∼37′′at the frequency of the CH3CN (J=5-4) ladder. The observations

were taken as a single pointing towards each source, centred on the position of
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Table 5.1: Molecules observed in this survey, the transition is given in Column
2. The rest frequencies (Column 3), energies of the upper level above the ground
state (Column 4), and the statistical weights in (Column 5).

Species Transition Frequency Eupper/k gu

(GHz) (K)

CH3CN (50-40) 91.987088 13.24 22

CH3CN (51-41) 91.985284 20.39 22

CH3CN (52-42) 91.980000 41.82 22

CH3CN (53-43) 91.971374 77.54 44

CH3CN (54-44) 91.959206 127.5 22

the RMS source (see Table 5.2 for a list of the RMS sources observed and their

respective coordinates). The observations and initial data reduction (within

ASAP) were carried out by Cormac Purcell.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 CH3CN Data

The observations were taken with a single pointing centred on the RMS source

position and thus provide a single spectrum for each source (spatial resolution is

∼37′′at the frequency of the J=5-4 ladder). The single CH3CN (J=5-4) spectra

towards each source were then initially inspected within the GILDAS CLASS

software package. A detection is determined for a given source if the emission is

observed to be above the 3σ noise limit in the spectrum. Where the rms noise

in the spectra is calculated from a baseline fit to the line free channels only.

CH3CN emission is detected in 22 of the 33 sources surveyed (∼66%). Figure

5.1 displays the CH3CN spectra (black solid line) towards those sources with
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a ≥3σ detection. For those sources with a detection, the individual CH3CN

K-ladder transitions are then fit simultaneously with multiple Gaussian’s using

the GILDAS CLASS software package. The line separation between ladder

components was set to the theoretical values, and the FWHM of the line was

set to a single value for all ladder components. The resulting FWHM and

integrated intensity of the individual K-ladder components are given in Table

5.3 with the resulting Gaussian fits overlaid on the CH3CN spectra in Figure 5.1.

Only K-ladder components where the total integrated intensities were detected

above the expected 3σ integrated intensities (assuming the peak of the line is

equal to 3× the rms value in the spectra and using the FWHM from the K-

ladder fit to estimate the expected 3σ limits for the integrated intensity) were

included (see Table 5.3 for individual rms values and the FWHM).
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Table 5.2: Properties of the sources observed in this MOPRA survey. The sources are labelled by their Galactic
name (Column 1), with the given RMS survey classification (Column 2). The RA and DEC are given in Column 3 and
Column 4 respectively. The source vLSR and distance, and bolometric luminosity are presented in Column 5, Column
6, and Column 7 respectively. All properties are taken from the RMS survey. In Column 8, the IRAS name and/or
more commonly used names for each source are provided where possible. For the HII/YSO sources the bolometric
luminosities for both the HII and YSO components are given with the HII given first.

Source Type RA Dec vLSR D Bol Lum IRAS/Common

Name (J2000) (J2000) (kms−1) (kpc) (L⊙) Name

G010.3040-00.1466 HII 18:08:56.25 - 20:05:43.4 13.0 2.1 6.6e+04 W31

G012.9090-00.2607 YSO 18:14:39.56 - 17:52:02.3 36.7 2.4 3.2e+04 18117-1753/ W33A

G017.6380+00.1566 YSO 18:22:26.37 - 13:30:12.0 22.1 2.2 1.0e+05 18196-1331

G018.3412+01.7681 YSO 18:17:58.11 - 12:07:24.8 33.1 2.8 2.2e+04 18151-1208

G192.6005-00.0479 YSO 06:12:54.01 + 17:59:23.1 7.4 2.0 4.5e+04 06099+1800/ S255 IR

G194.9349-01.2224 YSO 06:13:16.14 + 15:22:43.3 15.9 2.0 3.0e+03 06103+1523

G196.4542-01.6777 YSO 06:14:37.06 + 13:49:36.4 18.0 5.3 9.4e+04 06117+1350

G203.3166+02.0564 YSO 06:41:10.15 + 09:29:33.6 7.4 0.7 1.8e+03 06384+0932/NGC2264-C

G217.3771-00.0828 HII 06:59:15.73 - 03:59:37.1 25.1 1.3 8.0e+03 06567-0355

G224.6065-02.5563 YSO 07:03:43.16 - 11:33:06.2 13.8 0.8 1.2e+03 07013-1128

G263.2283+01.5712 YSO 08:53:09.46 - 42:13:07.6 5.4 0.7 1.2e+03 08513-4201

G263.7434+00.1161 YSO 08:48:48.64 - 43:32:29.0 12.0 0.7 1.2e+03 08470-4321

G286.2086+00.1694 YSO 10:38:32.70 - 58:19:14.3 -20.2 2.3 8.0e+03 10365-5803

G305.2017+00.2072 HII/YSO 13:11:10.45 - 62:34:38.6 -41.0 4.0 3.0e+04 13079-6218

G305.5610+00.0124 YSO 13:14:26.36 - 62:44:30.4 -38.8 4.0 1.2e+04 13111-6228

Continued on next page
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page

Source Type RA Dec vLSR D Bol Lum IRAS

Name (J2000) (J2000) (kms−1) (Kpc) (L⊙) Name

G307.6138-00.2559 HII/YSO 13:32:31.24 - 62:45:17.0 -36.6 7.0 4.0e+4/3.9e+03 13291-6229

G310.0135+00.3892 YSO 13:51:37.85 - 61:39:07.5 -39.7 3.2 6.7e+04 13481-6124

G313.7051-00.1895 YSO 14:22:34.74 - 61:08:26.3 -42.4 8.5 1.8e+04 14188-6054

G318.0489+00.0854 HII/YSO 14:53:42.33 - 59:08:52.3 -49.3 3.4 1.7e+04/7.3e+03 14498-5856

G318.9480-00.1969 HII/YSO 15:00:55.31 - 58:58:52.6 -33.8 2.4 2.7e+03/1.0e+04

G322.1729+00.6442 YSO 15:18:38.29 - 56:37:30.9 -56.6 3.6 2.1e+04

G323.7410-00.2552 HII/YSO 15:31:45.84 - 56:30:50.8 -49.5 3.2 1.7e+04/1.1e+04 15278-5620

G326.4755+00.6947 YSO 15:43:18.94 - 54:07:35.4 -41.6 1.8 4.1e+03 15394-5358

G326.6618+00.5207 YSO 15:45:02.84 - 54:09:03.0 -39.6 1.8 1.4e+04 15412-5359

G333.0058+00.7707 YSO 16:15:13.79 - 49:48:52.0 -48.3 3.2 2.9e+03

G336.4917-01.4741 HII/YSO 16:40:01.14 - 48:51:52.4 -23.4 2.0 2.3e+05/1.2e+04 16362-4845

G338.9196+00.5495 YSO 16:40:34.04 - 45:42:07.9 -64.1 4.2 3.2e+04

G339.6816-01.2058 YSO 16:51:05.95 - 46:15:52.4 -28.0 2.4 6.5e+03 16474-4610

G341.1281-00.3466 HII/YSO 16:52:33.33 - 44:36:10.6 -41.3 3.3 1.3e+03/4.7e+03 16489-4431

G341.2182-00.2136 YSO 16:52:17.93 - 44:26:53.0 -43.2 3.4 5.6e+03

G345.5043+00.3480 YSO 17:04:22.87 - 40:44:23.5 -17.0 2.0 1.0e+05 17008-4040

G347.0775-00.3927 YSO 17:12:25.81 - 39:55:19.9 -12.0 1.7 3.0e+03 17089-3951

G348.7250-01.0435 HII 17:20:08.13 - 38:57:23.4 -12.7 2.8 4.7e+04 17167-3854
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Table 5.3: Parameters of the fits to the CH3CN lines.

Source rms vLSR
∗ δv TMBdv, K=0 TMBdv, K=1 TMBdv, K=2 TMBdv, K=3 TMBdv, K=4

Name (K) (kms−1) (kms−1) (K.kms−1) (K.kms−1) (K.kms−1) (K.kms−1) (K.kms−1)

G010.3040 0.008 12.9 5.59±0.10 1.31±0.03 1.15±0.03 0.35±0.02 0.31±0.02 –

G012.9090 0.015 36.2 4.71±0.10 1.13±0.04 0.96±0.04 0.54±0.04 0.44±0.04 –

G017.6380 0.010 – – – – – – –

G018.3412 0.010 31.3 2.45±0.17 0.18±0.02 0.14±0.02 0.06±0.02 – –

G192.6005 0.009 6.56 2.22±0.17 0.16±0.02 0.15±0.02 0.09±0.02 – –

G194.9349 0.010 – – – – – – –

G196.4542 0.010 – – – – – – –

G203.3166 0.010 7.48 2.67±0.10 0.29±0.02 0.25±0.020 0.08±0.018 – –

G217.3771 0.007 – – – – – – –

G224.6065 0.009 – – – – – – –

G263.2283 0.007 – – – – – – –

G263.7434 0.008 – – – – – – –

G286.2086 0.007 -20.47 3.58±0.15 0.20±0.018 0.159±0.018 0.09±0.017 – –

G305.2017 0.008 -41.66 5.85±0.22 0.51±0.03 0.53±0.03 0.23±0.03 0.21±0.03 –

G305.5610 0.013 -40.01 3.44±0.19 0.27±0.03 0.23±0.03 0.14±0.03 0.16±0.03 –

G307.6138 0.006 -36.89 3.24±0.18 0.15±0.02 0.13±0.02 0.08±0.02 – –

G310.0135 0.010 – – – – – – –

G313.7051 0.010 – – – – – – –

G318.0489 0.046 – – – – – – –

Continued on next page
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Table 5.3 – continued from previous page

Source rms vLSR
∗ FWHM TMBdv, K=0 TMBdv, K=1 TMBdv, K=2 TMBdv, K=3 TMBdv, K=4

Name (K) (kms−1) (kms−1) (K.kms−1) (K.kms−1) (K.kms−1) (K.kms−1) (K.kms−1)

G318.9480 0.008 -33.48 4.08±0.07 0.68±0.02 0.67±0.02 0.33±0.02 0.25±0.02 –

G322.1729 0.011 -55.73 4.04±0.21 0.39±0.03 0.28±0.03 0.17±0.03 – –

G323.7410 0.008 -50.02 4.60±0.07 0.60±0.02 0.58±0.02 0.30±0.02 0.27±0.02 0.09±0.02

G326.4755 0.011 -41.90 4.15±0.11 0.60±0.03 0.51±0.03 0.18±0.03 0.16±0.03 –

G326.6618 0.008 -39.49 3.60±0.15 0.26±0.02 0.23±0.02 0.10±0.02 – –

G333.0058 0.008 -48.81 4.08±0.10 0.48±0.02 0.38±0.02 0.19±0.02 0.14±0.02 –

G336.4917 0.009 -23.6 3.22±0.14 0.25±0.02 0.24±0.02 0.12±0.02 0.11±0.02 –

G338.9196 0.013 -63.76 4.83±0.10 0.94±0.04 0.94±0.04 0.47±0.03 0.34±0.03 –

G339.6816 0.008 -28.52 3.99±0.11 0.42±0.02 0.38±0.02 0.12±0.02 0.10±0.02 –

G341.1281 0.008 -41.66 2.20±0.19 0.08±0.02 0.10±0.02 – – –

G341.2182 0.008 -43.08 4.23±0.12 0.47±0.02 0.37±0.02 0.13±0.02 0.09±0.02 –

G345.5043 0.007 -16.33 5.43±0.05 1.27±0.02 1.21±0.02 0.78±0.02 0.75±0.02 0.20±0.02

G347.0775 0.009 – – – – – – –

G348.7250 0.009 -13.79 4.72±0.09 0.68±0.02 0.64±0.02 0.33±0.02 0.32±0.02 0.12±0.02

(∗) The vLSR is taken from the K=0 ladder fits.
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5.4.2 CH3CN K-ladder Detections

As mentioned, CH3CN emission was detected towards 22 of the 33 sources

surveyed (∼66%). Of those 22 sources; 3 were detected in ladder transitions up

to the k=4 transition, 11 sources were detected up to the k=3 ladder transition,

7 up to the K=2 ladder transition, and only one source showed emission up to

the the K=1 ladder transition. The remaining 11 sources were not detected

down to 3σ in any given ladder component. The results of the Gaussian fits

for the individual CH3CN ladder transitions are presented in Table 5.3, and the

CH3CN ladders with the Gaussian fits overlaid are presented in Figure 5.1.

5.4.3 The Effect of Distance or Luminosity on the De-

tection of CH3CN Emission

The CH3CN emission as shown in both Chapters 3, and Chapter 4, is generally

tracing compact emission coincident with the continuum peak of the source (see

also Hernández-Hernández et al. 2014 for a different sample of HMCs). CH3CN

emission is therefore likely tracing a much smaller region than that probed by the

∼37′′ beam obtained here. The non-detections may be a result of beam dilution

effects, with sources that are further away more likely to suffer the effects of

beam dilution. The average and median distances to sources with a CH3CN

detection are 2.9 kpc and 2.6 kpc respectively compared with 2.7 kpc and 2.0 kpc

respectively for sources without a CH3CN detection. A KS-test of the distances

between the detected and non-detected sources yields a probability of ∼15%

that the distances are drawn from the same population. However, as the non-

detected sources are typically closer, then beam dilution does not appear to be
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Figure 5.1: Spectra of the CH3CN ladders with the Gaussian fits overlaid.
The black solid line gives the CH3CN spectra with the Gaussian fits are overlaid
in green. Only the labelled ladder components are included in the rotational
diagrams.
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[]Figure 5.1–continued from previous page.
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[]Figure 5.1–continued from previous page.

a significant factor in the non-detection of CH3CN towards these sources.

The average and median bolometric luminosities (considering only the bright-

est of the two luminosities given for those sources classified as HII/YSO, see Ta-

ble 5.2) of the sources with detected CH3CN emission are found to be ∼3×104L⊙

and 1.9×104L⊙ respectively, compared with ∼3×104L⊙ and 8×103L⊙ for the

non-detected sources respectively. Furthermore, a KS-test yields a probability

of 22% that the luminosities of the detected and non-detected sources are drawn

from the same population. Figure 5.2 displays histograms of the distances and

luminosities of the of CH3CN detected and non-detected sources. It is notable

Chapter5/Chapter5Figs/EPS/G338.9196_spectrum_thesis1.eps
Chapter5/Chapter5Figs/EPS/G339.6816_spectrum_thesis1.eps
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that over half of the non-detected sources have the lowest luminosities of the

observed sources. If only sources with a luminosity greater than 104L⊙ are con-

sidered then the detection rate of CH3CN would increase from ∼67% to 75%.

Therefore, it seams likely that the detectability of CH3CN may depend on the

luminosity, but is not due to beam dilution, although it is stressed this cannot

be formally proved.

5.4.4 CH3CN Parameters

The CH3CN rotational temperatures and column densities are derived in the

same manner as in Section 3.5.1.1 which follows the procedure outlined in Araya

et al. (2005). The CH3CN rotational diagrams of ln(Nu/gu) as a function of

Eu/k are presented in Figure 5.3, for all sources with a CH3CN detection in at

least 3 transitions. The resulting estimated rotation temperatures and column

densities are presented in Table 5.4. Of the sources with detected CH3CN

emission, only one source, G341.1281, does not have 3 detected transitions and

only the K=0, and K=1 transitions are detected towards this source. Therefore,

a temperature or column density estimate is not given for this source. The

errors given for the rotational temperature estimates are derived from the error

in the slope taken from the linear regression fit. The average and median of the

rotation temperatures are both ∼44 K (with a standard deviation of ∼12 K), and

the average and median column densities are 1.1×1013cm−2 and 0.75×1013cm−2

respectively. Given the calibration errors, the column density estimates are

likely to be correct to within a factor of 2.
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Figure 5.2: Histograms of the source distance (top panel) and bolometric
luminosity (bottom panel) for CH3CN detected and non-detected sources. The
sources with CH3CN emission are represented by a solid black line, whereas
sources with no associated CH3CN emission are shown by the red dashed line.
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Figure 5.3: CH3CN rotation diagrams for sources with CH3CN emission de-
tected up to at least the K=2 ladder transitions. The error bars are the 1σ
errors of the Gaussian fits to the ladder transitions, and the black dashed line
is the result of a linear regression fit, which takes account of the errors in the flux
estimates. The respective source name, and results of the rotational diagram
fit , are given in the top right corner of the plot.
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Figure 5.3 – continued from previous page.
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Figure 5.3 – continued from previous page.
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Table 5.4: CH3CN rotational temperature and column density estimates for
sources with emission detected up to at least the K=2 ladder transition

Source Trot Column Density

(K) (×1013cm−2)

G010.3040 32.2±2.3 1.7

G012.9090 47.4±6.0 2.2

G018.3412 28.5±17.5 0.2

G192.6005 54.3±47.3 0.4

G203.3166 28.4±11.9 0.3

G286.2086 43.1±25.1 0.3

G305.2017 45.2±7.9 1.0

G305.5610 65.7±27.1 0.8

G307.6138 51.7±39.5 0.3

G318.9480 44.9±4.9 1.3

G322.1729 37.2±18.5 0.6

G323.7410 55.9±5.1 1.5

G326.4755 34.8±5.8 0.8

G326.6618 36.1±17.4 0.4

G333.0058 38.1±5.8 0.7

G336.4917 50.1±13.7 0.6

G338.9196 44.6±5.9 1.9

G339.6816 31.6±6.0 0.6

G341.2182 29.8±5.3 0.5

G345.5043 70.9±4.2 4.3

G348.7250 62.9±7.6 1.9
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Figure 5.3 – continued from previous page.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 CH3CN Detection and Source Properties with Evo-

lution

The F22/F8 flux ratio can be used as an indication of potential evolution, with

younger more heavily embedded regions expected to have redder colours on

average. The 22µm WISE fluxes, and the 8µm fluxes were extracted directly

from the RMS survey database. Figure 5.4 displays a histogram of the F22/F8
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ratios for the CH3CN detected and non-detected sources. A KS test also gives

a probability of ∼30% that the colours towards the two samples are from the

same population. Thus, there appears to be no obvious difference in the colours

of CH3CN detected and non-detected sources.

Figure 5.5 displays the estimated CH3CN rotational temperatures as a func-

tion of the source bolometric luminosity, FWHM of the CH3CN ladder fits, and

F22/F8 colours. The rotational temperatures do no correlate with either the

FWHM of the ladder fits, or the bolometric luminosities. However, there is a

correlation of the rotational temperatures with the F22/F8 colours, suggesting

the redder more heavily embedded, younger sources are hotter. However, fur-

ther observations would be required to fully explore the evolutionary nature of

the regions.

5.5.2 Comparison with Previous Literature

CH3CN emission is detected in ∼67% of the sources observed. This is similar to

a survey of massive star forming regions observed by Purcell et al. (2006) where

∼70% of the sources were found to have a CH3CN emission detected in the

J=5-4 ladder. They found a higher prevalence of CH3CN emission towards the

UCHII regions in their sample compared with radio dark sources. Furthermore,

when only considering sources with bolometric luminosities above 104L⊙ they

found the detection rate of CH3CN emission increased towards both samples,

however there was still a prevalence towards UCHII regions over radio quiet

sources.
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of the F22/F8 colours for the CH3CN detected and
non-detected sources. The solid black line represents sources with a CH3CN
detection, whereas the red dashed lines represents sources without a CH3CN
detection.

5.5.3 Comparison with Sources in the JCMT SiO Survey

There is an overlap of 9 sources (approximately 27% of the sample) between

the sources observed here and those that were observed as part of the JCMT

SiO outflow survey presented in Chapter 2. Of those 9 sources five (G010.3040,

G012.9090, G018.3412, G192.6005, and G203.3166) have a CH3CN detection

and four (G017.6380, G194.9349, G196.4542, G217.3771) have no detected

CH3CN emission. Furthermore, for the five sources with a CH3CN detection

only one source, G010.3040, does not have a corresponding SiO detection, and

all four sources without a CH3CN detection likewise do not have an SiO detec-

tion. However, it should be noted that in the case of NGC 2264-C, the work

Chapter5/Chapter5Figs/EPS/NEW_17_07_15_THESIS_histogram_colour.eps
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Figure 5.5: CH3CN rotation temperature as a function of the; CH3CN
FWHMs from the Gaussian fits to the whole ladder (top left panel), F22/F8
colour (top right panel) and bolometric luminosity (bottom panel). The typ-
ical errors in the rotational temperature are shown in the top panel. For the
HII/YSO sources the higher bolometric luminosity is plotted. The black dashed
line in the middle panel represents the linear fit where the correlation coefficient
is R=0.65 and the fit is given by log10(y)=0.0194(±0.0043)x+0.3277(±0.1987).
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presented in Chapter 3 clearly shows that the compact CH3CN emission is not

coincident with either of the outflow driving sources, but is coincident with the

IR bright and likely more evolved sources in the region. In comparison, towards

G192.6005 (see Chapter 4), the SiO emission appears coincident with CH3CN

emission. This again highlights the difficulty in comparing properties between

single dish surveys. Where it is not always obvious exactly what the emission

in the lower resolution observations is tracing in these complex environments.

5.6 Conclusions

This Chapter has presented a snapshot survey of CH3CN emission towards 33

massive star forming regions drawn from the RMS survey. The key results are

highlighted below:

• CH3CN emission is detected towards 22 (66%) of the RMS sources ob-

served. While high spatial resolution observations (e.g. those presented

in Chapters 3, and 4 in addition to work from Hernández-Hernández et al.

(2014) and references therein) have shown that CH3CN emission is found

to be compact and coincident with the cores, beam dilution does not

appear to be a strongly contributing factor in the non-detected sample.

However, the detection of CH3CN may depend on the luminosity of the

source, with more luminous sources showing a higher fraction of CH3CN

detections.

• The derived rotational temperatures show a linear correlation with the

F22/F8 colours, thus redder potentially younger sources have higher tem-
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peratures. This may suggest the CH3CN emission, in these potentially

younger regions, is located closer to the star. Future interferometric ob-

servations should be able to test this.

Higher sensitivity observations would be required to test whether the lack

of CH3CN detected emission is due to the lower luminosity in several of the

sources.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Overview

The key findings from each of the chapters are summarised briefly below;

• Chapter 2 presented SiO, H13CO+ and HCO+ emission towards a sample

of 33 massive star forming regions observed with the JCMT. SiO emission

is detected in ∼50% of the massive star forming regions. Furthermore,

the detection of SiO emission appears to be linked to the age of the RMS

source, with the younger sources showing a stronger dependence with SiO.

The presence of SiO also appears to be linked to the CO velocity, with

SiO more efficiently tracing sources with higher velocity dispersions.

• Chapter 3 presented the first interferometric SiO and 12CO observations

towards the massive star forming region NGC 2264-C. Both the SiO and

12CO emission trace two collimated, bipolar, high velocity outflows in the

region, of which both are driven by the brightest mm, IR-darkest and
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molecular line weak, likely youngest cores. In contrast, the IR-bright

RMS source has no associated SiO emission and shows no indication of a

molecular outflow. Thus, the SiO emission is again an indication of youth

in massive star forming regions.

• Chapter 4 presented high spatial resolution observations towards two

regions observed in the JCMT survey (one source with and SiO detection

and one source without and SiO detection). At the higher resolution of

these observations, both sources now show SiO emission. However, the

nature of the SiO emission towards both regions is unclear and it does not

trace any high velocity, collimated emission along the 12CO outflow axis.

However, both 12CO outflows appear to be driven by the IR-bright RMS

source, thus the lack of associated SiO emission may be a sign of age in

these regions.

• Chapter 5 presented MOPRA single dish CH3CN emission towards a

sample of 33 sources from the RMS survey. Approximately 66% of the

sources were found to have CH3CN emission. Furthermore, the derived

CH3CN temperatures are found to correlate with the F22/F8 colours

which may possibly indicate the emission in these redder sources is closer

to the central star.

6.2 Summary

The work presented in this thesis has focused on outflows towards massive star

forming regions, exploring how their properties change with evolution or mass
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of the driving source. It is still not known how massive stars form. Whether

they can be seen as a scaled up version of the low mass scenario or form by some

inherently different mechanism (e.g. Competitive Accretion) is still debated.

In the Competitive Accretion scenario it is suggested that the dynamic ac-

cretion and close interaction between cluster members would likely lead to dis-

ruption or possibly even destruction of the accretion discs (e.g. Tan et al. 2014;

Bally & Zinnecker 2005). While the discs are likely to reform, they may not

necessarily be aligned with the rotation plane of a protostellar system and their

orientations would be expected to be randomly distributed. Thus, the asso-

ciated outflows would also likely suffer from severe precession effects, and be

poorly collimated again with a large distribution of orientation axes in a given

cluster. Thus, in the Competitive Accretion scenario clusters could contain sev-

eral less collimated outflows which are randomly orientated. In comparison, in

the Core Accretion model, where a single bound core collapses to form a sin-

gle star, there is likely to be less disruption to the disc-outflow system during

accretion, and outflows should be more collimated and aligned to the accretion

disc. However, whether outflows forming within the same cluster under Core

Accretion are more likely to all show outflows aligned along the same plane or be

randomly orientated is not clear. As discussed by Beuther & Shepherd (2005b),

outflows from massive stars are thought to de-collimate with evolutionary stage,

likely confusing interpretation between outflows associated to Competitive and

Core Accretion models towards regions harbouring more evolved sources. De-

collimation in outflows is still a matter of debate, with many examples of highly

collimated outflows in the high mass regime existing (e.g. Carrasco-González

et al. 2010), yet none are currently observed towards sources with bolometric
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luminosities above 104L⊙, which may indicate for the highest mass stars a dif-

ferent formation mechanism is required (e.g. Competitive Accretion). On the

other hand as the formation timescale for a star above 104L⊙ is considerably

shorter, the class 0 stage would only last a short time, resulting in very few ob-

servational examples of collimated outflows towards sources with a bolometric

luminosity >104L⊙. Furthermore, single dish observations which show a single

outflow at low resolution could potentially be comprised of several cores driving

outflows at higher resolution - as seen by Klaassen et al. (2015) and here towards

NGC 2264-C - which will lead to confusion in determining the collimation in

low resolution observations. Thus, using CO to trace collimation, particularly

at low spatial resolution to determine the collimation of outflows is likely not a

viable mechanism, and interferometric observations are likely required. Future

observations probing a large sample of young massive star forming clusters at

high resolution, where many single outflow/disc system can be resolved in the

same cluster, could provide a viable means to test between Competitive and

Core Accretion models.

The data presented in Chapter 3 utilised high resolution observations of

the outflow tracers SiO and 12CO towards the young intermediate/massive star

forming region, NGC 2264-C. The observations revealed two collimated, high

velocity young outflows in the region, driven by the IR-dark, brightest, likely

young class 0 type intermediate/massive cores in the region, C-MM3 and C-

MM12. In addition, both outflows are oriented along the same axes (i.e. they

both extend from in the north south plane). Moreover, the lower limit to the

collimation factors (the width of both outflows is currently not resolved and the

minor axis is taken as the beam size) are 2-8 which are similar to those observed
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in the low mass regime. Furthermore, the estimated forces for these outflows, if

corrected for optical depth effects and missing flux, would lie between the class

I and class 0 linear fits shown in Figure 3.13. C-MM3 represents the best candi-

date of localized infall of the sources presented in HCO+ and H13CO+ emission

in the JCMT observations presented in Chapter 2, with an estimated infall rate

of a few 10−3M⊙yr−1. Peretto et al. (2006) also observed large scale infall mo-

tions towards this source and a velocity dispersion in the vicinity, proposing a

formation mechanism intermediate between turbulent core accretion and pro-

tostellar mergers. The results presented here suggest the formation mechanism

for this source is similar to the scaled up version of the low mass formation

scenario, and thus best described by the Core Accretion model.

Towards G192.6005 and G194.9349, the outflow forces appear lower than

expected, both sources also lack associated SiO emission tracing the outflow,

suggesting they may be more evolved outflows. However, it is unclear if the lack

of SiO emission can be attributed to the sensitivity of the observations. In all

three regions further fragmentation is observed at higher resolution, and a clear

spread in evolution is found between cores within the same region. Directly

comparing the evolution between different regions is a complex task, even con-

sidering regions at a similar distance. On the face of it, G194.9349 appears less

molecular line rich compared with G192.6005. However, the order of magnitude

difference between their respective bolometric luminosities could mean that the

emission from G194.9349 falls below the current sensitivity limits. This makes

a direct comparison of the properties of the molecular emission related to the

outflow emission difficult. This again becomes apparent in NGC 2264-C where

the hot molecular cores are observed towards the IR brighter sources; however
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the two sources driving the outflows are an order of magnitude less luminous,

and so the emission from these tracers may fall below the sensitivity limits. This

also appears to be the case for the CH3CN emission presented in Chapter 5,

where approximately half of the sources without a CH3CN emission in the sam-

ple of 33 massive star forming regions have the lowest bolometric luminosities.

Moreover, Vasyunina et al. (2011) also found no CH3CN emission towards any

of the single IRDCs in their observations; however, when the CH3CN emission

was avergaed over all of their sample a detection was obtained.

Towards both NGC 2264-C and G194.9349 there are chemically rich features

in the regions (i.e. the “ridge” and the MP) where there is no obvious association

with mm continuum emission. Both of these features have emission from the

CH3OH (229 GHz) transition which may be indicating potential class I maser

emission. They may be highlighting sites where a shock from either a wind or

jet is interacting with ambient medium.

As highlighted above it is still a difficult task even at high resolution to

identify what is going on in these complex regions. In particular, G194.9349

which showed no SiO emission in the single dish observations, displays SiO in the

higher spatial resolution observation. Lower resolution observations still provide

an excellent tool to explore the bulk properties in a large sample of objects. As

shown, the JCMT observations presented here, reveal the SiO emission is more

prevalent towards younger sources, and sources with the highest velocity CO

outflows, consistent with the picture of the jet properties declining with age as

seen in the low mass case. While the SiO emission correlates with the F70/F22

colour, there is no correlation with the F22/F8 colour. Similarly, the CH3CN

emission in Chapter 4 shows no difference in the colours for sources with or
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without CH3CN emission. However, Cooper (2013) found a strong dependence

on the F22/F8 colour and the presence of a jet in their NIR spectra towards

MYSOs form the RMS survey. The lack of a correlation in this work is likely

due to the colours probing the mid-IR bright sources in the regions, which are

not necessarily the source of the outflow or hot core emission. As evidenced

by the high resolution observation in this work showing the outflows in NGC

2264-C are driven by the mid-IR dark, likely youngest sources. A combination

of complementary single dish and interferometric observations towards a large

sample of regions, coving whole clusters, where the outflow, disc, and envelope

can be identified towards a single core are required to fully probe the formation

mechanism of high mass stars.

6.2.1 Future Work

The move to full capabilities with ALMA is expected to bring many exciting re-

sults and answers in the coming years to the currently unanswered questions. In

particular, regarding the interplay of discs and outflows in massive star forming

regions and their comparison with the low mass regime. This section discusses

future extensions of this work.

6.2.1.1 High Angular Resolution Follow-up

The key to understanding jet/outflows from massive stars lies in high angular

spatial resolution studies, where a single core and its associated outflow can be

resolved. As the results in this thesis show, even at 3′′ resolution it is difficult

to unambiguously identify the outflow driving source. Furthermore, the higher
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resolution observations reveal multiple cores and in the case of NGC 2264-C it

is not the IR bright, RMS source that drives the high velocity SiO outflows,

but the younger cores. It would be interesting to take a larger sub-sample of

the JCMT sources for follow-up observations at high resolution (<3′′), and with

high sensitivity to probe exactly where the SiO emission is coming from in these

complex regions, and if there are differences in the outflows driven by younger

cores compared with more evolved sources. The higher spatial resolution will

also allow for the collimation of the outflows to be probed, helping to distinguish

if the picture presented by Beuther & Shepherd (2005b), where the outflow

decollimates with evolution holds. Furthermore, as suggested by Smith et al.

(2013) infall signatures may be best matched to the beam size. Thus, the low

detection of infall in HCO+ (4-3) and H13CO+ emission in the Chapter 2 may

be due to the beam size of the JCMT observations. High resolution follow-up

observations of these tracers towards sources presented in Chapter 2 will be able

to test this.

6.2.1.2 Maser Emission in MYSOs

Maser emission as a tool for probing evolution towards massive star forming

regions has long been debated (e.g. Ellingsen et al. 2007; Voronkov et al. 2014).

It is thought the class I (collisionally driven) masers should be present before

the class II (radiatively driven) masers form (e.g. Ellingsen et al. 2007). Addi-

tionally, the 6.7 GHz maser emission is believed to be associated with the earlier

phases of the star formation process. Breen et al. (2010) have indicated the in-

crease in the class II luminosity with source age. Exactly which phase of the

MYSO formation process 6.7 GHz maser emission traces is still unclear. Where
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these masers are excited in relation to the MYSO and if the environments of

MYSOs harbouring faint masers are different to those harbouring bright maser

emission is still also not clear. To further explore these questions a sample of

MYSOs (with no previously observed maser emission in the methanol multi-

beam survey (MMB) survey Caswell et al. 2010) from the RMS survey were

observed with ATCA (at 10 times greater sensitivity). This will allow us to

identify if they are true non-detections or if they are potentially a different

type of faint class II methanol maser, which will further aid in building an

evolutionary picture of the early stages of massive star formation.

6.2.1.3 Probing the Colder Emission-Looking for the Youngest Sources

While the RMS survey provides the largest sample of MYSOs and UCHII re-

gions, it is biased towards sources that are already bright in the mid-IR. Herschel

has provided a wealth of far-IR data, but currently there are no large scale sur-

veys in the mm regime with comparable spatial resolution to the Herschel 70µm

emission, the best being ATLASGAL with a resolution of ∼19′′(Schuller et al.

2009). The recently updated MUSTANG bolometer on the GBT will allow mm

observations at a comparable resolution (∼8′′) to the 70µm Herschel data. This

will allow the cooler emission to be explored in comparison the the warmer 70µm

emission, likely highlighting regions in the youngest stages of evolution. As an

initial step it would be interesting to follow-up the JCMT sample presented in

this thesis. However, with impending release of the HOBYs (Motte et al. 2010)

and Hi-gal (Molinari et al. 2010) Herschel surveys it would be interesting as a

longer term goal to follow up these surveys with the GBT to help build-on the

global properties on massive star formation in the Galaxy.
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6.3 Final Remarks

The work in this thesis suggests that the SiO emission is observed towards

younger regions in massive star forming regions, in a similar manner to the SiO

emission observed in the low mass regime. Furthermore, this work highlights

the need for higher spatial resolution, and sensitivity observations to fully un-

derstand the outflows and their driving sources in the complex high mass star

forming regions. In addition, a comprehensive understanding of the age and

evolutionary nature of the outflow driving sources is still required. In the case

of NGC 2264-C the high velocity bipolar outflows are coincident with the likely

younger, mm brightest, IR dark sources. In contrast, the IR-bright RMS source

does not appear to drive an outflow in this region. Thus, it is not always clear

from the single dish observations exactly what is responsible for the outflow

emission in massive star forming clusters. Looking to the future high resolu-

tion observations where a single core and outflow can be resolved will play an

important role in fully understanding how massive stars form.



Appendix A

HCO+ and H13CO+ Integrated

Intensity Maps and Line Fits

This Appendix provides additional information and Figures related to Chapter

2 of this thesis. Presented below are the 1σ rms noise achieved for each molecule

towards each source from the JCMT survey. The resulting Gaussian fits to the

H13CO+ spectra along with the HCO+ and H13CO+ integrated intensity maps

for each source and the extracted total spectra from the masked regions are

shown.
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Table A.1: The 1σ rms noise achieved for each molecule towards each source. Column 1 is the Galactic source name
and Column 2 is the RMS source classification. In Columns 3 and 4 the corresponding RA and DEC positions are
given. The achieved rms noise in each map for the for H13CO+, SiO , and HCO+ cubes are given in Columns 5, 6 and
7 respectively, for a channel width of 0.42 kms−1 , 1.68 kms−1 and 0.05 kms−1 respectively.

Source Type RA Dec rms noise (K)

Name (J2000) (J2000) H13CO+ SiO HCO+

CO Outflow

G010.8411-02.5919 YSO 18:19:12.09 - 20:47:30.9 0.08 0.04 0.70

G012.9090-00.2607 YSO 18:14:39.56 - 17:52:02.3 0.09 0.04 0.63

G013.6562-00.5997 YSO 18:17:24.38 - 17:22:14.8 0.07 0.04 0.62

G017.6380+00.1566 YSO 18:22:26.37 - 13:30:12.0 0.07 0.04 0.52

G018.3412+01.7681 YSO 18:17:58.11 - 12:07:24.8 0.07 0.04 0.51

G020.7617-00.0638 HII/YSO 18:29:12.36 - 10:50:38.4 0.09 0.04 0.54

G043.3061-00.2106 HII 19:11:16.97 + 09:07:28.9 0.08 0.03 0.58

G045.0711+00.1325 HII 19:13:22.10 + 10:50:53.4 0.09 0.04 0.55

G050.2213-00.6063 YSO 19:25:57.77 + 15:02:59.6 0.08 0.04 0.54

G078.1224+03.6320 YSO 20:14:25.86 + 41:13:36.3 0.08 0.04 0.49

G079.1272+02.2782 YSO 20:23:23.83 + 41:17:39.3 0.08 0.04 0.56

G079.8749+01.1821 HII 20:30:27.45 + 41:15:58.5 0.08 0.04 0.55

G081.7133+00.5589 YSO 20:39:02.36 + 42:21:58.7 0.07 0.04 0.75

G081.7220+00.5699 HII 20:39:01.01 + 42:22:50.2 0.18 0.09 0.76

G081.7522+00.5906 YSO 20:39:01.98 + 42:24:59.1 0.09 0.04 –

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Source Type RA Dec rms noise (K)

Name (J2000) (J2000) H13CO+ SiO HCO+

G081.7624+00.5916 YSO 20:39:03.72 + 42:25:29.6 0.09 0.04 –

G081.8652+00.7800 YSO 20:38:35.36 + 42:37:13.7 0.09 0.04 0.39

G081.8789+00.7822 HII 20:38:37.71 + 42:37:58.6 0.09 0.04 0.39

G083.0936+03.2724 HII 20:31:35.44 + 45:05:45.8 0.09 0.04 0.38

G083.7071+03.2817 YSO 20:33:36.51 + 45:35:44.0 0.08 0.04 0.70

G083.7962+03.3058 HII 20:33:48.02 + 45:40:54.5 0.10 0.05 0.73

G103.8744+01.8558 YSO 22:15:09.08 + 58:49:07.8 0.12 0.06 0.82

G109.8715+02.1156 YSO 22:56:17.98 + 62:01:49.7 0.12 0.06 0.87

G192.6005-00.0479 YSO 06:12:54.01 + 17:59:23.1 0.11 0.06 0.44

G194.9349-01.2224 YSO 06:13:16.14 + 15:22:43.3 0.11 0.04 0.80

G203.3166+02.0564 YSO 06:41:10.15 + 09:29:33.6 0.08 0.04 0.75

G207.2654-01.8080 HII/YSO 06:34:37.74 + 04:12:44.2 0.1 0.05 0.43

No CO Outflow

G011.9454-00.0373 HII 18:11:53.20 - 18:36:21.8 0.10 0.05 0.75

G080.8645+00.4197 HII 20:36:52.16 + 41:36:24.0 0.09 0.04 –

G080.9383-00.1268 HII 20:39:25.91 + 41:20:01.6 0.09 0.04 –

G081.7131+00.5792 YSO 20:38:57.19 + 42:22:40.9 0.07 0.09 0.76

G196.4542-01.6777 YSO 06:14:37.06 + 13:49:36.4 0.09 0.04 0.40

G217.3771-00.0828 HII 06:59:15.73 - 03:59:37.1 0.07 0.04 –

G233.8306-00.1803 YSO 07:30:16.72 - 18:35:49.1 0.12 0.07 –
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Table A.2: Fitted parameters from a single Gaussian fit of the H13CO+ (4-3) line emission extracted from the within
H13CO+ (4-3) 5σ masked regions. Column 1 is the galactic name, Column 2 is the RMS classification, and Column 3
gives the number of pixels in the H13CO+ (4-3) used to extract the emission. Columns 4, 5, 6 and 7 give peak, central
velocity, FWHM and integrated intensity from a single Gaussian fit to the sum of the H13CO+ (4-3) emission extracted
from all pixels within the masked region.

Source Type No of pixels Tmb VLSR δV Tmbdv

Name (K) (kms−1) (kms−1) (K.kms−1)

CO Outflow

G010.8411-02.5919 YSO 17 14.38±0.76 11.98±0.04 1.71±0.10 26.12±2.11

G012.9090-00.2607 YSO 38 19.94±0.58 37.32±0.05 3.42±0.11 72.65±3.21

G013.6562-00.5997 YSO 4 1.90±0.12 48.0±0.10 3.13±0.23 6.32±0.62

G017.6380+00.1566 YSO 33 27.57±0.77 22.33±0.03 2.16±0.07 63.38±2.71

G018.3412+01.7681 YSO 21 14.37±0.56 32.84±0.04 2.10±0.10 32.19±1.91

G043.3061-00.2106 HII 6 2.92±0.21 59.28±0.08 2.40±0.20 7.45±0.81

G045.0711+00.1325 HII 13 6.97±0.14 59.10±0.06 6.20±0.15 45.98±1.43

G050.2213-00.6063 YSO 4 0.96±0.15 40.36±0.23 2.90±0.54 2.97±0.72

G078.1224+03.6320 YSO 22 14.26±0.46 -3.32±0.05 3.12±0.12 47.39±2.35

G079.1272+02.2782 YSO 5 2.74±0.26 -1.58±0.09 1.81±0.20 5.28±0.77

G079.8749+01.1821 HII 5 2.16±0.29 -4.90±0.10 1.54±0.24 3.53±0.71

G079.8749+01.1821-OFFSET – 19 12.84±0.49 -3.14±0.05 2.81±0.12 38.44±2.25

G081.7133+00.5589 YSO 8 8.63±0.53 -4.09±0.08 2.47±0.18 22.76±2.14

G081.7220+00.5699 HII 53 58.83±1.32 -3.17±0.05 4.57±0.12 286.36±9.84

G081.7522+00.5906 YSO 23 18.58±0.70 -4.04±0.04 2.03±0.09 40.11±2.29

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page

Source Type No of pixels Tmb VLSR δV Tmbdv

Name (K) (kms−1) (kms−1) (K.kms−1)

G081.7522+00.5906-OFFSET – 20 13.02±0.51 -3.19±0.05 2.77±0.12 38.43±2.28

G081.7624+00.5916 YSO 19 11.11±0.94 -4.34±0.08 1.96±0.19 23.2±3.03

G081.8652+00.7800 YSO – – – – –

G081.8652+00.7800-OFFSET – 56 83.83±0.75 9.67±0.017 3.90±0.04 348.53±4.78

G081.8789+00.7822 HII – – – – –

G083.0936+03.2724 HII 4 0.89±0.22 -3.50±0.29 2.33±0.67 2.22±0.84

G083.7071+03.2817 YSO – – – – –

G083.7071+03.2817-OFFSET – 4 1.95±0.35 -3.62±0.13 1.50±0.31 3.11±0.85

G083.7962+03.3058 HII 4 2.78±0.33 -4.31±0.10 1.66±0.23 4.91±0.88

G103.8744+01.8558 YSO 5 3.80±0.55 -18.30±0.11 1.60±0.27 6.49±1.44

G109.8715+02.1156 YSO 71 91.63±1.31 -10.80±0.03 3.99±0.07 388.87±8.49

G192.6005-00.0479 YSO 5 4.11±0.14 7.84±0.07 4.26±0.17 18.65±0.98

G194.9349-01.2224 YSO 4 1.48±0.27 15.61±0.18 2.03±0.43 3.20±0.89

G203.3166+02.0564 YSO 50 34.05±1.06 8.15±0.04 2.31±0.08 83.60±3.96

G203.3166+02.0564-OFFSET – 28 15.87±0.56 7.55±0.04 2.54±0.10 42.96±2.32

G207.2654-01.8080 HII/YSO 12 5.77±0.45 12.58±0.10 2.74±0.24 16.83±1.98

No CO Outflow

G080.8645+00.4197 HII 11 3.76±0.22 -2.75±0.095 3.31±0.22 13.26±1.17

G080.9383-00.1268 HII – – – – –

G081.7131+00.5792 YSO – – – – –

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page

Source Type No of pixels Tmb VLSR δV Tmbdv

Name (K) (kms−1) (kms−1) (K.kms−1)

G196.4542-01.6777 YSO 4 1.16±0.18 19.337±0.18 2.455±0.43 3.20±0.89

G217.3771-00.0828 HII 4 0.76±0.17 23.9344±0.25 2.18±0.58 1.76±0.62

G233.8306-00.1803 YSO – – – – –
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Figure A.1: The left panels show the HCO+ (greyscale), and H13CO+ (solid green contours) integrated intensity
maps. The green contours levels are given by 1σrms×5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50 where the rms values for individual
sources are given in Table A.1. The yellow diamond gives the position of the RMS source for OFFSET sources
the yellow cross represents the peak of the H13CO+ emission in the offset component. The right panels, show the
H13CO+ (green contours) and HCO+ (black contours) spectra extracted from the pixels within the masked regions.
The H13CO+ emission has been multiplied by a factor of 4. The red solid line displays the Gaussian fit to the
H13CO+ emission also increased by a factor of 4 (see Table A.2 in Appendix A for the Gaussian fit parameters).
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Appendix B

Full Molecular Line Spectra, SiO

Channels Maps, and CH3OH

SHV maps towards NGC 2264-C

This Appendix presents additional, complementary Figures to Chapter 3. Pro-

vided below are the full LSB and USB spectra for the mm continuum peaks

detected in NGC 2264-C, taken from the peak continuum pixel. In addition,

the full SiO channel map is presented for a velocity resolution of 1.2 kms−1

per channel. The systemic and SHV emission for the two CH3OH transitions

tracing the outflows in NGC 2264-C are also provided.
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Figure B.1: The LSB and USB Spectra from the RMS observations towards
the continuum peaks identified in NGC 2264-C. The source is given in the top
left corner and the lines detected are labelled for the mm Continuum Peaks.
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Figure B.2: Channel maps of the SiO (5-4) emission. The greyscale is the
1.3 mm continuum and the black contour is the 3σ level. The green contours
are the SiO (5-4) emission starting at 3σ and increasing in steps of 2σ, where
1σ = 40mJy/beam for each panel. The channels are all 1.2 kms−1 wide and the
respective velocity for each channel is provided in the top left corner (units
kms−1).
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Figure B.3: CH3OH systemic and SHV red and blueshifted emission in NGC
2264-C. The CH3OH transition and rest frequency is given in the top left corner
of the panels. The velocity regime and integrated intensity and 1σ rms are given
in the top right of each panel. The black crosses mark the positions of the ten
mm continuum peaks in NGC 2264-C.
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